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The en tha lpy of KCI re la tive to that a t 273.15 K was prec ise ly mea sured by drop ca lo rime try 
from 273 to 1174 K, a nd smooth thermod ynam ic fun ctions were derived for thi s temperature range. 
The hea t capacities fo und for th e c rysta llin e phase join smoothl y the mos t prec ise publi shed da ta fo r 
lower te mpera tures : those for the liqu id phase are temtJerature· ind epe nd e nt within the p rec is ion of 
mea sure ment ove r the 120 0 range covered . It is conc luded that the broad expone ntial upturn of the 
heat-capacity curve below the melting po int. if a ttribut ed to la tti ce vaca nc ies , indicat es a predomi
nance of la rge vaca ncy c lu s te rs. 
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1. Introduction 

The e xpe rimental data on potass ium c hloride re
ported in thi s pape r were obtained by the authors at 
the National Bureau of Standards in 1954. A lthough 
the results based on an earli er s moothin g were in
corporated in the variou s JANAF tables for thi s sub
stan ce r23 11, th ey have not been previou s ly pub li shed 
otherwise. Since th e origin al record s were thorou ghl y 
annotated a nd th ese data appear to be still un excelled 
in accuracy for the particular prope rti es they re pre
sent , it see med worthwhile to carry out a comple te 
and care ful reanalys is, a nd to present the results 
here. The hea t capacities can be merged with the 
precise low-temperature values of Berg and Morrison 
[4J for th e temperature range 2.8- 270 K without any 
compromi se of either set of data , and both the JANAF 
tables [23 1 and the presen t paper have chosen to carry 
out this mergin g, in order to base the e nthalpy on 0 K 
and to obtain Third-Law entrop ies, as a firm basis in 
calculating thermodynamic equilibria involving crystal
line or liquid potassium chloride. In fac t , even though 
the small corrections to both pieces of work from the 
International Practical Te mperature Scale of 1948 to 
that of 1968 (the mos t recent such scale) have been 
applied, the present smoothed values differ little 
from those in the latest JANAF tables (the largest 
discrepancy amounting to 0.5 percent in the heat of 
fusion , large ly attributable to a different procedure of 

t Figures in brac kets refer 10 l it erature refe rences at the end of th is paper. 

ex trapo la ting to the meltin g point). Th e present authors 
did not measure the melting point, but have critica lly 
selected a value from th e litera ture. 

The high practical importance of potass ium chloride , 
not only a mong the alkali halides but a mong a ll in 
organic subs tances, is we ll known , a nd s te ms partly 
from its fairly high na tura l abundan ce , its s implicity 
of che mi ca l composition, a nd its c he mical stability. 
There are, howeve r, a number of bas ic scie ntifi c 
problems in whic h an accurate knowledge of the high
te mperature equilibrium thermal propertie s of its 
co ndensed phases is important and directly applicable. 
Chief among such problems which motivated th e 
present work are: (1) the abundance and nature of the 
lattice vacancies in the pure crystal ; (2) the thermo
dynamic properties of solid and liquid solutions con
taining potassium chloride as one compone nt ; a nd (3) 
the thermodynamic properties a nd com position of 
gaseous potassium chloride. In connection with th e 
third item , one of the present authors conclud ed 
twenty years ago that the best available vapor pres
sures and thermodynamic properties of the solid and 
liquid were consis te nt with reaso nable elec trostati c 
models of th e pos tulated gas s pec ies only if saturated 
potass ium chloride vapor near the melting point con
tain s, in addition to the monomer, KCI , at least 8 
mole percent of the dime r , K~CI 2 . At that time no 
direc t evidence existed for the association of alkali
halide vapors, but the subsequent mass and infrared 
spectroscopy of other investigators [23] established 
the truth of this indirect conclusion for potassium 
chloride. 
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2. Sample and Container 

A single sample-A.C.S. Reagent Grade potassium 
chloride from the General Chemical Division of the 
Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation, New York"
was used. The salt was not further purified except 
by fusing it quickly while contained in platinum 
(exposed to the atmosphere) to remove any occluded 
water. Two specimens of this material (each approxi
mately 6.4 g, or 0.086 GFW), subsequently designated 
"samples 1 and 2", were sealed in cylindrical con
tainers of pure silver ("0.999 fine") for the calorimetric 
measurements. Each silver container had a mass as 
close to 12 g as practical, and consisted of a cylinder 
of 5fs in diameter , 0.015 in wall thickness, and ap
proximately 2 in length, with a tight-fitting silver cap 
sealed in each end by an oxy-gas flame, the final seal 
being made while the KCl sample was molten. In 
the subsequent enthalpy measure ments each sample 
was suspended in the furnace by a wire of thermo
couple-grade 90 Pt-l0 Rh (o.d., 0.015 in) bearing two 
horizontal thin circular platinum radiation shields and 
a small hook of 80 Ni-20 Cr, all with controlled masses. 
The small mass of silver (a few tenths of a mg) lost in 
such a sealing process was determined by sealing other 
dry containers having no sample present, and applied 
as a correction in deducing by difference the exact 
mass of each sample. 

The results of analyzing the sample are recorded in 
table 1. The qualitative spectrochemical analysis was 
performed on a typical specimen by the Spectro
chemical Analysis Section of the Bureau. Hot KCl 
is slightly hydrolyzed by such an exposure to moist 
air as described above; therefore after an the calo
rimetric measurements on' sample 1 (the principal 
specimen) it was dissolved in COdree water and 
titrated with standard HCI solution and phenol
phthalein , giving (after applying the blanks) the 
equivalent of 0.04 weight percent ofKOH. 

TABLE 1. Chemical and spectrochemical analysis of the sample a 

Impurity Weight percent Method of analysis 

KOH 0.04 Titration with acid 

Na 0.001-0.01 I , 
Al 

} O.OOO[-<>.OO[ (",hi 
Ba 
Ca 
Rb 
Si 

Qualitative spectrochemical 

Cu } < 0.0001 (each) 
Mg 

a In addition B, P, and 44 other metals were sought spectrochem
icaJly but not detected. 

:! Mention of a spec ifi c commercia l orga nizat ion does not imply recommenda tion by the 
National Bureau of Sta ndard s of its good s or se rvices. 

3. Enthalpy Measurements 

3.1. Calorimetric Procedure 

The enthalpy of the sample and its container 
relative to that at 0 °C was measured by "drop" 
calorimetry, which is desc ribed in great detail else
where [1 2J. The particular procedure followed in the 
present case was briefly as follows. The sample in its 
container was held in an atmosphere of helium in a 
vertical silver-core furnace for a time sufficient to 
allow it to reach the (constant) furnace tempera
ture , and was then dropped into a Bunsen ice calo
rimeter, which measured its loss of heat (enthalpy) 
in cooling from the furnace temperature to 0 0c. To 
account accurately for the heat lost by the container 
itself, during the drop and to the calorimeter, the 
measurement was repeated at the same furnace 
temperature on one or more identical empty 
containersY 

To create a very nearly isothermal environment, the . 
sample or empty container was suspended in the fur
nace inside a central core of pure silver 10 in long, 
with o.d. 2 in and wall thickness 1/2 in. Insulated from 
this core above and below were two shorter "guard" 
segments of silver (o.d., also 2 in) controlled by separate 
heaters to the temperature of the central core. The 
temperature of the suspended sample or container was 
taken to be that of the closest portion of the central 
core. In general, aside from the possible effects of 
sample composition or indefiniteness of physical state, 
the measurement of furnace temperature is usually 
the most serious source of systematic error in high
temperature drop calorimetry. The steps taken toward 
accurate temperature measurement are outlined in the 
following section. 

3.2. Furnace Thermometry 

Up to and including 600°C (873 K), the furnace 
temperature was measured by one of two strain-free 
platinum resistance thermometers (ice-point resist
ance, approximately 25 ohms) that had been independ
ently calibrated at the Bureau at the ice, steam, and 
sulfur points on the International Temperature Scale 
of 1948 (with later conversion to the IPTS- 68 [20, 10]). 
When these thermometers were intercom pared in the 
furnace just before the enthalpy measurements 
began, their temperature indications were discordant 
by + 0.036° (at 200°C), - 0.035° (at 400 0q, and - 0.002° 
(at 600 °C). The ice-points of both thermometers were 
periodically redetermined and found not to have 
changed appreciably. As a precaution against an un
suspected deterioration of the tempering of the 
thermometer in the furnace, a thermometer reading 
was always accompanied by a precise thermocouple 
reading. 

3 The preferable use of the same containe r for these two measurements wou ld have 
been inconvenient , and is believed unnecessary anyhow because all conta iners were 
construc ted from adjacent parts of the COm l)Onent mate rial s and because the princ ipal 
material , silver. has highl y reproducible thermal properties when pure and annealed. 
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Above 600 °C, measurement of the furnace tem
perature had to rely on thermocouples, these being 
Pt/90 Pt-lO Rh (0_0l5-in .-diameter wires). One the r
mocouple had undergone a standard NBS calibration , 
and 10 minimize subsequ e nt cha nges in its calibration 
it was used onl y to calibra te th e " workin g thermo
coupl e" (that use d in the enth alpy meas ure ments), by 
comparison of simulta neous readings whe n the junc
tion s of both couples were in cont act in th e center of 
the furnac e. A similar co mpari son of th e "working" 
thermoco uple with th e " working" thermome ter showed 
higher temperature readin gs of the thermocoupl e (on 
the basis of its calibra tion as described above) by 
0.26° a t 200 °C, 0.10° at 400 °C, and 0.17° at 600 °C. 
Because the thermometer is the more accurate 
instrument and there is no monoton ic trend in these 
discrepancies , the ir mean (0.2°) was subtrac ted from 
all th ermocouple readin gs above 600 0C. Othe rwi se, 
the graphical s moo thing of the the rmocouple readings 
from s tanda rd tables (for inte rpolation purposes) did 
not co mpromi se any un s mooth ed ca libra tion valu e by 
more than 0.05°. 

Des pite the favo rable conditions for an isothe rmal 
furn ace region impli ed by the dim e nsions of th e s ilver 
core (described in sec. 3.1) , the stru c ture of the fur
nace was s uch as to obviously permit consi derable 
heat conduct ion out th e ends of th e co re. For thi s 
reason "immersion" tes ts were pe rform ed , while the 
furnace was held at a co nstant te mpera ture of a bout 
600 °C, to test the te mperature gradients around the 
position of the sam ple. Rai s in g the thermometer 
or the rmocouple sens in g eleme nt by one cm raised 
the temperature readin g by 0.0025° or 0. 3 °C, respec
tively; but moving th e th erm ocouple u p and down , 
then rotating, and finally res toring t he origin a l le vel 
produced no net change. Rais ing the tempera ture of 
the bottom silve r guard segment by 0.5° produ ced no 
effec t on the th ermomete r and thermoco uple readi ngs, 
but rai sin g the te mperature of the top segme nt by 1.2° 
increased the thermo meter read in g by 0.0075° (the 
thermoco uple decrease by 0.05° sugges ts an e rror in 
the test); these small effects are ge nerally not un
expected, since the thermometer and thermocouple 
leads passed out the top of the furnace core. 

3.3. E"thalpy Data 

a . Empty Containers 

The results of e nthalpy meas ureme nt s on empty 
containers are given in table 2. The prin cipal series 
of measurement s, des ignated " la," was made just 
before the enthalpy meas ureme nt s on the potassium 
chloride samples. Two additional seri es, " lb" and 
"2" (on the same and on a new contain er , res pec
tively), were ma de seve ral month s after the comple
tion of the KCI meas ure ment s, and at onl y three 
temperatures. The values of individual meas ureme nt s 
(unsmoothed, but otherwise full y co rrec ted) are given 
in the third column, in c hronologica l order for each 
temperature. H owever, the hea ts actually observed 

have been divided by 0.085554, the number of moles 
of potass ium chloride in sample no. 1. By thus giving 
the values to be subtrac ted from those for container
plus-sample on the sa me bas is, the effec t of impreci
sion at a gi ve n te mpera ture on the net enthalpy per 
mole of potassium chloride is directly obviou s. 

The mean measured empty-co nta ine r e nthalpy for 
each series at each te mperatu re is give n in the fourth 
column of table 2, and a small large ly sys te matic 
difference will be noted amon g th e three se ri es at the 
three temperatures involving all series. It was decided 
to derive smooth values using the "seri es l a" valu es 
only , partly because this series was meas ure d c losest 
in time to the potassium chloride sa mples (te ndin g 
toward a greater cancellation of instrum ent a l e rrors), 
and partly because the container surface in seri es l a 
was believed more com parable to that for the KCI 
samples. (Each seri es of empt y-co ntainer meas ure
me nts was mad e at in c reas ing tempera tures, exce pt 
tha t the hi ghest te mperature, 1174 K, was run first. 
with the belief that thi s might stabilize mos t qui ckl y 
the c rys tal growth , and he nce the radia tive e mi ss ivit y, 
of th e surface.) 

The e mpirica l equa tion d e rived 10 re prese nt the 
smoothed e mpty-container relative e nthalpies from 
series l a (in joules per mole of KC I sa mple No. 1, at 
te mpe rature T K(IPTS-68) is 

HT - Hm 15 = 37 .8035(T - 273. 1 S) 

+4.6024(10 - 4 ) (T-273.15F 

+ 2.4227 ( 10- 1;) (T - 273 .1 S)'l 

- 584.84(T - 273.15) / T. (1) 

Values from eq (1) are give n in th e fifth co lumn of 
table 2, an d th e diffe re nces of th e mea n meas ured 
valu es from th ese, in th e las t co lumn. 

b. KCI Samples 

Table 3 record s the e nthalpy results on pota ss ium 
chloride. A second specimen of th e sa lt ("sa mpl e 
No.2") was measured in a different container at two 
temperature s (primarily to guard against an ap prec i
able error in the mass of the principal s pec ime n, 
sample No.1, that would not otherwi se be revea led 
by inconsistenci es in the data). Th e individual ~ nthalpy 
measure ments are recorde d in chronological orde r for 
each temperature. For sample No. L th e liquid ra nge 
(above 1045 K) was measured first , th e c rys ta llin e ra nge 
373- 974 " nex t, the n 1009 K, and finall y 1039 K. For 
sample No.2 (run shortl y after sa mple No.1 ) the two 
measure ment s at 1034 K int e rve ned be twee n tlw 
second and third a t 1009 ". 

The co ntain er of sample No.1 proved to be sealed 
completely tight , and the total mass changed by only 
about one mg during the whole series of measurements. 
In sealing sa mple No.2, howeve r, a small hole was 
blown in the top of the container, resulting in an 
immediate mass loss of 8.6 mg, which was assumed to 
be half KCl and half molten silver (introducing an 
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TABLE 2. Enthalpy data on typical empty containers 

Relative enthalpy, H·r -H2731 5 (in J per mole of KCI) 
Temperature, T(K) a Container and series 

Measured 

373.15 1a r629} 3,631 

473.19 1a C'346} 
7,366 

573.22 1a {11 ,144} 
11 ,140 

673.23 1a C5,003} 
15,007 

r 
C8,943} 

18,952 

773.23 1b {18,983} 
18,983 

2 C8,958} 
18,954 f2,947} 873.30 Ja 22,981 
22,978 

r 
{27 ,124} 

27 ,115 

973.54 lb r7,l55} 
27 ,179 

r,126} 2 27,099 
27,097 

1008.64 ------------------ - ----- -- - - -- --- - --
1033.70 ------ - --- - -------- --- - ---- -- -- -- -- -
1038.72 --- - --- - ----- - ----- --------- - --- - -- -
1053.76 - - - - --- - ----- - ----- --------- - --- --- -

1073.82 la {31,368} 
31,376 

1093.87 ------------- - ----- --- - --- ------ - - --
1133.99 --- - - -- - -- - -- --- - -- --------- -- --- - --

em} 35 ,738 
'Ja 35,755 

35,762 
35 ,780 

1174.10 
1b r5,824 } 

35,795 

2 {35,727 } 
35,723 

a International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 [20]. 

uncertainty of 0.04 percent in the net enthalpies for 
KCl from this sample, owing to the widely different 
specific heats of these two substances). Furthermore, 
during the enthalpy measurements on it sample No.2 
steadily lost mass (to a total of 4 mg), which was cor
rected for on the assumption that minute amounts of 
KCl had escaped by evaporation. 

The thermal values in table 3 (as well as those in 
table 2) are based on 270.48 J per g of mercury as 
the ideal calibration factor of the ice calorimeter [12]. 
The mass of KCl sample No. 1 was 6.3781 g (0.085554 

Mean measured Smoothed (eq (1)) Difference 

3,630 3,631 -1 

7,356 7,353 +3 

11,142 II ,144 -2 

15,005 15 ,005 0 

J8'~7l f 18,983 18,945 +38 

18,956, +11 

22,969 22,976 -7 

27,]19) 

r 27,167 27 ,115 +52 

27 ,107 - 8 

--------------------- 28,590 ------ - ----- - --- -- -
- -- ------------------ 29,653 - - --- ------ -- - - - -

--- --- --- --- - -------- 29,866 - ---- - - - - - - - - - ----

- - --- - ----- - ------- 30,509 - - --- - - - - - - -- - ----

31,372 31,370 +2 

-------------------- 32,236 -------------------
--------------------- 33,985 -------------------

35,754 - J 

35,810 
35,755 

+55 

35,725 -30 
I , 

"mol" on the basis of a molecular weight or GFW 
of 74.551 [2]). The mass of sample No.2 varied with 
time from 6.4183 to 6.4141 g, but the gross enthalpies 
for this sample as recorded in the third column of 
table 3 have been increased by small amounts (about 
0.2 percent) so that their means in the fourth column, 
as well as those for sample No.1, may be decreased 
by the corresponding empty-container values (fifth 
column of table 2) to give all the mean net molar 
enthalpies of KCI listed in the fifth column of table 3. 
All enthalpies in tables 2 and 3 include very small 
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TABLE 3. Enthalpy data on sam.ples of potassium. chloride (Kel ) 

Relative enthalpy, Hr -H273 . 15 (J mol- ' )" 
Tempe rature, 

T (K)" Sample no. KCI + containe r 

Meas ured Mean measured 

373 .1 5 1 {8 ,805 } 
8.827 

8,816 

473.19 I P7 ,884 } 
17,880 

17,882 

573.22 I {27,185} 
27 ,182 

27 ,183 

673.23 ] {36 , 714} 
36,727 

36 ,720 

773.23 I t6 ,507} 
46 ,497 

46,502 

873 .30 ] r6,588} 
56,611 

56,599 

973.54 I {67, 154} 
67,139 

67 , 146 

t fO ,963 } 70,976 
70 ,990 

1008.64 
rO ,965} 

70 ,958 70.961 
70.959 

1033.70 2 f3,798} 
73,787 

73.792 

r ,727'} ----------------

1038.72 I (74,649) ----------------
(74,582) ----------------
(74,510) --- ------ ---- ----

{ 102 ,268} 
10,53.76 1 102,228 102,24 1 

102 ,228 

r 060899 } 
1093.87 I 106.923 106.910 

106 ,908 

{"I ,63 1 } 
1133. '.19 I III ,582 III ,608 

111 ,6 11 

1174. 10 I {116 ,315 } 
]16 ,322 

]16 ,318 

" Int e rn ation al Prac ti ca l Tempera ture Scale of 1968 [20]. 
h Molecul ar weight (" GFW") = 74.55 1 [21. 

Measured 

5,185 

10,529 

]6,038 

21,715 

27,557 

33,623 

40,032 

42 ,386 

42 ,37] 

44 ,139 

(44,861 ) 
(44,783) 
(44,7 16) 
(44,644) 

71,73 1 

74,674 

77 ,623 

80,,563 

C Ca lcul ated belo w 1045 K from eq (2) (crys ta l), and above 1045 K from eq (3) (liquid). 
d See discuss ion in sec. 3.3.b. 

KCl onl y 

S moothed C 

5,182 

10,529 

16 ,040 

21,714 

27 ,560 

33 ,62 ] 

40,025 

42,39 ] 

44,133 

44,488 

71,731 

74,675 

77,620 

80 ,564 

Difference 

+ 3 

° 
- 2 

+ ] 

- 3 

+ 2 

+ 7 

- 5 

- 20 

+ 6 

d(+ 373) 
d (+ 295) 
d (+ 228) 
d(+ 156) 

0 

- 1 

+ 3 

- I 

co rrections for adjustm ent to a s tandard mass of each 
.nonsample mate rial (s ilver , 80 Ni-20 Cr, 90 Pt-lO Rh , 
and air insid e th e container). No correction was made 
for the heat of forming or conde nsing potassium chlo
ride vapor inside a con tainer, as this heat was calcu
lated not to exceed 0.6 joule per mole of KCI sample 
[23]. No corrections for furna ce temperature were 
needed, as these temperatures were always constant 
and within 0.01 0 of those listed in th e tables. Previous 
tests had shown the time of the sample in the furnace 
(20 to 80 min) to be adequate for thermal equilibrium ; 

however , at 1054 K the sample was only 90 above the 
melting point, so to haste n the comple te input of the 
heat of fusion the sample was preliminarily heated at 
1094 K for at least 30 min_ 

For 1039 K the individual net enthalpies for the 
sample (table 3, fifth column) show a large drift with 
time which invites separate explanation (see below). 
The values for the lower temperatures, however , 
show no drift with time beyond what may be attrib
uted to accidental error, and indicate a heat-capacity 
curve for the crystal which varies nearly linearly with 
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increasing temperature except with an accelerated 
upturn as the melting point is approached. It was 
found that these data could have been fit satisfactorily 
by correcting for premelting caused by 0.015 mole 
percent of liquid·soluble solid-insoluble impurity. 
However, according to table 1 the only impurities 
present in comparable abundance are KOH and some 
sodium salt (presumably NaCl), and the phase dia· 
grams of the KCI-KOH and KCl·NaCl systems [29] 
show such large solid solubilities (for compositions 
near pure KCl) as to suggest no premelting at any 
temperature in table 3. Consequently, the plausible 
alternative attribution of the above heat-capacity 
upturn to the effect of lattice vacancies was adopted 
instead (calling for one or more exponential terms in 
the enthalpy·temperature function). Moreover, all 
enthalpy values observed for 1039 K were omitted 
from the data fit because it is plausible to assume that 
this near the melting point the sample actually may 
have undergone extensive premelting which decreased 
in successive enthalpy measurements: the sample had 
earlier been fused and rapidly crystallized, and it 
seems reasonable to assume that the total of 190 min of 
holding the sample at 1039 K was required for about 
half the impurity to diffuse into the crystalline KCI. 
With all premelting ignored in the data fitting, the 
additive corrections for the impurities would be well 
within the uncertainties of the final results and were 
ignored. 

Excepting the values for 1038.72 K, the mean cor· 
rected unsmoothed relative enthalpy found for potas· 
sium chloride at each furnace temperature (from table 
3, fifth column) was given equal weight in the method 
of least squares to derive the coefficients and the 
expon ential argument of the following e mpirical 
e nthalpy equations (in J mol - 1 at T K, IPTS- 68) for 
the crys tal below the melting point and the liquid 
above the melting point: 4 

KCI, T= 273.15 -1045 K:HT (c) - H273 15 (c) = 46.5369 T 

+ 8.1720(lO- 3) P+9.0725(lQ7) exp (-12300/T) 

- 1332 l. 3 (2) 

KCI , T = 1045 - 1174.10 K : H'J' (C') - Hm .15 (c) 

= 73.3994 T - 5614.1 (3) 

Values from eqs (2) and (3) are given in the sixth column 
of table 3, and the differences of the mean measured 
values from these, in the last column. 

Equations (2) and (3) are based solely on the authors' 
own data. The final equation s recommended to cover 
these tem perature ranges (sec. 4.3) involve small 
c hanges to effect a smooth join to good data below room 
tem perature. 

4 Th e lea s t-squ a r ing of th e c q :stal-s la tc d a ta wa s ac tuall), ca rr ied out fo r fi xed valu es 
of Ihl' expone nt la l a rgum e nt va r ym j,!; [nun - 11500rr to - 13.,00/1' in ste p s of - 2001T. the 
s tanda rd d ev ia tions not hei ng ve ry sens it ive to t his a rgu me nt in th is ra nge. On repe t itio n 
exccpt a llo wing in th e e ntha lp y a polynomial te rm in 111', the bes t fit wa s in fe rior tu th a t 
without th is te rm. and bes ides. :.ra ve a negat ive coe ffi cient for the 111' te rm. where as it 
was des ired to represent all the positi ve curvature of the heat capacit y-te mperature curve 
in the ex ponential te rm . 

4. Smooth Thermodynamic Functions 

4.1. The Melting Point 

The authors have not measured the melting point 
of pure potassium chloride. Nine values reported in 
the literature are listed later (table 8, sec. 5.1). Of 
these, the value of Robe rts [43] was adopted - because 
it appears to be based on careful experimental work 
and because he documented his temperature scale 
with several fixed·point values, which are compared 
with those on the International Practi cal Temperature 
Scale of 1968 in table 4. Adding l. 7° (interpolated 
from the last column) to his reported meltin g point , 
770.3°± 0.5 °C, gives for the adopted melting point 
772.0 °C, which may be rounded to 1045 K (lPTS- 68). 

TABLE 4. Values of thermometric fixed points on the IPTS- 68 and 
as reported by Roberts 

Value reported by 
Fixed point Difference 

IPTS- 68 Roberts 
[20] [43] 

°C °C °C 

Melting point of ice 0 a (0) 0.0 
Normal boiling point of water 100 a (100) 0.0 
Freezing point of lead 327.502 327.3 +0.2 
Freezing point of zinc 419.58 419.4 +0.2 
Freezing point of aluminum 660.37 658.7 +1.7 
Freezing point of gold 1064.43 1062.6 + 1.8 
Freezing point of palladium 1554. 1551.5 +2.5 

a Not stated but inferred. 

4.2. Joining With Low-Temperature Results 

In order to arrive at what they regard as the most 
reliable formulation of the thermodynamic properties 
of potassium chloride over the temperature ran ge of 
their meas ure ments (273- 1174 K), the authors care · 
fully examined all available published results at both 
low and high temperatures (details are given later , 
in sec. 5.1), and decided to join their values smoothly 
with those of Berg and Morrison [4], whose measure 
ments of heat capacity cover the range 2.8- 270 K. 
(This co mpromise led to a small modification of eq 
(2) up to 373.15 K, noted later.) The decision to give 
full weight to the low-temperature heat capacities of 
Berg and Morrison was made because of the follow· 
ing facts about those values. (a) They are of relatively 
high precision , the (less precise) values of Southard 
and Nelson [48], Clusius e t al. [8] , and Strelkov et al. 
[49] scattering above and below them. (b) They are 
thoroughly documente d in all detail s pertaining to 
their accuracy. Their s tated estimated accuracy of 
0.2 percent (in the range 25-270 K) is supported by 
agreement of comparably measured heat capacities 
of Ah03 with the precise values of Furukawa et al. 
[17]- "excellently" over 78- 150 K, though 0.1- 0.2 
percent higher over 150- 270 K. (c) As will presently 
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be shown , Berg and Morrison 's heat capacit y-te mpera
ture function for KCI may be merged s moothly with 
the authors' without compromis in g e ithe r set of data_ 

Using the notation TI (ilT) T2 for the temperatures 
from TI to T2 at consta nt intervals of ilT, the smooth 
heat-capacity values of Berg and Morrison are for 
2_5, 3, 5 (5) 30 (10) 60 (20) 100 (25) 250, and 270 K- By 
interpolatin g the ir Debye temperatures, the present 
authors interpolated heat capacities for 45, 55,65, 70, 
75 , and 90 K also_ In addition, in order to be consistent 
with the present work , small corrections have been 
applied to all values derived from their data in order 
to place the values on the basis of the International 
Prac tical Temperature Scale of 1968 [20, lOJ 5_ The 
values of he at capacity listed by Berg and Morrison at 
the three highest te mperatures in their table (225 ,250, 
and 270 K), after conve rsion to IPTS-68, are rep
resented exactly (in J mol- I K- I) by the mon otonic 
equation 

Cp = 98.9551-105_2107 / TO.138H7. (4) 

The temperature derivative of eq (2), based o n the 
authors ' data, cannot be expected to represent accurate 
heat capacities in its lowes t inte rval 273.15 to 373. 15 K 
because the re the enthalpy was measured only over 
the whole interval. However, to merge smoothl y the 
authors ' res ults at s till higher te mperatures with Berg 
and Morrison 's results be low 273.15 K, a n empirical 
polynomi al eq uation was derived for th e heat capacity 
over the temperature inte rval 270--373.15 K (eq (9) of 
sec. 4.3). Th e five coefficie nts of th e eq uation were 
determined from Cp and dCp/dT as given by eq (4) 
at 270 K and as given by eq (2) at 373. 15 K, and from 
(H373 . 15 - Hm .15 ) as given by eq (2). The deviations 
(in terms of heat capacit y) of eqs (2) and (4) fro m the 
new equation are plotted in figure 1. Although both eqs 
(2) and (4) give lower heat capacities than the adopted 
equation between 305 and 345 K, thi s results from 
for cin g the new eq uation to re prod uce the (smoothed) 
measured e nthalpy increment, and also it should be 
noted that the e ntire curve labeled "Berg and Mor
ri son" is an extrapolation beyo nd the temperature 
range of their measurements. 

Berg and Morrison's heat capacities were integrate d 
to give the enthalpy and e ntropy inc reme nts over the 
inte rval 0--270 K. Th e major co ntributions were 
evaluated from three approximate e mpirical equations 
derived to cover the respective temperature ranges 
0--20 K, 20--80 K , and 80--270 K with continuity in 
Cp and dC,,/dT (except for a 15 percent di sco ntinuity 
in dCp/dT at 20 K) ; the minor residual contributions 
equivalent to the deviations of th ese equations from the 
heat-capacity curve were determined graphi cally. 
The entropy of KCl(c) is certainl y zero at 0 K, and the 
results are 

(5) 

:; The corrections below 90 K assume that Berg a nd Morrison 141 adopt ed t he fo llow ing 
fixed points of Los and Morrison [31 J: normal boi ling poinl.s of c·H2 and O 2 , 20.273 a nd 
90.1 90 K. respectively; triple point of O2 ,54.363 K. 

(6) 

The values of eqs (5) and (6) includ e co rrections of 
- 0.4 J mol- I and + 0.004 J mol - IK- I, respect ive ly, for 
the conversion to the basis of IPTS- 68 [10J. 

+0 .6 
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TEMPERATURE. K 

340 360 380 

FIG URE 1. Compromise of KCI heat capacity in lhe lemperalll.re range 
270-373. /5 K. 

The " Adopt ed Values" are those given by cqs (9 ) a nd (12) or by tables 5 and 6. T he c lIrve 
labeled "Thi s Work" refers to the derivat ive of eq (2). and th e c urve labeled " Be rg a nd 
Morrison " fo llows eq (4) as an e xtrapo lation of the ir values 141. 

4.3. Final Thermodynamic Functions 

After the treatmen t of the temperature range 
270-373.15 K described in sec. 4.2 , and using eqs (5) 
and (6) and the requirement of con tinuity in enthalpy 
and entropy to supply the integration constants, the 
authors derived num erical eq uations to represent their 
final values for the common the rmodynamic proper
ties of crystalline and liquid potassium c hloride from 
270 to 1200 K. These numerical eq ua tions a re given 
below as eqs (8)-(17). The Gibbs-energy function is 
then obtainable from the thermodynamic relation 

The values above 1174.10 K involve an extrapolation 
up to 1200 K of the data on the liquid on which eq (3) 
is based; otherwise, the equa tions should be cons idered 
applicable only in the respective temperature ranges 
stated. The energy unit is J mol - I (1 " mole" = 74_551 g), 
at the temperature T K (lPTS-68). The e nthalpy is 
formulated as that relative to the crystal at 0 K. " In" 
signifies the natural logarithm (i.e., to the base e). In 
general , eight significant figures should be retained in 
each coefficient of eqs (8)-(10), to avoid loss of signifi
cance in the computed thermodynamic fun c tions. 
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Values calculated from eqs (8)-(13) and (15)-(17) 
are given for round temperatures in table 5 in terms of 
the joule as the energy unit , and in table 6 in terms of 
the commonly used "defined thermochemical calorie." 

Although table 6 is based on the International 
Practical T emperature Scale of 1968 and the latest 
ex istin g JANAF tables for KCI [23] are based on the 
scale of 1948, the changes resulting from the tem
perature-scale conversion are quite small in the prese nt 
case, and it is of interes t to ignore these changes and 
co mpare th e two tables because they are based on 

the same experimental data. The values of (H~98.15 - H3) 
and S~98.15 are identical within rounding error, reflecting 
the agreement in integrating Berg and Morrison 's [4] 
heat capacities. The heat-capacity values of table 6 
are higher at 298, 500, 1000, and above 1045 K (]jquid) 
by + 0.2 , - 0.1 , + 1.5, and -0.3 percen t respectively; 
and the heat of fusion in table 6 is 0.5 perce nt lower , 
principally because of the exponential terms in eqs 
(11) and (12) instead of a simple correction for pre
melting reflected in the JANAF tables. The Gibbs
energy function (for the same temperatures, and based 
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TABLE 5. Thermodynamic Junctions Jor potassium chloride (KCL), 
crystaLline and liquid phases (in terms oj JOULES per mole) 

(l mol = 74.551 g; International Practi cal Te mperature Scale of 1968; 
Hg refers to the e ntha lllY of the crys tal at 0 K) 

T W- H~ C~ So -(Go- H~)/T 

K J mol- ' J mol- ' K- ' J mol- 'K- ' J moi- 'K- ' 

Crystallin e 

270 9934 50.63 77.49 40.70 
273.15 10094 50.71 78.08 41.12 
280 10442 50.89 79.34 42.04 
290 10952 51.16 81 .13 43.36 
298.15 11 370 51.37 82.55 44.41 
300 11465 51.42 82.87 44.65 
310 11980 51.65 84.56 45.91 
320 12498 51.86 86.20 47.14 
330 13017 52.04 87.80 48.35 
340 13538 52. 19 89.36 49.53 
350 14061 52 .32 90 .87 50.69 
360 14585 52.45 92.35 51.83 
370 15110 52 .59 93.78 52 .94 
380 15637 52.75 95. 18 54.04 
400 16695 53 .08 97.89 56 .16 
420 17760 53.40 100.49 58.21 
440 18831 53.73 102.98 60. 19 
460 19909 54.06 105.38 62.ll 
480 20994 54.38 107 .69 63.96 
500 22085 54.7 1 109. 91 65.75 
520 23182 55.04 112.07 67.49 
540 24286 55.37 11 4.15 69. 18 
560 25397 55.69 116.17 70.83 
580 26514 56.02 11 8.13 72 .42 
600 27638 56.35 120.03 73 .98 
620 28767 56.68 121.89 75 .50 
640 29904 57.0 1 123.69 76.97 
660 31047 57.35 125.45 78.42 
680 32198 57.69 127.17 79.83 
700 33355 58.03 128.85 81.20 
720 34519 58.39 130.49 82.55 
740 35691 58.76 132.09 83.87 
760 36870 59. 14 133.66 85.16 
780 38056 59.55 135 .20 86.42 
800 39252 59.98 136.72 87.66 
825 40758 60.57 138.57 89.18 
850 42281 61.24 140. 39 90.65 
875 43821 61.99 142.17 92.10 
900 45381 62.85 143.93 93.51 
925 46964 63.85 145.67 94.89 
950 48574 65.01 147.39 96.25 
975 50216 66.37 149.09 97.59 

1000 51895 67.96 150.79 98.89 
1025 53616 69.82 152.49 100.18 
1045 55029 71.52 153.86 101 .19 

Liquid 

1045 81183 73.40 178.89 101.19 
1050 81550 73.40 179.24 101.57 
1100 85219 73.40 L82.65 105.17 
1150 88889 73.40 185.91 108.61 
1200 92559 73.40 189.04 1lI.90 

----------. -- -

TABLE 6. Thermodynamic Junctions Jor potassium chloride (KCl ), 
crys talline and liquid phases (in terms or r:4LORIES per mole) 

(1 cal = 4.184U J; I ,,,,, t= 74.551 g; Int ernational Practi cal Tempera· 
ture Scale of 1968; H 0 refers to the enthalpy of th e crysta l at 0 K) 

T HO-H~ C~ So r- (CO - Hg)/T 

K cal moJ - ' ca l mol - ' K- ' cal mo l- ' K- ' ca lmol- 'K- ' 

Crys tallin e 

270 2374.5 12.101 18.520 9.726 
273.15 2412.6 12.120 18.661 9.828 
280 2495.8 12.162 L8.962 10.048 
290 2617.7 12.226 19.390 10.363 
298.15 2717.6 12.277 19.729 10.614 
300 2740 .3 12.288 19.805 10.670 
310 2863.4 12. 344 20.209 10.972 
320 2987.1 12.394 20.602 11. 267 
330 3 111.3 12.437 20.984 11. 555 
340 3235.8 12.473 21.356 11.838 
350 3360.7 12.505 21.718 12.115 
360 3485.9 12.535 22.070 12.387 
370 3611.4 12.568 22.414 12.653 
380 3737.3 12.607 22.750 12.914 
400 3990.3 12.685 23.399 13.423 
420 4244.8 12.763 24.020 13.913 
440 4500.8 12.841 24.615 14.386 
460 4758.3 12.919 25. 188 14.843 
480 5017.5 12.997 25.739 15.285 
500 5278.3 13.075 26.271 15.714 
520 5540.6 13. 154 26 .786 16.130 
540 5804.5 13.232 27 .284 16.534 
560 6069.9 13.310 27.766 16.927 
580 6336.9 13.388 28.234 17.309 
600 6605.4 13.467 28 .689 17.681 
620 6875.5 13.546 29. 132 18.043 
640 7147.3 13.625 29 .563 18.396 
660 7420.6 13.705 29.984 18.741 
680 7695.5 13.787 30.394 19.078 
700 7972.1 13.869 30.795 19.407 
720 8250.4 13.954 31.187 19. 729 
740 8530.2 14.042 31.57 1 20.044 
760 8812.0 14. 134 31.946 20 .352 
780 9095.7 14.231 32.315 20.654 
800 9381.4 14. 335 32.676 20.950 
825 9741.5 14.476 33.120 21.312 
850 10105.4 14.634 33.554 21.666 
875 10473.3 14.814 33.981 22 .012 
900 10846.2 15.020 34.401 22.350 
925 11224.7 15.259 34.816 22.68 1 
950 11609.6 15.537 35.226 23.006 
975 12002.0 15.863 35.634 23.325 

1000 12403.1 16.243 36.040 23.638 
1025 12814.6 16.686 36.447 23.945 
1045 131 52 .3 17.093 36.773 24 .188 

Liquid 

1045 19403.1 17.543 42.755 24.188 
1050 19490.8 17.543 42.839 24.276 
1100 20367.9 17.543 43.655 25.139 
]150 21245.1 17.543 44.435 25 .961 
1200 22122.2 17.543 45. 181 26 .746 

---
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on either H~ or H0298.15) is virtually identical for the 
crystal, and only about 0.01 cal mol- 1K- l lower for 
the liquid in table 6. 

S. Discussion 

5. 1. Comparison with Other Investigators 

The investigations measuring the relative enthalpy 
or heat capacity of potassium chloride (a) below room 

temperature and (b) above room temperature are 
outlined in c,hronological order in table 7. The indi
vidual unsmoothed values of enthalpy from most of 
these investigations, including those of the present 
authors (table 3), were adjusted to the basis of the 
International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 
and to the base enthalpy at 273.15 K as well as pos
sible, and are compared with the final smooth values 
of this paper in figure 2. 

TABLE 7. Reported measurements of the enthalpy or heat capacity of potassium chloride (KCl) 

Authors Year published Reference Temp. range (K) H or Cp measured? 

(a) BELOW ROOM TEMPERATURE 

Nernst 1911 [36] 22-90 
Nernst & Lindemann 1911 [37] 22-90 
Lindemann & Schwers 1913 [30] 22- 90 
Southard & Nelson 1933 [48] 17- 285 
Keesom & Clark 1935 [25] 2.3-17 
Feodosiev 1938 [16] 86- 298 
Clusius et al. 1949 [8] 10- 270 Cp 

Sayre & Beaver 1950 [45] 69-81 
Keesom & Pearlman 1953 [26] 1-5 
Strelkov et al. 1954 [49] 12-300 
Webb & Wilks 1955 [55] 1-40 
Berg & Morrison 1957 [4] 2.8- 270 
Sokolov & Sharpataya 1964 [47] 88- 299 

(b) ABOVE ROOM TEMPERATURE 

Plato 1906 [40] 293-999 , 1080-1208 H 
Russell 1912 [44] 275-317 ? 
Magnus 1913 [33] 289- 823 H 
Bronsted 1914 [6] 273-293 ? 
Lyashenko 1935 [32] 291-1127 H 
Popov et al. 1940 [41] 293- 923 H 
Mustajoki 1951 [35] 334-721 Cp 

Skuratov & Lapushkin 1951 [46] 293-933 H 
Dworkin & Bredig 1964 [13,14] 1323-1373 H 
Palkin et al. 1965 [39] 296- 299 Cp 

Bloom & Tricklebank 1966 [5] 300-1123 H 
Vasil'kova et al. 1969 [53] 402- 1045 H 
Leadbetter & Settatree 1969 [27,28] 314-641 Cp 

Marchidan & Ciopec 1970 [34] 400-700 H 
Thompson & Flengas 1971 [51] 298-1306 H 
Douglas & Harman 1974 This work 273-1174 H 
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Base line Eqs (8)-(17) or tables 5 and 6 (this work). 
• Douglas and Harman (1974) This work 
X Thompson and F'lengas (1971) [51J 
o Leadbe tter and Senatree (1969) [27 . 28J 
® Vasirkov. et al. (1969) [53J 
~ Pal kin el al. (1965) [39J 
e Dworkin and Bredig (1964) [13,14J 
t:, Skuratov and Lapushkin (1951) [46J 
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TABLE 8. Reported measurements of the melting point and heat of fusion of Kel 

Authors Year publish ed Refe rence Melting point Heat of fu sion 

cal moie- ' b 

Carnelley ..... . . 1877. ........... . [19 , 7]. ... . ........ ..... ... . 770 .... 
Ram say .. 1896 .. . [19 ,42] .. . .... .. .. . . 762 ..... . .. .... .. ... . . ........... .. ...... . .. .. ... ..... .. ... . 
Jaeger. ........... . ... . . ... . 

Jaeger ... . 

1914-1915 ... 

1917 

[J9 , 21].. 
[19 , 22]'. 

771 ............ .. . ... . . . 

768 
von Wartenberg & Albrecht .............. . 1921 [19 , 54]' ...... . . .. .... .. .. . 768 ±3 ........ . 
Robe rt s ................ . 1924 [43]. ........ . a 770.3 ± 0.5 .... . .. ... .. ... .... . .... . . .. . ... ....... . ... .. . 
Ginnings & Phipps .. . 1930 [18]. ............ . . 770 
Lyashenko .... 193~ ..... ............. . [19 ,32] 6290 

.Iohnson & Bredig . ... ......... .. ... . 1958 

1960 
1960 

[24] ..................... . 769.5 ........ . .. .. .. ... . ..... . 
Dworkin & Bredig .... .. ..... . ...... . [14] .. . ............ . .. . 6340 
Au kru st e t al ....... .. ... ... . . [23, 3] 770 c 6400 

6200 

6430 

6250 

6250 

Bloom & Trickl e bank .... . 1966 .......... . .. . [5] .. ..... ... .. .. . 
Vasil ' kova et al .. 

Thompson & Flengas 

Douglas & Harman .. 

1969 ........... . [53] ........ .. .. . 
1971. .. [51]. .. 

1974. This work 

a See tahle 4 for values found for th ermometric fixed point s. 

h In those cases where de fin ed. 1 ca l = 4.184.1. 

e Thi s is the calorim.etric value re port ed. A value de rived from phase diagrams also was reported , but is not tabulated here. 

A similar comparison of unsmoothed heat capacities 
above 273 K is shown in figure 3.6 This comparison in
cludes not only the heat capacities measured directly 
by some authors, but also the heat capacity corre
sponding to the difference between the observed 
relative enthalpies for two adjacent temperatures of 
measurement/ after applying a small correction for 
curvature when this was significant. The accounting 
for the curvature correction was done by using the 
approximate equation [38] 

where Cp and a2cp /a p apply at the middle of the 
temperature interval corresponding to t::..T (a 2cp/ap 
was computed from eq (9) or (12)). The great majority 
of points in figure 3 fall within 1 percent of the base 
line, though above 700 K there are fewer investigations 
and also the scatter is greater. 

The reported values for the melting point and heat 
of fusion found in the literature are summarized in 
table 8 in c hronological order. The heat-of-fusion values 
range from 1 percent lower to 3 percent higher than 
the authors ' value. Noncalorimetric heat-of-fusion 
values have been excluded from the table because in 
general other methods (particularly, derivation from 
phase diagrams) are less reliable and sometimes 
misleading. 

6 A few data are omitted from figure 2 (but included in fig. 3) because the temperature 
int e rva ls covered did nol incl ude room te mpe rature. The result s of Vasil'kova el a!. [53] 
are represe nt ed in figure 3 by selec ted smoothed va lues only. 

1 When the te mperature in te rva l would ot herwise be quite s mall , individua l cnlhalpies 
and the ir te mperatures we re averaged suc h that the temperature int erva l 6.T used would 
be of the order of tha t for the aut hu rs ' data (100°, more or less), SH as to make the precision 
of differe nt in ves ti gations more nearl y comparable in figure 3. 

5.2. Reliability of the Results 

The discussion of reliability will be limited to the 
final values of heat capacity above 273 K and to the 
heat of fusion (tables 5 and 6 , or eqs (9) , (12) , (16), and 
(14)). As usual, the limits of absolute accuracy are 
difficult to ascertain closely, but may be estimated 
after careful co nsideration of the identifiable individual 
sources of systematic error, the measure ment pre
cision, and a comparison with high-accuracy results 
of other investigators. 

Several systematic errors prove to be of relatively 
minor consequence. The furnace temperatures 
meas ured only by thermoco uple may be in error by 
amounts up to 0.20, which corresponds to an error of 
less than 0.03 percent of the net e nthalpy relative to 
273 K (and probably also of the heat capaci ty) of 
potassium chloride above 873 K. Incons tancy from one 
container to another of the heat lost durin g the drop 
into the calorimeter was estimated to be eve n less 
serious. The assumed calibration factor of the ice 
calorimeter is believed to be accurate to ± 0.01 
percent , affecting the relative enthalpy and heat 
capacity by the same percentage. Although the am
biguity in the mass of KCl sample 2 mentioned in 
sec. 3.3.b contributes an uncertainty of 0.04 percent 
to the KCI heat capacity calculated for this sample , I 
the corresponding uncertainty for the sample usually 
used (sample 1) was estimated to be only 0.005 percent. I 

The sample impurities (table 1) were estimated [23] I 

to cause errors in the heat capacity varying from 0.02 I 
to 0.04 percent (aside from any premelting: see below); 
however, no such corrections were applied to the data, 
owing to considerable uncertainty in the applicability 
of the additivity assumption on whi ch this estimate is 
based. 
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The standard deviation of the mean net heat capacity 
of potassium chloride, as determined from the repro
ducibility (tables 2 and 3), is 0_2 percent over the 
liquid range covered, and averages the same over 
any 100-deg interval in the crystallin e range_ 

The equation s given in this paper to re present the 
enthalpy data for KCl being re ported were derived on 
the assumption that the samples underwent no pre
melting below the melting point (except for the data 
at 1038.72 K, which were not included in the fit). 
Except in a rather short temperature region below the 
melting point (above 974 K), where the fit is within the 
precision , this smoothing did not compromise the 
unsmoothed mean heat capacities for pairs of suc
cessive temperatures by more than about 0.1 percent. 
Yet it was found that the crystal enthalpy data could 
have been fit almost as well if alternatively the samples 
were assumed to contain a small amount (empirically 
assumed to be 0.015 mole percent) of liquid-soluble, 
crystal-insoluble impurity , with subtraction of the 
corresponding enthalpies of premelting before the 
fitting. The results derived from this alternative fittin g 
would correspond to heat capacities of pure KCI dif
ferent by never more than 0.3 percent below 925 K 
(or above the melting point, 1045 K) , but averaging 2 
percent less over the interval 925-1045 K, and almost 
5 percent less at 1045 K. As a consequence the heat 
of fusion would have been 0.5 percent greater than 
that derived assuming no premelting. 

The purity of the samples, while high , was not suf
ficiently high to rule out unequivocally the possibility 
of a comparatively small amount of impurity caus'ing 
premelting to the extents alternatively hypothecated 
above , and as a consequence the above differen ces 
between the two sets of results were re tained in con
sidering the reliability of the values derived for pure 
potassium chloride_ Nevertheless, the occurrence of 
appreciable premelting (exce pt at 1038.72 K, as di s
cussed in sec. 3.3.b) is considered improbable for two 
reasons_ In the first place, the accelerated upturn of 
the observed Cp-versus -T c urve below the melting point 
can be explained by the effect of lattice vacancies 
whose existence is indicated by other properties (dis
cussed in section 5.3), without the assumption of any 
premelting; and in the second place available phase 
diagrams [29] suggest, after use of an earlier analogous 
treatment [11] , solubilities of the known impurities in 
the KCI (c) too great to cause any melting of the sample 
at as Iowa temperature as 1033.7 K (the highest tem
perature at which accepted enthalpy measurements 
were made below the melting point). It is true that a 
small amount (up to about 0.05 mole percent) of silver 
chloride may have formed according to the reaction 

4KCI + 4Ag + 0 2 + 2HzO = 4KOH + 4AgCl (19) 

when the sample containers were sealed (sec. 3.3.b) 
and that an early phase diagram of the KCl-AgCl 
system [29] shows no solid solubility. However , it was 
estimated that the solidus curve of thi s system would 
have to be at least 60 tim es as steep as the liquidus 

curve (near 100 perce nt KCl) for the solidu s curve to 
be crossed at or below 1033.7 K for the present samples, 
and the ratio of the molar volume of AgCl to t.hat of KCl 
is not so different from unity tha t the solid solubility 
of AgCl in KCl (c) would seem to be actually so small. 

On the basis of the foregoin g considera tions it was 
estimated that the values adopted in t hi s pape r for 
the heat capacity of KCI (c) are probably not in e rror 
by more than amounts varying from 0.2 pe rce nt at 273 
K to 0.5 percent at 925 K to 5 pe rce nt a t 1045 K, and 
with assigned uncertainties of 0.5 pe rcent for th e hea t 
of fusion and 0.4 perce nt for th e mean hea t capac ity 
of KCI (1') over the range measured (1045-1174 K). 
However, if there are errors of suc h magnitude in th e 
hea t capacity just below the melting point, they are 
nearly compensated by a correspondin g error of 
oppos ite sign in the heat of fu sion , so that the enthalpy 
interval KCI (c) (925 K) to KCI (1') (1045 K) is probably 
re presented accurately to 0.2 percent. These accuracy 
es timates are consiste nt with fi gu re 1, accordin g to 
whic h the (extrapolated) smoothed heat-capacity valu es 
of neither set of observers differ from the adopted 
values by more than 0.2 percent. above 295 K (and Berg 
and Morrison's estimated accuracy up to 270 K was 
0.2 percent). The hea t- capacity values of other observ
ers (see fig. 3) were conside red too imprecise to aid in 
assess in g the present work . 

S.3. Contributions From Lattice Vacancies 

In one inves ti gation [50] the res ults of the thermal 
analysis of several binary systems and of potass ium 
chloride of differe nt purities were inte rpreted as in
di cating that thi s substan ce transforms at 753- 755 K 

.(pres umabl y at atmospheric pressure) into a poly
morphi c crystallin e modifi cation whose meltin g poi nt 
was said to be some 2000 lower than that ordi narily 
e nco untered (1045 K ). Thi s is th e only reported 
evidence of a polymorphic transformati on of KCl (ex
ce pt the long-known one to th e CsCI-type structure at 
quite high pressures) of whi ch th e authors are aware . 

According to Ubbelohde [52], ad iabatic elastic con
stants and linear-the rmal-ex pan sion data have been 
used to convert earlier Cp data on KCI to Cv values 
which, unlike Cp , were found to show no "premonitory" 
rise with temperature, within expe rime ntal error, below 
the melting point [15]. Th e "premonitory" ri se of the 
crystal Cp referred to is clearly shown in fi gure 4 , 
where the Cp of both crystalline and liquid KCI, as 
evaluated in the present inves tigation (eqs (4), (9), (12), 
and (16)) is plotted against te mperature. According to 
eq (12), the Cp-T curve is very nearly linear from 373 K 
up to above 700 K, a fact whi ch invites an attempt to 
inte rpre t quantitatively th e upturn of the c urve at 
higher temperatures as rep resented by the exponential 
term in the equation. Such an upturn has been found 
for many crystalline substances, and is too pronounced 
and too broad to be explainable by premelting (see 
sec. 5.2), but has generally been accepted as repre
senting the energy needed to create an increasing 
number of lattice vacancies (or other lattice defects) 
as the melting point is approached. It may be pointed 
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FIGURE 4. The hea.t capa.city of potassium chloride from 225 to 
1200 K. 

The va lues are given below 270 K by eq (4), and above 270 K by eqs (9), (2), and (16) or 
by table 5, 

out that the cooling of the sample in the ice calorimeter 
in the present work is believed to be too slow by many 
orders of magnitude to prevent the maintenance of 
virtual equilibrium with respect to these vacancies (at 
least in the high-temperature "intrinsic" region where 
vacancies (Schottky defects) predominate numerically 
over lattice-site impurities), 

In a pure typically ionic equi-valent salt such as KCI 
in which interstitial lattice defects are highly un
favorable energetically, there will be equal numbers 
of cation and anion vacancies which in some important 
respects simulate a gas of ions, For example, a major 
energetic effect is a strong Coulombic attraction be
tween vacancies of opposite charge, leading to the 
extensive formation of vacancy clusters or aggregates 
(pairs, quartets, etc,), Unless one type of cluster is 
known to predominate under all conditions of interest, 
it is appropriate to assume (somewhat arbitrarily at 
high vacancy concentrations) that for each temperature 
and pressure there is a definite number of each type 
of vacancy cluster in thermodynamic equilibrium, Then 
for each such cluster type (considering isolated cation 
and anion vacancies as separate types) we can write to 
a good approximation 

and 
Xi =gi exp (-EdRT), 

Hi = g;Ei exp (- EdRT) , 

(20) 

(21) 

where Xi and Hi are - per mole (GFW) of salt (KCI) - the 
number of moles of the vacancy clusters of type i and 
their enthalpy of formation, respectively; E i is the 
energy of formation of one mole of such clusters from 
perfect crystal; R is the gas constant; and gi is the 
degeneracy of the cluster type (in the simplest case , 
the number of distinguishable orientations), In general, 
the total en thalpy of vacancy formation will be given 
by a sum of many terms of the form of eq (21), though 
at a given temperature only one or two terms may be 
of appreciable magnitude, Furthermore , taking the 

pair cluster as an example, we may divide these into 
separate cluster types depending on the pair distance 
(and consequently on the energy E i), and this will be 
approximately equivalent to neglecting all pairs except 
those with the largest value of Xi, 

Comparing the exponential enthalpy term of eq (11), 
9,073 (10 7) , exp (-12300/T) l/mole of KCI, with eq (21) 
gives from the data of this paper 8 

Ei = 1.06 eV and g;=887, (22) 

Using these values, eq (20) gives as the vacancy
aggregate concentration , per mole of KCI, a value from 
0,001 mole at 900 K to 0,007 mole at 1045 K, the 
melting point. However, owing to the imprecision of 
the experimental enthalpy data (small but real), the 
parameters of eqs (22) cannot be considered to be 
determined by these data except within wide ranges: 
allowing a 50 percent greater standard deviation of fit 
than the best fit , whi ch gave eqs (22) , would give a 
spread from E; = 0,97 eV (g;=400) to E; = 1.18 eV 
(g; = 3000), Furthermore , in view of the large magni
tudes of the preexponential factor gi, the interpretation 
in terms of lattice vacancies only must indicate the 
importance of large vacancy clusters (see below), and 
hence the probability that the single empirical expo
nential term in the enthalpy equation represents a 
composite of several vacancy types, 

Various investigators have employed other meth
ods - particularly ionic conductivity, diffusion with 
isotopic tracers, charged dislocations , and dielectric 
relaxation - to measure the concentrations and ener
gies of lattice vacancies in ionic crystals, and we may 
summarize some results for KCI as given in a fairly 
recent review [1], The temperature dependence cited 
as typical for the first two methods is close to that of 
eqs (22) (being equivalent to values of E i from 1.11 to 
1. 16 e V), but the accompanying preexponential factors 
cited are much smaller (equivalent to values of gi 
from 15 to 44), However , the overall spread of param
eter values that have been found for KCI by different 
methods is very wide, Some of this spread may be due 
to the wide range of temperatures (from 543 to 1043 K) 
of the measurements , and some may be due to the 
customary interpretation of the parameter Ei in eq (20) 
as half the energy of formation of a mole of vacancy 
pairs, It may be that at low temperatures where the 
total vacancy concentration is quite small , this inter
pretation is valid; and that at high temperatures the 
electric field involved in such techniques as ionic 
conductivity effectively dissociates many vacancy 
clusters which, in the absence of a field , seem to be 
present during the enthalpy measurements , 

One of the authors has used classical ionic-crys tal 
theory (and arbitrary cutoffs) to compute the energy 
of replacing a single ion of a perfect alkali-halide 
crystal by another ion of the same charge [9] , and the 
agreement with all comparable calorimetric results 
was excellent (being within experimental error), In 
principle , the same approach should be successful in 

8 One eV is equi va lent to 9.64867 (lOl) J mol- I. 
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computing the energies of isolated vacancies and 
vacancy clusters in potassi um chloride, and such 
co mputations ~J were begun in the hope of reproducing 
within a reasonable approx imation the e mpirical 
parame ter values of eqs (22). Th ese co mputations were 
soo n abandoned, for two reasons . In the first place, 
calculations involving alternative c utoffs at 2, 4, 6 , 
a nd 10 independe nt relaxation pa ram ete rs (respec
tively 2, 4, 5, and 8 ion shells surrounding the vacancy) 
gave isolated-vacancy e nergies successively decreasing 
from 2.14 to 1.75 e V , but showin g no sign of con
vergence, a failure possibly caused by the lon g-range 
nature (not prese nt in the earlier si tuation [9]) of the 
Coulombic pote ntial around the vacancy. In the second 
place, the indi cated extens ion to vacancy clusters 
would e nco unter much lower symmetry than for iso
lated vacancies , and thereby present a problem of 
great complexity in evaluatin g the equilibrium relaxa
tion and resulting e nergy effects of enou gh ions in the 
neighborhood of s uch vacancy clusters. 

Ver y rough es tim ations did lead to the conclusion, 
however, that in order to explain the parameters of 
eqs (22) derived from the authors' e nthalpy data- par
ticularly the large multipli c ity (value of gi)- vacancy 
pairs havin g e nergies in the range of the s tated value 
of Ei (eqs (22)) would have far too small values of g i, 
but that the given param eter valu es may be consistent 
with a predominance of much larger vacan cy clusters 
(e.g., quadrupoles, octapoles, e tc.) for whi ch the 
numbe r of different geo me tric arrangeme nts is far 
greater. 
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tional Organization for Standardization (ISO), the Inte rnational Elec · 
trotechnical Commission (IEC), th e Inte rnational Commission on 
Rules for the Approval of Electrical Equipment (CEE), the Inte rna · 
tional Special Committee on Radio Interference (CISPR), and the In
ternational Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML). 

SP392. Vibrationally excited hydrogen halides: A bibliog
raphy on chemical kinetics of chemiexcitation and energy 
transfer processes (1958 through 1973), F. Westley , Nat. 
Bur. Stand. (U. S.) , Spec. Pub!. 392 , 81 pages (Apr. 1974) SO 
Catalog No. CI3.10:392, $1.30. 

Key words: bibliography; chemical kine ti cs; che mi excitation; 
gas phase; halogens; hydrogen; hydrogen halides ; laser; 
quen ching; vibrational ene rgy transfer. 

A bibliography, a reaction oriented list of references, is provided 
for published papers and reports containing rate data for reactions of 
halogen atoms with hydrogen·containing com pounds, or of H (0, or T) 
atoms with halogen-containing co mpounds to form vib ration ally 
che miexcited hydrogen ha lides. The reactions for vibroexcitation of 
hydrogen halides through unimolecular or photochemical elimina· 
tion, as we ll as the processes for vibrational ene rgy transfe r between 
hydrogen halides and various seco nd bodies a re also included. In ad
dition , four list s of theore ti ca l pape rs and a li s t of c riti cal reviews and 
bibliographies are provided. Over 300 papers covering 50 types of 
reactions are li ste d. The pe riod co vered ex tends from 1958 through 
1973. 

SP393. Colorimetry and spectrophotometry: A bibliography 
of NBS publications January 1906 through Januat'y 1973 , 
K. L. Kelly , Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Pub!. 393,54 pages (Apr. 
1974) SO Catalog No. CI3.10:393 , 95 cents. 

Ke y words: bibliography; color; co lor codes; colorimetry; color 
meas urement ; spectrophotometry; vi s ion. 

This bibiliography of publi cations will serve as the ke y to the large 
amount of research into co lor measure ment and specific ation , and 
color vision carried out by the staff of the National Bureau of Stan
dards (NBS) in co lorimetry and spectrophotometry. These 623 publi· 
cations appeared in NBS publications and outs ide scientific and 
tec hnical journal s between January 1906 and January 1973. This 
mate rial has been in cons tant dema nd by Bureau me mbers as well as 
by outs ide indi viduals and organiza tions. The practical value of thi s 
wealth of information lies in it s ready accessibilit y to the scientific 
and technical fraternity by title , b y key word s or by author , in the 
Libra ry of Congress and in depos itory libraries such as la rge public 
and university libraries. A short organizational chronology of the 
colorimetry and s pectrophotometry program is included. 

SP400-1. Semiconductor measurement technology. Quarterly 
r e port, July 1 to September 30,1973, W. M. Bullis, Ed. , Nat. 
Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Spec. Pub!. 400-1 , 68 pages (Mar. 1974) SO 
Cata log No. CI 3.1O:400-1 , $1.15. 

Key words: cont act resistance; die attachment; dopant profiles; 
e lectri ca l properties; e lec tronics; gold-doped silicon ; he rmetici-

ty ; metallization ; methods of measurement; microelectronics; 
mic rowa ve diodes; mobili ty; MOS devices; oxide films; 
photomasks; photoresist; resIstIvIty; resIstIvIty s tandards; 
scanning e lectron microscopy; semiconductor devices; semicon
ductor materials; semiconductor process control ; s hee t re
sistance; s ilicon ; S-paramete rs; spreadin g resistance; tes t pat
terns; thermal resistance; thermally s timulated capaci tance; 
the rmally s timulated current; wire bonds. 

This quarterly progress report , twent y-firs t of a series, describes 
NBS activities directed towa rd the development of method s of mea· 
surement for semiconductor materials, process control , and devices. 
Prin cipal acco mplishments during thi s reporting period include (I ) 
ex tension of the technique for measuring thermally s timulated cur · 
re nt and capacitance to include measurements on MOS capacitors, 
(2) co mpletion of the development of the the rmal res ponse method for 
evaluation of tra nsistor die attachment , (3) an alysis of the interl abora· 
tor y comparison of transistor scattering parameter measurements, (4) 
pre liminary rev iew of measure me nt problems in the photolitho
graphic as pects of semiconductor device processing, of proble ms as· 
soc iated with certain he rmeti city testin g procedures, and of methods 
for evaluating metallization step coverage, and (5) initi a tion of new 
activity on characterization of oxide film s in MOS stru ctures and 
anal ys is of diffusion profiles. Result s are also reported on s pread ing 
res istan ce, c apacitance-voltage, and s heet res istance measure men ts ; 
the activation e nergy of the gold acceptor in silicon ; evaluation of the 
base-to· metal contac t resistor tes t structure; metallurgical systems 
for ultrasonic bonding; burn-out c haracteri stics of fin e gold and alu
minum bonding wire; transistor therma l res is tan ce me asurements ; 
and microwa ve diode conversion loss measure ments. Supplementary 
data concerning staff, publications, workshops and sympo sia , s tan· 
dards co mmitt ee activities, and t echnical services are also included 
as appendices. 

NSRDS-NBS48. Radiation chemistry of ethanol: A review of 
data on yields, reaction rate pa.'ameters, and spectral pro
perties of transients, e. R. Freeman , Nat. Stand. Ref. Data Ser., 
Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.) , 48, 43 pages (Feb. 1974) SO Catalog No. 
03.48:48,80 cents, 

Key words: c hemical kineti cs; data compilation; ethanol; e; 
radiation che mistry ; rat es; re view; s pec tra. 

The yields (e) for produc ts and interm ed iat es form ed by irradiation 
of ethanol , in the solid, liquid and gaseous state, have been compiled 
and revi ewed. Rates of reac tions of transient ions and radicals and 
spectroscopic paramete rs , includin g optical and es r s pectra, are also 
inc luded. 

BSS49. Laboratory studies of the hydraulic performance of 
one-story and split-level residential plumbing systems with 
reduced-size vents, R. S. Wyly , e. c. Sherlin , and R. W. 
Beausoliel , Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Bldg. Sci. Ser. 49 , 53 pages 
(Mar. 1974) SO Catalog No. CI3.29/2:49, 95 cents. 

Key words: hydraulic criteria for plumbing; hydrauli c test loads; 
plumbing·vent slzmg; reduced· size vents ; sanit ary DWV 
systems; secondary ventilation; test ing plumbing systems; vents 
for plumbing. 

A laboratory study on one-story and split-level experime ntal 
drainage sys te ms where th e vents in some cases were varied from 
one to six pipe-sizes s maller than those presently specified by codes 
showed satisfac tory hydrauli c a nd pneumati c performance under 
various loading conditions . The re search was originally sponsored by 
the National Association of Hom e Builders and the National Bureau 
of Standards and more recently by a program of the Department of 
Defense through the Tri-Se rvices Inves tiga tional Committee on 
Building Materials. This paper presents criteri a recomme nded fo r the 
design and e valuation of systems using reduced-sized vents and a siz· 
ing table for one- and two-story systems. Th e laboratory work also 
contributed to the development of analytical and test procedures 
needed for evaluating the application of reduced-size venting to a 
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broad range of innovative drain-was te- vent des igns for buildings of 
any height. 

Thi s work indi cates that , in some circum sta nces, reduced-size 
ve nting might be a good alt e rn ati ve to oth er types of drain age systems 
for multi story buildin gs whic h use e ithe r conventional o r innovative 
ve nting concepts. Beca use thi s st ud y involved only a limited number 
of drain age syste m des igns, it is reco mm ended th a t ongo ing field and 
laborat ory s tudi es be explore d if code c hanges a re conte mplated to 
pe rmit th e use of s malle r ve nts. 

BSS51. Structlll'al evaluation of steel faced sandwich panels, 
J. H. Pie le rt , T . W. Reichard , a nd L. W. Masters, Nat. Bur. Stand. 
(U.S. ), Bldg. Sci. Ser. 51, 43 pages (Apr. 1974) SO Catalog No. 
C I3.29/2:51, 90 cents. 

Key wo rd s: acce lerated aging; adhes ive bond ; du c tilit y; fl exural 
shea r; housin g sys te ms; local buckling; materi a l vari a bility; 
mois ture conditionin g; Operation BREA KTHRO UG H; pa pe r 
honeycomb ; s tructural sandwi ch; sustained load. 

A se ri es of stru ctura l eva luation tes ts performed on components 
and mate ri als int e nded for use in one of the Ope ra tion 
BREAKTHROUG H housing sys te ms is describe d. Four samples of 
stee l fa ced , pa pe r honeyco mb , sandwich panel mate rial a nd four full 
size prototype roof pane ls were evalua ted. 

Th e sa mples of sandwic h pane l materi a l we re used to evalua te the 
vari abilit y of panel mate ri a l properti es and the effec t of aging on ten 
sile and shear s trength . The roof panels we re used to de termine the 
be havior in se rvice cons idering the effects of ad ve rse e nvironme ntal 
conditions on ultim ate s trength and mode of fa ilure. In addition , the 
pe rforman ce of one pa ne l und er susta in ed loading was evaluated. 

FIPS P UB28. Standardization of data elements and l'c pl'esen· 
tations, H. S. Whit e, Jr. , Na t. Bur. Sta nd. (U.S .), Fed. Info. 
Process. S tand. Publ. (FIPS Pub.) 28 , 12 pages (1973) S D Cata log 
No. CI3.52:28, 60 ce nts. 

Key wo rds: co mputers; data e lements and re prese nta tions; data 
process ing sys te ms; Fede ral Inform ation Processing S tand ard s; 
manage ment info rm ation sys te ms; s ta nda rds; U.S . Go ve rnm e nt. 

Purs uant to th e a uthorit y delega ted to th e Secre tary of Comm e rce 
by Executi ve Orde r 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11 , 1973), S ubtit Ie 
A of Title 15 of th e Code of Fede ral Regulations has bee n a mended to 
add a new Pa rt 6 whi ch im pleme nt s the provisions of Section III (f) (2) 
of th e Fede ral Propert y and Administrative Services Act of J949, as 
amended (79 S ta t. 1127). This ne w Pa rt 6 s upe rsedes and replaces in 
its entire t y the provis ion of Office of Manageme nt and Budget Circu
la r A-86 e ntitl ed, "Sta ndardi za tion of data e le me nts and codes in data 
syste ms," dated September 30, 1967 whi ch was rescinded by the 
Director of the Office of Ma nageme nt and Budget on August 29 , 1973. 
Part 6 provides poli cy and identifies res ponsibilities of executive 
branch depa rtments and ind ependent agencies for a go vernme nt
wide progra m for the s ta ndardization of da ta e le ments and represen
ta tions used in Fede ral aut o mated data sys te ms. This publication 
provides a copy of Part 6 and other doc um e nt s re latin g to thi s ame nd
ment. 

PS59-73. Prefinish e d hal,dboaJ,d paneling. (ANS AI35.5-1973), 
K. G. Ne we ll , Jr. , Techni ca l S ta ndards Coordin ator , Nat. Bur. 
Stand. (U.S.), Prod. S ta nd. 59-73. 7 pages (Feb. J974) SD Catalog 
No. CI 3.20/2:59-73,45 ce nt s. 

Ke y words: hardboa rd panelin g; pan eling, hardboard ; 
pre fini shed hardboa rd pa ne ling. 

This Volunta ry P rodu ct Standard cove rs req uire ments a nd 
methods of tes t for the di me ns ions, squ areness , edge s traightn ess, 
and mois ture content of pre fini shed hardboard pan elin g; for th e 
phys ical prope rti es of th e hardboa rd s ubstrate; and for th e fini sh of 
the paneling. Methods of id entifying produ cts which conform to the 
require ments of th e s tanda rd are included. 

PS60-73. Hardboard siding, (ANS AJ35.6-J973), K_ G. Newell , Jr. , 
T echnical Standards Coordina tor, Na t. Bur. S tand. (U. S. ) Prod, 
Stand. 60-73 , 7 pages (Fe b. 1974) S D Catalog No. C I3.20/2:60-73, 
40 cents. 

Ke y words : hardboard s idin g; s idin g, hardboa rd . 

This Voluntary Produ ct Standard covers requirements and 
methods of tes t for the dime nsions, s traightn ess, squ a re ness, physi
cal prope rti es, and s urface c ha racteris ti cs of hardboa rd siding. 
Definition s of trade terms used and methods of identifyin g products 
that comply with the standard a re in cl uded. 

TN594-6. Optical radiation meas ureme illS: The pl'ese nt state 
of radiometry and photomelJ'y, B. S te in e r, Na t. Bur. S tand. 
(U. S .), Tech. Note 594-6 , 56 pages (Ma r. J974) S O Catalog No. 
CI3.46:594-6 , 95 cents. 

Key word s: measure ment sys te m; photome tr y; profess ional 
societi es; radiometry; s tandard s. 

Th e e lectro-optics industry a nd the publi c th a t de pe nd s on it a re 
part of an inform a l but influ entia l sys tem fo r opti ca l radi a tion mea
s ure me nt. Th e growth of thi s indu stry and of publi c co nce rns re la ted 
technica ll y to it have put seve re new stra in s on thi s measure me nt 
syste m. The sys te m itse lf mus t th erefore be ana lyzed. The s ta te of 
the art , on whi ch th e measure me nt. sys te m depe nds, is s urveyed in 
te rms of bas ic me as ure me nt pa ra mete rs. The measure ment sys te m 
is analyzed in te rms of it s three bas ic co mponent s: th e flow of ph ys i
ca l s tanda rds, t.h e gene ra tion of proced ural s tandards, and th e fund 
ing fra me work . The roles of th e profess iona l soc ie ty a nd of th e Coun 
c il for Opti cal Radia ti on Meas ure ment a re rev ie wed. Ne w require
ment s of t.h e sys te m a re ide ntifi ed. Fina ll y, the methodology of the 
s tud y is re vie wed in de ta il. 

T N594-7. Optical I'adiation meaSUI'ellle nts : Appl'oximate 
the ol'y of the photomc tl'ic intc gl'ating s phe l'e , W. B. Fu ssell , 
Na t. Bu r. S ta nd . (U.S), Tech. Note 594-7,39 pages (Mar. 1974) S D 
Catalog No. C I3.46:594-7, 75 cent s. 

Key wo rds: illumin ance di stribution; int egr atin g s phe re; la mp 
compari sons; photometri c accuracy; photometry; tota l luminous 
flux. 

An ap proxima te mathe matica l theory of th e photometri c integrat
ing s phe re is de veloped. The analys is is acc ura te to the fir st order in 
the ratio of the baffle a rea to the s phe re wall a rea. The sphere is as
s um ed to be occupied by a c irc ular ba ffl e a nd a sphe ri cal lamp; the 
cente rs of th e baffle a nd the lamp lie on a dia mete r of the sphere, The 
s urfaces of the sphe re and the baffl e a re assume d to re fl ect in a 
uniformly diffuse manne r. The lamp is assum ed to absorb a fra c tion 
of the radiation incide nt upon it , and to trans mit (o r spec ula rl y 
refl ect) the re mainder. The luminance dis tribution a t the s phere win 
dow is derived for a general so urce in put a t any point of the sphere 
wall. A model lamp illuminan ce di s tribution is ass umed , a nd a formu 
la for the fractional e rror in comparing the tota l luminous flux es of 
two lamps in the integrating s ph ere, is de rived. The ph ysical sig
nific ance of the formula is described. 

TN616. Re vised March 1974. Frequency standards and clocks: 
A tutorial introduction, H. Hellwig, Na t. Bur. S tand. (U. S .), 
Tech. Note 616 (Revised), 72 pages (Mar. 1974) SO Catalog No. 
Cl3.46 :616 (Rev,), 70 cents_ 

Key wo rds : ces ium bea m; clocks (atomic); c rys tal oscillator; 
freque ncy accuracy; frequ e ncy stability; frequency s tandards; 
hydrogen mase r; quartz c rys tal ; rubidium gas cell; timekeeping. 

The topic of freque ncy standards and clocks is tre ated in a tutorial 
and non mathemati cal way. The concepts of time, frequ ency stability, 
a nd acc uracy are introduced. The general physical principles and 
des ign fea tures of freque ncy s ta ndards and clocks are described. The 
des ign, performance, and limitations of quartz crystal oscillators and 
a tomic de vices (cesium , hydrogen, rubidium) are di scussed in detail 
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a nd criti cally compared for labora tory de vices as well as for devices 
int ended for fi eld usage. 

T N647. Microwave attenuation measure m e nt system (se ries 
substitution), W. Larson and E. Campbell , Nat. Bur. Stand. 
(U.S.), Tech. Note 647, 28 pages (Feb. 1974) S D Catalog No. 
C I3.46 :647 , 35 cents. 

Key words: attenuation; measureme nt ; rotary· vane attenuator; 
series substitution. 

A dual detection microwave bridge circuit has been incorpora ted 
in a series substitution system for the measurement of microwave at· 
tenuation devices. The use of an optical rotary- vane attenuator in the 
system yields practical resolution a nd stability of 0.00005 dB from 
zero to 30 dB. The dual detection syste m has several favorable fea
tures: (1) it e mploys a s ingle microwave source which reduces cost , 
(2) measurements are obtained without power stabiliza tion of the 
microwave signal source, and (3) thi s waveguide configuration ena 
bles meas urements of attenuation devices at any length with 
minimum of effort and movement of waveguide components. 

The syste m configuration is convenient for both attenuation dif· 
fe rence, and insertion loss measure ments from zero to 70 dB over the 
WR90 waveguide band of8.2 to 12.4 GHz. 

T N649. The standards of time and frequency in the U .S .A., J. 
A. Barnes and G. M. R. Winkler, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. 
Note 649, 91 pages (Feb. 1974) SD Catalog No. C I3.46 :649, $1.00. 

Key words : as tronomical time measure ments; clock 
synchronization; clocks; Coordinated Universal Time (UTC); 
frequency; freque ncy s tandards; International Atomic Time 
(TAl); Interna tional Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR); In
te rnational Scientifi c Radio Union (URSI); Inte rnational Time 
Bureau (BIH); international time organizations; leap seconds; 
national time/frequency s tanda rds; NBS time and frequency; 
Precise Time and Time Interval (pTTI); time; time coordination; 
time interval; time scales; Treaty of the Meter (s tandards); 
U.S.A. s tandard time zones; USNO time and frequency. 

This paper describes the national responsibilities for standards of 
time and fre que ncy in th e U.S. A. The National Bureau of Sta ndards 
(NBS) and the U.S. Naval Observatory (US NO) are the two organiza 
tions chiefl y involved in di stributing accurate and precise time and 
frequency inform ation within the U.S.A. The NBS is res ponsible for 
the "custody, maintenance, a nd development of the na tional stan
dards" of frequency and time (interval) as well as their di ssemination 
to the general public. The mission of the USNO includes the "provi
s ion of acc urate ti me" for electronic nav igation sys tems, co mmunica 
tion , and space technology. This is an integral part of it s work con
cerned with the publication of ephe merides which are used in sup 
port of navigation a nd in the establi shm ent of a fun da mental 
reference system in space. 

Both agencies provide the U.S. contribution to the Burea u Interna
tional de I'Heure (BIH) [Inte rnational Time Bureau] , whi ch has the 
responsibility of publis hing definiti ve valu es of Unive rsal Time (UT), 
International Atomic T ime (T Al ), and Coordin ated Universal Time 
(UT C). 

T N65 1. Scatte ring-matrix d e sc ription and n e ar-fie ld m e a
surements of e lectroacoustic transduce r s, D. M. Kerns, Nat. 
Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 651, 40 pages (Mar. 1974) S D 
Catalog No. C I3.46:651, 50 cents. 

Key wo rds: e lect roaco usti c transducer measure meli t 
techniques; near-field measurement techn iques; scattering 
matrix desc ri ption of elect roaco usti c transducers. 

Recentl y deve loped and successfull y a pplied analytical techniques 
for the measure ment of microwave a nten nas at reduced di stances are 
"t ransla ted" into correspo nding techniq ues for the measure me nt of 
e1ectroacous ti c tra nsducers in fluid s. The bas ic theory is formulated 

in scatte ring-matrix form and emph asizes the use of plane-wave spec
tra for the re presentation of sound fi elds. This theory, in cont ras t to 
those based on asymptoti c descri ption of transducer characteri stics , 
is suitable for the formulation and solution of proble ms in volving in
terac tions at arbitrary dis tances. Two new techniques (in partic ular) 
are described : One, utilizing deconvolution of planar scanning da ta, 
take n with a known transducer a t distances d whic h may be much 
less than the Rayleigh dis tance dll (= D2/2A), provides a means of ob 
taining complete effective directivity fun ctions , corrected Jo r the ef
Jects oj the measuring transducer. Applicability of a (t wo-dimensional, 
s pati a l) sampling theore m and the " fast F ourie r transform" al
go rithm , which greatl y facilitate the necessary computations, is 
show n. The second technique provides a means of extrapolating 
received signal as a fun ction of di stance (observed with d - dll) to ob · 
tain on-axis values of effecti ve d irec ti vit y. Othe r poss ible a pplications 
are indicated. These techniques rigorously utili ze observed output of 
nonideal (but linear) meas uring transducers. 

T N803. A guide to networking terminology , A. J. Neumann, 
Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 803, 29 pages (Mar. 1974) SD 
Catalog No. C I3.46:803, 80 cen ts. 

Key words : com pute r net works; glossary; telecommunicat ions; 
teleprocess ing; terminology; vocabulary. 

A selected se t of terms and definitions relating to co mputer ne t· 
working is presented in a coherent manner. An int roduction gives the 
rationale for the glossary, defin es the scope by a brief tutorial over
view, and sta tes the glossary format and conventions. Th e glossary is 
arranged alph abeticall y a nd contain s about 140 definiti o ns and as · 
sociated te rms. The sources of many te rm s are cited and modifi ers 
indicate the sta tu s of definitions. A comple te li sting of source materi 
al is appended. 

T N81l. Evaluation of the column connec tions u sed in a 
precast conc r e t e modular housing system, F . Y. Yokel and 
T . W. Reichard , Nat. Bu r. Stand. (U.S.) , Tech. Note 811 , 63 pages 
(Mar. 1974) S D Catalog No. C I3.46 :811 , $1.00. 

Key words: building system; column connection; concrete tri
axial s tre ngth; ductilit y; neoprene bearing pad; Operation 
Breakth rough; performance test; precast concrete; structural 
design. 

The column connections used in a housing sys te m e mploying 
stacked precast concre te box modules were tes ted to evaluate their 
structural pe rformance. The syste m was proposed for cons truc tion in 
Operation Breakthrough , a research and d emonstration program 
sponsored by the Department of Housing and Urban De velopment. 
The system uses innovative struc tural design concepts, which in
clude: confine ment of the concre te in the vic inity of the column 
bearings by reinforcing ti es in order to increase concrete compressive 
strength ; neoprene pads between colu mn bearings in th e up per sto
ries; steel-neoprene-steel sandwich in the lower stories; and a 
grouted dowel through the center of the columns to p rovide re 
sistance to tension and shear. 

The tes t progra m included the following: tests to determ ine the ef· 
feet of various bearing pads on the load capacity of the connection; 
tes ts to de termine the load-deformation characteris tics of the 
neoprene pads; a test to de termine the performance of a iowe r-story 
connection using a s teel-neoprene-steel sandwich and a grouted 
dowel; and tests to evaluate the s trength and ductilit y of the connec
tions when subjected to a shear force. The test results are presented 
and interpre ted and the findin gs a re s um marized. S uperse des NBSIR 
73-148 (PB 220366f7). 

T N812. T e nsile behavior of boron/e poxy-reinforce d 7075-T6 
aluminum alloy at elevated temperatures , D. 1. C hwirut and 
G_ F. Sushinsky, Nat. Bur. S tand. (U.S.), Tech. Note 812, 31 pages 
(Mar. 1974) SD Catalog No. CI3.46 :812, 65 cents. 

Key words: aluminum alloy; boron/epoxy; co-cure; composite 
materi als; fabrication process; load-deformation charac teri sti cs; 
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residual stress; rule of mixtures; sandwic h specime n; stress
strain curves ; te nsile properti es_ 

Stati c tensile tests were performed on specime ns of 7075-T6 alu
minum a lloy, 0° unidirectiona l boron/e poxy, and 7075-T6 aluminum 
alloy re inforced on the surface with 0° unidirec tional boron/epoxy 
laminate, a t four te mpe ratures up to 300 of (149 °C). Analytical load
strain curves are formul ated for the reinforced-metal specimens 
using the rule of mixtures, assuming th at the longitudinal strains in 
the composite and the metal remain equal , and taking account of the 
residual s tresses caused by the fabri cation process. Two analytical 
curves a re plotted for each re inforced-metal specime n, one based on 
the meas ured pl y thickness of the composite, and one based on a 
nominal 0.005-in (0. 13-mm) ply thickness. In general , the experimen
tal load-strain curves fall bet ween the two analytical curves for each 
specimen. 

T N817. Kitchen ranges in fabric fire s, A. K. Vickers, Nat. Bur. 
Stand. (U_ S.), Tech. Note 817 , 23 pages (Apr. 1974) SD Catalog No. 
C I3.46:817 , 60 ce nt s. 

Key words : accide nts; burns; FFACTS; flammable fa brics; ga r
ments; ignition sources; injuries; kit chen ranges_ 

Kitchen ranges played a major role in th e 1616 fabric accident case 
histories recorded in the F lammable F abrics Accident Case and T est
in g Syste m as of May 1972. They accounted for 214 or 35 percent of 
the direc t garment ignitions in FFACTS. Female victims outnumberd 
males by 3 to 1; fe m ales under 16 and over 65 we re partic ularly heavi 
ly represented. Reaching ove r and leaning against the range caused 
the majority of the garme nt ignitions. S hirts, robes, pajamas, 
nightgowns and dresses were the most frequentl y ignited garments. 
Thirty-four victims died from injuries resultin g from ga rme nt igni 
tion s from ranges; 24 of th ese fatalities were people over 65 years old. 

T N819. A tec hnical inde x of interactive information sys te ms , 
O. W. Fife, K. R a nkin , E. Fong, J- C. Walke r, and B. A. Marron, 
Nat. Bur. Sta nd . (U.S_), Tech. Note 819, 73 pages (Mar. 1974) S O 
C atalog No. C13.46 :819, $1.20. 

Key words : bibliographic syste ms; co mputer programs; com
puter sys te ms; data base; data manage ment ; inform ation 
retri eval ; information services; inte rac t.ive syste m; que ry la n
guage; software selec tion ; text processing. 

This re port constitutes a reference to technical features and opera
tional s tatu s of inte rac tive inform ation syste ms, i.e_ those providing 
a "conve rsa tional" usage mode to a " non-progra mme r" th ro ugh a 
data te rminal devi ce. It is aimed a t the AOP se rvice ma nage r , for hi s 
use in the s ta te-of-the-a rt assessments prepara tory to a deta iled 
sys te m selecti on process. It conta ins an index that describes 46 
sys te ms in te rms of a li st of over 50 technical fea tures plus descrip 
tive, identifi ca tion , and bac kground inform ation. In addition , the re 
are aids and exa mples contributing to the intended use of the index. 

T N820. Comple te clear te xt representation of scie ntific docu
ments in machine -readable form, B. C. Duncan and O. Garvin, 
Nat. Bu r. Stand _ (U_S.), T ech. No te 820, 55 pages (Feb. 1974) SO 
Catalog No. CI 3 _46:820, 90 cents. 

Key words: gra phic cha racter se ts; inform ation analys is centers; 
information int e rchange codes; recordin g t ype wri ters; scie ntifi c 
compute r technology. 

Science and technology use a la rge va ri ety of symbols to re present 
physical properties, che mical fo rmul as and math emati ca l ex pres 
sions. 

Data centers th a t codify a nd e valuate physica l properties need to 
use thi s conve ntional sy mboli sm in their wo rk. It is reco mme nded 
that these data centers adopt the symbols and te rminology specified 
by the various Inte rnational Unions both in ma nu al ope ra tions a nd in 
the creation of machin e-readable da ta bases. 

It is demonstra ted that these conventional sy mbols can be 
produced b y mode rn communications devices tha t a re compatible 

with th e international s tandard codes for information inte rchange_ A 
set of characters s uitable for re presenting scientifi c data and text is 
presented and proposed as an exte nsion of the ISO information in
terc hange code. 

The use of thi s extended characte r code by com puter ori ented data 
centers at the National Bureau of Standa rds is described. The equip
ment needed for thi s level of pe rfo rm a nce and crite ri a for th eir selec -
tion are outlined. . 

T N821. Photometric data var'iability of automotive lighting 
components, B. G_ S imson and .I . Mande l, Na t. Bur. S tand. 
(U.S. ), Tech. Note 821, 15 pages (Mar. 1974) SO Catalog No. 
CI3.46:821 , 60 cents. 

Key words : Federal Motor Vehicles Safety Sta ndards; inte r
laboratory tes t e va lu a tion; motor vehicles; photo metri c testing; 
safety standards. 

Four automotive li ghting compone nts were tes te d in three comm er
cial tes ting la bora tori es to estim ate the degree of photometri c da ta re
peatability and re producibility. The la boratori es used the ph otomet 
ri c tes ting techniques required by Fed eral Motor Vehic le Safety 
S ta ndard No. 108. The precision of thi s tes t method was pl aced in a 
range of abo ut 10 perce nt coeffi cie nt of va ri a tion. However , thi s valu e 
s hould be conside re d more as an indication of ex is tin g conditions 
tha n as a predic ti ve para mete r. 

T N822. A r e view of F e der'al and military s p e cific ations for 
floor coverings, W. C. Wolfe, Nat. Bur. S ta nd. (U.S.), Tech. Note 
822,99 pages (Apr. 1974) S O Catalog No. C I3.46:822, $1.50. 

Key wo rds : carpets; floor cove rin gs; gove rnm ent ; performa nce; 
procure me nt ; specifications; standards; tes ts; user needs. 

In thi s manual , which is orga ni zed so as to a id read y reference, 
require me nts and tes t methods in F edera l a nd milita ry s pecifications 
for fl ooring, or fl oor coverin gs are co mbined , indexed and re vi e wed. 
Th e ma nual co ve rs carpet , res ilie nt fl oorin g, monolithic s urfac ings or 
sea mless fl oorin g, and polyure th a ne coa tings re lated to seamless 
floorin g. [t a lso covers a ll se rviceability require ments exce pt those 
rela tin g to fl a mm ability, fire safet y a nd acousti ca l properti es. 

Ph ys ica l and materi al require me nts in Federal specifica tions for 
floor coverings are considered in sepa rate sections. Milit ary s pecifi 
cations for monolithic s urfacings and Fede ral specifica tions for fl oor 
coverings and polyure tha ne coa tings a re summ ari zed in co mprehen
sive tables. Under each ph ys ical require ment , comme nts indicate 
whether it is a qu ality co ntrol or a perfo rm ance require me nt. Each 
co mme nt is followed b y a li st of those Fede ral s pecifications which 
in cl ude the require me nt and a bri e f" desc ription of the crit e ri a and 
tes t methods in the specifications. Co m ments on materi als require
me nts rela te to their adequacy a nd a pplicabilit y to the product for 
which they were writt e n. Fina ll y, reco mme ndations a re made for im 
prove ments in performance require me nts whi ch s hould be co n
sidered for inclu sion in future fl ooring a nd fl oor covering specifica
tions. 

TN823. Cryogenic Physics Section, summary of activities 
1973, R. J. Soulen , Jr. , Ed., Nat. Bur. S ta nd . (U .S.), Tech. No te 
823,23 pages (Mar. 1974) S O Catalog No. Cl3.46:823, 60 cents. 

Key words : Josephson junctions; noise the rmome te r; nuclear 
orie ntation; paramagneti s m; supe rconducti vit y; te mpe rature. 

This report summari zes the resea rch activiti es of th e Cryogenic 
Ph ys ics Section whi ch spec ifica ll y re late to th ermometry. The topics 
range fro m supe rco nductive fixed points to nuclear ori e ntation ther
mo metry, as well as Joseph son junction noise the rmometry and 
pa ramagneti s m. 

TN824. A laboratory study of some performance charac
teristics of an aluminum oxide humidity sensor, S. 
H asegawa, L. Greenspan , J. W. Little, and A. Wexler , Nat. Bur. 
Stand. (U.5.) , Tech. Note 824 , 28 pages (Mar. 1974) SD Catalog No. 
C I3.46:824, 65 cents. 
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Key words: aluminum oxide sensor; humidity; humidity sen sor ; 
hygro me ter ; measurement of frost points; moisture meas ure 
ment; water vapor measurement. 

A laboratory study was made of the performance of aluminum 
oxide humidity sensors over a range of ambient temperatures from + 
20 °C to - 60 °C encompassi ng dew points from + 18 °C to fros t 
points of - 100 °C. Information was obtained on such characteristics 
as sensi tivity, hyste res is , temperature effec t , pressure-altitude effect 
and short-term and long· te rm re peatability. The senso rs we re found 
to be capable of detecting fro st points as low as - 100 °C at ambient 
temperatures of - 40 °C and - 60 0C. It is estimated that the total 
uncertainty inherent in these sensors is approximately 4 0C. 

TN826. Cost-benefit analysis of computer graphics systems, 
L W. Cotton, Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.s.), Tech. Note 826 , 47 pages 
(Apr. 1974) SD Catalog No. CI3.46:826, 90 cents. 

Key words : com pute r graphics; cost· benefit analysis ; cost-effec· 
tiveness; economics; perfo rmance evaluation. 

This report assesses the s tate·of· the·art in cost ben efit analyses of 
compute r graphics syste ms and suggests an approach for de veloping 
improved methodology. Cost·benefit analyses a re di stin gui shed from 
analyses of system performance in that th e lalle r a re directed at op
timizing syste m pe rformance at a given level of investment , while the 
former are direc ted at justifying the inves tment itself. 

Compute r graphic system des ign alte rnatives are first outlined. 
Then methods of analyzing the perfo rm ance and cos ts of co mputer 
systems in ge neral and graphic sys tems in particular are discussed. 
With this information it is shown how cost- effective ness anal yses 
may be pe rformed. The next crucial step is to conduct benefit analy· 
sis, an iII·defin ed art. The results of benefit analysis mus t be com
bined with cost·effective ness analysi s in orde r to perform the desired 
cost· benefit analysis. 

An experim ental methodology is suggested for beller performing 
benefit anal yses of computer graphic systems. A more rigorous for
mulation of th e cos t·benefit procedure is then ou tlined. No a ttempt is 
made in thi s report to actually perform such a n analysis. 

NBSIR 73-152. Measurement of transit time and related 
transistor characteristics, D. E. Sawyer, C. J. Rogers, and 1. E. 
Huntley, 131 pages (Oct. 1973). Order from NTIS a s AD 914258. 

Key words : delay time; electronics; high·frequency probes; San · 
dia bridge; scattering; S-parameters ; transistors; vector voltme
ter. 

Two instruments for transi sto r delay-tim e measurements, the vec· 
tor voltmeter and Sandia bridge , we re a nalyzed and comparative 
measureme nts were made on several types of comme rc ial and two 
s pecial tran sistors. It was found that extran eous pickup at the mea
s ure ment frequen cy can cause large errors in measured delay time. 
A tec hnique for minimizing these errors was developed and verified 
for th e Sandia bridge by removing the frequency dependence of delay 
force, probe tip protrus ion and lateral motio n (skating) with loading 
were recorded for s pecial probe assemblies to be used in an auto
matic wafer prober for measurements on transis tors in custom· 
designed integrated circuit wafe rs. The data is used to assist in ad· 
ju stin g the probers. A technique was developed for determining the 
effe ct s of the probe assemblies on tran sistor measurements made 
fro m 0.1 to 2.0 GHz. Eac h probe assem bly may be represented by an 
equivalent circuit consisting of three unknowns; these unknowns are 
de te rmined by making impedance measurements at the input con
nectors with the probe tips contacted by combination s of open cir· 
cuits, short circuits, and resistors of known value. Arrays of such ter
mi nations were successfully fabricated and characterized. An S· 
parameter interlaboratory testing program was developed. The plan 
ca ll s for six of each of three types of transis tors to be measured by 
parti cipants a t frequencie s from 0.11 to 2.0 GHz. Additionally, a 10-
dB allenuator and R·C ne tworks on TO·72 headers are to be circu
lated to pinpoint measure ment disc re pancies. 

NBSIR 73·180. Testing of the NBS clinical microcalorimeter, 
E. J. Prosen and R. N. Goldberg, 31 pages (Apr. 1973). Order from 
NTIS as COM 74·10139. 

Key words: clinical c hemis try ; clinical mic rocalorime try; micro
calorimeter; NBS microcalorime try; tes ting of mi crocalorime ter. 

The NBS Clinical Microcalorimeter has been tested for stabili ty, 
sensitivity , ease of operation , and accuracy. The accuracy was tested 
by means of electri cal calibration and the de termination of the heat 
of ne utralization of HCI(aq) with NaOH(aq). The heat of this reaction 
agrees with the best literature va lue within the precision of the 
calorimeter. The precision is about 0.6 percent when measuring 
about 50 mJ of heat of chemical reaction. The accuracy is estima ted 
as 1 percent. The prec ision of elec trical ene rgy de te rmination is 
about 0.4 percent for energies of from 1 to 1400 mJ. 

NBSIR 73·199. Experimental and analytical studies of floor 
covering flammability with a model corridor, W. Denyes and 
J. Quintie re, 115 pages (May 1973). Order from NTIS as COM 74· 
10129. 

Key words: flam e spread; floo r covering materials; model co r· 
ridor; scaling laws; test me thod. 

An expe rime ntal model co rridor fac ility was des igned , constructed, 
and in st rumented. The facility exa mines flam e sp read over floor 
covering materials in a small scale corridor unde r a forced air flow 
condition. A gas burne r flam e se rves as the ignition source. 

A s tudy was made of the factors influencing flam e spread in the 
model co rridor. These factors included energy release rate of the ig· 
nition source, air velocity , and mod el corridor geometry. Twenty·six 
carpet material s a nd 5 other fl oor covering mate rial s we re studied in 
th e model co rridor, and 369 flame spread run s were conducted. 

It was found that fl ame spread behavior in the model corridor 
ge nerall y involves eith er a ra pidly acceleratin g flame front which 
propagates the full 8 foot length of the tes t section ("flameover"), or 
involves a decelerating flam e front which results in ex tin ction a short 
distance from the igni tion source. Radiant heating of the floor materi· 
al due to hot produc ts of co mbu stio n heating the ceiling is a signifi· 
cant factor in causing flameove r. Carpet assembly was found to affect 
flame s pread more sign ificantly than pile fiber type. 

The data have been analyzed to de termine quantitatively the ef
fects of th e fac tors influe ncing flame spread. S caling relations hips 
have been presented to atte mpt to extrapolate the mode l corridor 
results to full scale co rridor fires . 

Finally a procedure has been suggested for using the facility in a 
floor covering flammabilit y test method. Th e procedure is based on 
de termining the minimum energy input rate to cause flam eover. 

NBSIR 73·200. A model corridol' for the study of the flamma
bility of floor coverings, W. D e nyes and.J. W. Raines, 40 pages 
(May 1973). Orde r from NTIS as COM 74·10478. 

Key words: air flow , e nergy input ; flameove r; fl ame s pread; floor 
covering flammability ; model corridor; tes t re peatabilit y. 

A program was carried out to develop a laboratory test method that 
would measure the flame propagation characteristi cs of floor cover
ing materials. A facility was designed which included a floor mounted 
spec imen in a rectangular cross·sectional duct having a forced supply 
of air and a gas burner igni t io n source. The effects of variations in 
duct size, ignition source, and air flow were studied. Factors influenc· 
ing repeatable tes t results were explored. Flame spread was mea· 
sured by an observer and tem perature and hea t flux measurements 
were recorded on an electronic digital data acquisition system. 

NBSIR 73·234. Drape ry and curtain fires - data element sum-
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mary of case histories, A. K. Vickers, 28 pages (July 1973). 
Order from NTIS as COM 74·10128. 

Key words: burns ; case histories; curtains; death; draperies; 
FF ACTS; fires; flammable fabrics; houses; standards; statistical 
data. 



A preliminary examination of 1,567 compute rized case histories 
from the NBS Flammabl e Fabric Accide nt Case and Testing System 
has found 77 in cid ents in which c urtain s and draperies were involved 
in fires . This report is a summary of information re lating to these 77 
inc idents , and includes the location of in c id ents, ignition sources, 
personal injury, fabrics involved and pe rso nal characteri stics of vic· 
tims. Fift een people died from these fires and 32 othe rs were injured. 
Curtains or draperies we re the firs t fabri c it e m to ignite in 28 of 55 
curtain and drapery in cide nt s in whi ch the ignition sourc e is known. 

NBSIR 73·280. Thermodynamics of chemical species impor
tant to "ocket technology, T. B. Douglas and C. W. Beckett, 
109 pages (Jan. 1, 1973). Order from NTIS as COM 74·10549. 

Key words : associated vapors; graphite; heat capac ity; molyb· 
denum ; molybdenum pentafluoride ; niobium; radiance tempera· 
ture ; spec tral e mittance; s urface roughness ; thermodynamic 
prope rties. 

The e nthalpy of high· purit y molybdenum was accurately measured 
273·1173 K, and joined s moothl y to lowe r·t e mperature (German) and 
highe r·tempe rature (NBS) result s to give the rmodynamic fun ctions 
273·2100 K. The heat capacity of a grad e of Poco gra phite was mea · 
sured by a subsecond·dura tion pulse· heatin g techniqu e 1500·3000 K 
(estimated in acc urac y, 3% or less). Based large ly on earli e r NBS IR 
and Ram a n spectrosco py, ideal·gas th e rmodynamic fun c tions fo r 
MoL were generat ed and are tabul a ted for 0·6000 K. Three a lte rn a· 
tive cl ass ica l·th e rmod yna mi c or qu as i· che mical treatm e nts are 
de veloped for de riving the rmodynami c prope rti es from vapori zation 
data on partiall y associated vapors, with calculation s to illu s trat e ex· 
pe rimental·error propagation for one treatme nt. A subsecond·dura · 
tion pulse·heating techniqu e was a ppli ed to niobium me tal to mea · 
sure its change in normal spectra l e mittan ce and radi a nce tempera· 
ture at and near its meltin g point (wave length , 650 nm ). s tud ying de· 
pendence on so lid·sta te roughness (0.1 to 0.95 fLm ). 

NBSIR 73·281. The"modynamics of chemical species impor
tant to rocke t t e chnology, 1'. B. Douglas a nd C. W. Becke tt , 
122 page s (Jul y 1, 1973). Orde r from NTIS as COM 74·10550. 

Ke y words: e lectri ca l res is tivit y; iron; molybd enum pen · 
tafluorid e; partl y associated vapors; so lid-s ta te trans form ations; 
solution ca lorimetry; s pecifi c hea t; spec tra l e mittan ce; tra ns i· 
tion alloys; vapor press ure. 

Us ing a subsecond·dura tion transie nt tec hnique, the spec ific heat. 
electrical resis tivit y, and hemi s pheri ca l total e mittance we re s imul · 
taneous ly measured 1500-2800 K for iron and the a lloy 80Nb·l0Ta· 
lOW (es timated un ce rta inti es: 3%, 0.5·1% , and 3% for th e res pective 
properti es). Co mparisons a re made with genera lized approximations. 
At th e gamm a· to-de lta transformation of iro n (about 1680 K), the tem· 
perature , heat of transform ation , s pec ific heat , spectral emittance, 
and e lectrica l resis tivit y were measured , th ereby de monstrating the 
feasibilit y of the technique for so lid-solid tra nsform ation s. Two other 
alloys were likewi se measured. Solution ca lorim etr y involving several 
thermoche mi cal s te ps (in cl uding oxida ti on by XeO" in aqueous HF) 
gave the s tandard hea t of for mati on of MoF,,(c). A new s ta ti c va por· 
pressure method , afte r ve rifi cation to ] pe rcent by I, and MoF., and 
afte r modifi cations to dea l wi th th e necessa ril y added MoF., gave the 
vapo r pressure of MoF, a t 393 K and indicated (us in g also ea rlie r NBS 
trans piration data) 85-90 mole pe rce nt of mo nome r in t he sa turated 
va por. 

NBSIR 73-294. Cost s haring a s an in ccntive to attain the obje c
tives of shoreline prote ction , H. E. Ma rsha ll , 70 pages (Dec. 
1973). Order from NTIS as COM 74-10541. 

Ke y wo rds : beach e ros ion control; cost sha rin g; eco nomics: effi · 
ciency; e quity; incenti ves; s hore line protection. 

The nation's shore lines a re being e roded by high wind s a nd waves. 
Nonfederal inte rests ha ve traditiona ll y received Federa l he lp in th e 
form of cost sha ring for protecti ve s truc tures. This s tud y provides the 

Army Corps of Engineers with an e valuation of alternative cost-shar· 
ing rules for shoreline protection with res pec t to efficiency , equity, 
and administrative feasibility. 

Existing cost-sharing rules are d esc ribed for hurri cane, beach ero· 
sion, and emergency protection. The prese nt cost- sharing system ap· 
pears to induce local intere sts to c hoose (1) costl y techniques of pro
tection , e.g. , engineering rather than manage me nt techniques, and (2) 
overbuilt projects in terms of the effic ient scale. 

It is concluded that the Assoc iati on Rule, whic h requires local 
beneficiaries of shoreline protection to share in a ll of t he cos ts of a 
project purpose in the proportion that local be nefit s be ar to national 
benefits at the margin , should be applied to all s horelin e protection 
programs. All techniques of protec tion s hould be s ubject to the same 
percentage cost-sharing rule. It is also concluded that all cat egories 
of project costs should have the same percentage cos t share apply to 
them. Finally, Federal cost sharing might be used as an incentive to 
encourage local interests to comply with minimum la nd use require
me nt s that would pre vent s horeline damages. 

NBSIR 73-297. F,'acture and deformation of alumina, S. M. 
Wie de rhorn , 14 pages (July 31, 1973). Order from NTIS as AD 
772066. 

Key words : e lec tron mi c roscopy; frac ture ; mechani cal proper· 
ti es: plasti c deformation; sapphire; sodium chloride. 

Thi s report s ummarizes work co ndu c ted during the past e ight 
years on the fra cture and deform a ti on of ce ramic mat e ri a ls. Accom· 
pli shme nts discussed in thi s re port include : an e lu cidation offracture 
process of aluminum oxide a nd sodium chloride; th e deve lopment of 
techniques to study th e deform ation of aluminum ox id e during abra
s ion; and the deve lo pme nt of techniques for measuring fracture 
mechanics paramete rs on ce rami c mate rial s. 

NBS IR 73-351. The rmal conductivity standard refere nce 
mate rials f,'om 6 to 280 K: VI. NBS sintered tungste n,J. C. 
Hus t ,58 pages (j an. 1974). Orde rfrom NTIS as AD 775367. 

Key words : c ryoge ni cs; electrical res istivity ; Lo renz ra ti o; 
Seebec k effec t: sta nd ard reference mate ri a l; th e rm al co nduc
tivity ; trans port prope rti es; tungs ten. 

Th ermal condu c tivit y. e lec tri cal res is tivit y, Lorenz ratio, a nd th er
mo puwer data a re report ed for two s pec im e ns of NBS sint e red tun g
sten for tempera tures from 6 to 280 K. Vari abilit y of thi s tungs te n was 
studie d by means of e lectri ca l res istivit y a nd residu al res is tivit y mea
s ure ment s on 39 spec imens. These d ata indicate a mate ri al va ri abili 
t y of a bout ± 10 pe rcent in the rmal co ndu ctivit y at he lium te mpe ra
tures . Above 90 K variation in the rmal condu c ti vit y is onl y a bo ut ± 1 
perce nt. To reduce th e un certainty caused by spec im en va ri a tion at 
low te mperatu res, charac teri zatio n by res idu al e lectrica l res isti vit y 
data is described. By thi s procedure th e low te mpera ture un ce rt a int y 
is reduced to about ± 3 pe rcent. 

NBSIR 73-405. Use of organic coatings on the inte"ior s urfaces 
of equestrian statues at M e mOl'ial Bridge Plaza, F. Ogburn , 
9 pages (Nov. 1973). Order from NTI S as COM 74-10] 31. 

Key words: b ronze statua r y; orga nic coa tin gs : res toration ; 
s tatues. 

Th e eques tri an s tatu es at Memoria l Bridge Plaza in the Dis tri ct of 
Columbia a re bronze castings. Th e ex te ri o r fini sh is subjec t to corro 
s ion processes assoc iated with po res a nd c rac ks in the castings. The 
int e ri or su rfaces a re subj ec ted to high humidit y and condensa tion . 
Detrime nta l corros ion is expected onl y at di scontinuiti es in the plated 
coa ti ngs on th e ext e rior s urfaces. Pa inting of inte rior s urfaces has 
been reco mm ended, but the need for painting is not clear. The NCP 
is advised to kee p the s tatu es unde r close observation till the fall of 
1974 and then reconside r the ir course of action. 

NBSIR 73-412. The incidence of hazardous material accidents 
during transportation and storage, W. A. Steele, D. Bowser, 
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and R. E. Chapman, 40 pages (Nov. 1973). Order from NTIS as 
COM 74-10512. 

Key words: accidents; hazardous material; storage of hazardous 
material; transportation of hazardous material. 

This report is one of a series describing background research con
cerning the incidence of abnormal loading. The report is organized in 
terms of modes of hazardous material transportation and storage. 
These modes - pipeline, water, motor vehicle, and railroad transpor
tation systems- are addressed in four sections with Storage Systems 
discussed in a fifth. The sections depend on the amount of available 
data, rather than the risk involved in an accident. A summary of the 
results is presented in the last section. On the whole, there is little 
empirical evidence to substantiate a threat to buildings from 
hazardous materials transport. However, trends in volumes shipped 
in proximity to structures of interest raises the prospect of future in
cidents. 

NBSIR 73-414. Building and evaluation of a polluted air 
delivery system, C. P. Baumgarten and F. W. Ruegg, 36 pages 
(Apr. 1974)_ Order from NTIS as COM 74-10866. 

Key words: air pollution; critical flow; laminar flow; nozzle; 
porous plug; sulfur dioxide concentration. 

The building and evaluation of a prototype S02 polluted air 
delivery system (PADS) is discussed. The delivery 'system was built 
to deliver sulfur dioxide (S02) in air at a rate of 5 liters per minute 
with design concentrations by volume of 1.0, 0.1 and 0.01 parts per 
million. It consists of a diluent air delivery system utilizing a critical 
flow sonic nozzle and three separate concentrated S02 in air flow 
systems utilizing laminar flow porous plugs, one plug for each desired 
output concentration. The delivery system is contained in a dispatch 
case and the two gases are delivered to it from pressurized containers 
through detachable supply lines. Prospective use by unskilled techni
cians dictated simplicity and durability and compactness. 

By maintaining specific upstream pressures on the critical flow 
nozzle and the laminar flow porous plugs of 45 and 12 psig respective
ly, the prototype PADS produced average output concentrations of 
0.76,0.100 and 0.003 parts per million of S02 in air based on concen
tration measurements with an NBS calibrated analyzer. The ex
pected output concentrations were 0.98,0.105 and 0.010 respectively , 
based on flow calibrations of the individual components. The uncer
tainty of the output concentration is estimated to be about ± 10 per
cent. 

NBSIR 73-416. Report on meeting of ISOtTC 6tSC 5 testing 
methods and quality specifications for pulp, W. K. Wilson, 
J. H. Schulz, C. E. Brandon, and J. L. Borstelmann, 69 pages (Nov. 
16,1973). Order from NTIS as COM 74-10511. 

Key words: ISO recommendations; pulp; pulp, testing methods; 
testing methods for pulp. 

The ninth meeting of ISOtTC 6, Paper, SC 5, Testing Methods for 
Pulp, was held in Madrid, Spain, November 2-8, 1973. Over 30 
delegates from 11 countries discussed methods for testing of pulp 
and, to some extent, paper. Methods were agreed upon for the deter
mination of saleable mass of flash dried pulp, disintegration of pulp, 
laboratory beating of pulp, preparation of laboratory sheets, and mea
surement of ISO brightness of pulp. It was agreed that ISO Recom
mendations for determination of saleable mass of pulp in lots, deter
mination of dry matter content, and determination of trace metals in 
pulp should be revised. Plans were made to continue studies of 
methods for the determination of viscosity , aqueous extraction, dirt 
and shives, total sulphur content , saleable mass of unitized lots of 
pulp, statistical evaluation of number of sample bales , preparation of 
laboratory sheets , and fiber classification and drainability. 

NBSIR 73·424. A study of young children's pull-apart strength 
(an addendum to NBSIR 73-156-a study of the strength 
capabilities of children ages two through six), W. C. Brown, 

C. J. Buchanan, and J. Mandel, 17 pages (Apr. 1974). Order from 
NTIS as COM 74·10867. 

Key words: children; children's strength; pull-apart; safety; 
strength; test methods; toys; toy safety. 

The Child Pull-Apart Strength Study was conducted to provide in
formation which can be used to develop reliable and realistic stan
dards and test methods for children's toys. The study was conducted 
with over 500 children in the Washington Metropolitan area, and in
cluded both black and white children from varying economic and so
cial backgrounds. 

The pull-apart test device used is a prototype model designed and 
constructed at the National Bureau of Standards. This test device 
was designed to measure the force that children can exert when 
pulling an object apart. 

The results of the pull-apart strength study are consistent with 
those obtained in the previous child strength study which dealt with 
twisting, pulling, pushing, and squeezing (NBSIR 73-156). The study 
provided quantitatively precise and useful information about the ef
fects of age and sex on the pull· apart strength capability of children 
ages two through six. The results are exhibited in tables of averages, 
standard deviations, coefficients of variation , and 95th and 5th per
centiles. 

NBSIR 74-430. Chemical kinetics data survey VII. Tables of 
rate and photochemical data for modelling of the strato
sphere (revised), D. Garvin and R. F. Hampson, 104 pages (Jan. 
1974). Supersedes NBSIR 73-203. Order from NTIS as COM 74-
10724. 

Key words: atmospheric chemistry; chemical kinetics; data 
evaluation; energy transfer; gas phase; high temperature air 
chemistry; ion-molecule reactions; optical absorption cross sec
tions; photochemistry; quantum yield ; rate constants. 

Chemical kinetic and photochemical data for gas phase reactions 
pertinent to the chemistry of the stratosphere are presented in four 
tables. These tables give recommended values and also cite recent 
experimental work. They give data in the following subject areas: 
chemical reactions and photochemistry of neutral species, energy 
transfer reactions, high temperature air reactions , and ion-molecule 
reactions. 

NBSIR 74·432. 1972 international activities center for build
ing technology, C. C. Raley, 68 pages (Aug. 1973). Order from 
NTIS as COM 74-10751. 

Key words: cooperative programs; foreign visitors ; information 
exchange; international building technology; international or
ganization memberships; professional interaction. 

This report summarizes the Center for Building Technology's 1972 
international activities including formal cooperative programs, 
exchange programs, special projects, international organization 
memberships, foreign guests at CBT, and CBT foreign travel. 

NBSIR 74·444. A review of natural stone preservation, C. A. 
Sleater, 40 pages (Dec. 1973). Order from NTIS as COM 74-10548. 

Key words: air pollution ; historic structures; laboratory evalua
tion; natural weathering; stone decay; stone preservation. 

With increased interest in stone preservation, it is desirable to 
know what causes stone to decay, and what materials can be used to 
preserve stone. This review covers the following topics: causes of 
stone decay, including faults in the stone, salts, natural weathering 
factors, air pollution , living organisms, and most importantly, water 
action; various materials that have been used to preserve stone, in
eluding paints, waxes, oils, inorganic chemical surface treatments 
and impregnants, silicones, siliconates, and synthetic organic 
polymers; methods of evaluating stone preservatives. Field and 
laboratory procedures for testing stone preservatives, the cleaning of 
stone, a glossary, and a bibliography are given in appendices. 
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NBSIR 74-455. Abstracts of papers on testing and analysis of 
flammable fabt'ics October 1972 to Octobe r 1973, 1. F. 
Krasny, 27 pages (Mar. 1974). Order from NTIS as COM 74-10865. 

Key words: burn injuries; ca rpets; c lothing; fabri cs ; fire retar
dant s; flammability tes ting. 

This co llection of abstracts cove rs papers on textile flammability 
tes ting a nd ana lys is of flam e re tarda nt fibe rs and finishes, for the 
period O ctober 1972 to October 1973. It is hoped th a t this collection 
will facilitate research in thi s area in which there has been great in
te res t in co nn ection with the introduction of fabric and garment 
fl ammabilit y s tanda rds by the Federal and several state govern
ments. S imil ar coll ections appear in the Proceed ings of the Annual 
Meetings of the Information Coun cil on Fabric Flammability, availa· 
ble from the Counci l, Room 510, 1457 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 
10036. 

NBSIR 74-464. The Shirley Highway Express-Bus-On-Freeway 
Demonstration Project - second year results, J- T. 
McQueen, R. F. Yates, and G. K. Miller , 87 pages (Nov. 1973). 
Order from NT IS as COM 74-10785. 

Key wo rds: bu s transit ; busway operations; co mmuter travel 
behavior; express bu s-on-freeway operations; projec t eva lua tion; 
tran sit operations. 

This report contain s : (a) A review of the performan ce of the Shirley 
Highwa y Express-Bu s·On-F'ree way De mon stration Proj ec t bet ween 
1969 and 1973; (b) A description of the methodology and data use to 
es timate proj ect measures of effectiveness; (c) A di sc uss ion of fa ctors 
considered in commuter mode choice decision ma king. 

This column lists all outside publications by th e NBS staff, as soon 
after issurance as practical. For completeness , earlier references not 
previously repo rted may be includedfrorn time to time. 

Allan , D. W. , Glaze, D. J ., Machl an, H. E., Wainwright , A. E., He ll 
wig, H. , Barn es , ]. A., Gray, ]. E. , P e rfOl'mance, mode ling, and 
simulation of som c cesium b ea m clocks, Proc. 27th Annual 
Symp. on Frequency Control, Philadelphia , Pa., ./une 12- 14, 1973, 
pp. 334·346 (Electronic Industries Association, Washington, D. C. 
1973). 

Key words: ato mic clock; atomic clock modelin g; atomic clock 
noise; atom ic clock performance; atomic tim e sca le acc uracy; 
comparison of atomic time scales; comparison of frequ ency s ta n
dard s; freq uency calibra tion; freq uency drift; simulatio n of 
clock performance. 

With the avai labi lit y of a new primary freque ncy standard, NBS-5 
at the National Bureau of Standards, we have been able to evaluate 
with greater confidence than in the past the performance charac
teri s ti cs of th e co mm ercial cesium beam clocks used in the AT(NBS) 
atomic time scale. Two other techniqu es h ave also been employed to 
evaluate a clock's performance, viz., interclock co mparisons and 
comparisons with other national labo ratori es. 

Utilizing th e above perform ance data we have constru cted models 
for the behavior of ces ium beam ato mi c c locks. Based on these 
models a nd appropria te op timi za tion proced ures, a lgo rithm s have 
been de veloped to genera te an atomi c tim e sca le, AT(NBS), from the 
ensemble of s tandards ava ilab le to us. Th e model is s hown to we ll fit 
both individual c locks as we ll as c lock e nsembles. Thi s mod eling pro
vides a direc t opportunit y for clock da ta s imulation. S imula tion 
techniques are developed a nd appli ed in the tes ting of so me d iag
nostic test s for frequency and/or tim e s teps. Th e results are very e n
couragi ng as a ne w effort for even be tt e r clock mode ling. 

Rate calibrat ions of AT(NBS), UTC(NBS), TAl, and other national 
time scales are given wi th refere nce to NBS-5, and th ese are com· 
pared with othe r past primary ces ium beam freq ue ncy s tandards. 
TAl was measured as too high in rate by 12 ± 5 parts in 101". 

Allan, D. W. , Gray,]. E. , Machl an, H. E. , The National Bureau of 
Standards atomic time scales: Generation, dissemination, 
stability, and accuracy, IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-21, 
No.4, 388-391 (No v. 1972). 

Key words: AT(NBS); cloc k di spers ion; c lock e nse mble; 
frequency and time standards; Inte rnational Atomic Time; 
Loran·C ; model of clock s tab ilit y; optimum time prediction; 
precision and accuracy of timing; tim e coordination , 
synchronization, and disse mination ; UT C(N BS). 

The independent atomic time scale at the Nat ional Bureau of Stan
dards AT(NBS), is based upon an ense mble of continuous ly operating 
cesium clocks calibrated occasiona ll y by an NBS primary frequency 
standard . The data of frequency cali bra tions a nd int e rc lock com
parisons are statistically processed to provide nea rl y optimum time 
stability and frequency accuracy. The long- te rm random flu c tuation 
of AT(NBS) due to nondetermi nis ti c perturbations is es timated to be 
a few parts in 10", and the present accuracy is inferred to be 1 part in 
1012 • 

A s mall coo rdin ate rat e is added to th e rate of AT(NBS) to gene rate 
UTC(NBS): thi s s mall addi tion is fo r the purpose of maint aining 
synchronization within a few mic roseconds of oth er inte rnational tim 
ing cent ers. UTC(NBS) is readily operationally available over a large 
pa rt of the wo rl d via WWV, WWVH , WWVB , a nd te le phone; a lso via 
some pass ive time transfer sys te ms, e.g., Loran ·C and the TV line- 1O 
system; and also e xperim enta ll y via satellite and WWVL. The preci
sion and accuracy of these dissemina tion sys tems wi ll be discussed. 

All an, D. W., S tatis tical mode ling and filt e ring for optimum 
atomic time scale genet'ation, (proc. Frequency S tandards and 
Metro logy Seminar, Quebec, Canada, Aug. 30-Se pt. 1,1971), Paper 
in Proceedings of the Frequ.ency Standards and Metrology Seminar, 
pp. 388-410 (Quantum Electronics Laborat ory, Laval University, 
Qu ebec, Canada, 1972). 

Key word s: clock s tab ilit y mode l; frequ ency ca li b ration; 
frequ ency s tabilit y; inte rnational time scale; time sca le accura
cy; t ime scale stabilit y. 

S ta ti s ti ca l models for the fract io nal freq uency flu c tu at ions in 
a tomi c c locks, c lock ensembles, an d so me of the propagation media 
are deve loped. Usin g these models, near optimum time pred ic tion al 
go rithm s are employed to gene rate tim e for a clock e nsem ble or for a 
se t of laboratories' tim e scales. An exa mple using data from the BIH 
Circular D bulle tin is illus trat ed and the res ult s compa red wi th lAT. 

Accuracy a nd uniformity problems are considered in li ght of the 
CCDS June 1970 recomm endations. A mode l for an eva luab le prima
ry frequency standard is developed as well as for a time scale 
(fl yw heel frequency standard). It is shown th at under certain condi 
tions the accuracy of a time scale can be belle r th an the accuracy of 
the primary s tandard for the current ca libra tion , if the re is a suffi 
cient number of independent past ca libra tions. A method of simul 
taneously achieving accuracy and uniformity is discussed. 

Aminadav , N., Selig, H., Abramowitz , S., Raman s p ectrum of 
F "NO gas, ./ . Chern. Phys . 60, No.1 ,325·326 (J a n. 1, 1974). 

Key words: gas; ONF,,; Raman spectroscopy; the rmodynam ic 
prope rties; vibrationa l ana lys is. 

The Ram an s pectrum of gaseous F3N O has been observed allowing 
a definite vibrat ional ass ign me nt. The the rmal functions have been 
computed using th is assignment and previous microwave and elec
tron diffrac tion data. 

Andre ws, J. R., Inexpensive laser diode pulse generator for 
optical waveguide studies, Rev. Sci_ Instrum, 45, No.1, 22-24 
(J an. 1974). 

Key words: fiber optics; GaAs; impulse; laser; optics; 
picosecond ; pulse; waveguide. 
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An inexpensive GaAs laser diode pulse generator is presented. 
This generator has found application in the evaluation of optica l pulse 
dispersion in glass fiber optical waveguide studies. It is capable of 
prod ucing op tical impulses as narrow as 110 psec at a wavelength of 
0.9 f.t and a pulse repetition rat e of 50 kHz. With a sligh t modification , 
it may be used to produce optical pulses of considerably longer dura· 
tion at reduced repetition rates. 

Armstrong, G. T., Recent developments in calorimetry and 
thermochemistry at the National Bureau of Standards, 
(Proc. Plenary Lectures of 8th Symp. on Calorimetry and Therma l 
Analysis, Okayama, Japan, Nov. 1972), Paper in Calorimetry, Ther· 
mometry and Thermal Analysis 6, 51·60 (Kagaku Gij it su·Sha, 
Tokyo, Japan, 1973). 

Key words: calorimetry; microcalorimetry of biological 
processes; standard reference materials for calorimetry; ther· 
mochemistry; thermodynamic data. 

The thermochemistry work at the National Bureau of Standards 
provides standard reference data for the National Measurement 
System both in the form of c riti ca l compilations of work done 
elsewhere and also in the form of new meas ure ments of key sub· 
stances. A new electrolyte thermodynamic data center has been 
form ed. On'going compilations of the properti es of inorganic com· 
pounds are being systematized in the form of a catalog of ther· 
moche mical quantities. New measurements on organic halogen , 
nitrogen, and sulfur compounds are extending the range of certifi ed 
standard refe rence materials for calo rimetry. 

A new program on the microc alorimetry of biological processes has 
shown the applicability of calorimetry to practically import ant 
problems of c linical chemistry , and has resulted in improvement s in 
the accuracy of microcalorimetric measurements. 

Arp, V. D., C lark , A. F., Flynn, T. M. , Superconducting levitation 
of high speed vehicles, Transp. Eng. J. 99, No. TE4, 873·885 
(Nov. 1973). 

Key words: fatigue life; magnetic properties; materials; 
refrigeration ; superconducting magnets; suspension ; transporta· 
tion; urban transportation. 

The current s tatus (December 1972) of worldwide research on high 
speed ground transportation techniques is reviewed. Particular atten· 
tion is given to studies of magnetic levi tation using superconducting 
magnets, including comparison with altern ative magnetic techniques 
and with air s uspension systems. Superconducting levitation appears 
to be a strong contender in the U.S. Department of Transportation 
hopes to select in the late 1970's the best of the possible levitation 
techniques for subsequent advanced development. Cryogenic en· 
gineering research needed in support of major development of a suo 
perconducting levitated sys tem is identified. 

Barnes , I. L., Garner, E. L. , Gramlich, 1. W., Machlan , L. A., Moody, 
1. R , Moore, L. 1., Murphy, T . 1., Shields, W. R, Isotopic 
abund¥lce ratios and concentrations of selected elements 
in some Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 samples, (Proc. 4th Lunar 
Science Conf. , March 5·8, 1973, Houston, Tex.) , Geochimica et 
CosmochimicaActa, Suppl. 4, 2 , 1197·1207 (1973). 

Key words: chromium; isotopic ratios; lead; model ages; nic kel; 
potassium; rubidium ; stron tium ; thorium ; uranium. 

The elements Pb, U, Th , Rb, Sr, K, Cr, and Ni have been deter· 
mined on a series of Apollo 15 and 16 rocks and soils. The elements 
U, Rb , Cr, and Ni show isotopic abundances identical with those of 
terrestrial materials in both types of samples but the 3!'K/41 K ratio is 
fra ctionated by about I percent in the soils and the extreme reversed 
discordancy of the Pb·U·Th ages in the Apollo 16 soils indicated that 
lead has also been fractionated in these. 

The brecc ia 60335 ,36 has concordant Pb·U·Th model ages of 4075 
MY and the basalt 15495 ,59 s hows one slightly discordant age of 

around 4480 MY. The Rb·Sr model ages are in good agreement with 
the Pb·U·Th model ages. 

Beehle r, R E., Recent progress on atomic frequency stan
dards, (proc. 1972 Precis ion Electromagnetic Measureme nt 
ConL, Boulde r, Colo., June 26·29 , 1972), Paper in CPEM Digest , 
pp. 166·167 (IEEE , In c., New·York , N.Y. , June 1972). 

Key words: atomic frequency standards; ces ium beam s tan· 
dards; hydrogen masers ; rubidium standards. 

A brief summary is presented of a paper reviewin g progress 
achieved in the development of atomic frequency s tandards during 
recent years. Particular e mphasis is placed on cesium , rubidium , a nd 
hydroge n maser standards. 

Bennett , H. S., Two-electron U centers in ionic crystals: Point
ion models, Phys. Rev. B 6, No. 10,3936·3940 (No v. 15 ,1972). 

Key words: BaF,; CaF,; CdF,; ionic polarization; KCI; Mollwo· 
Ivey relations; NaCl; point·ion potential; SrF,; V centers 

The Hartree·Fock·Slate r (HFS) equations for the two·electron or· 
bitals about a proton located substitutionally at an anion s ite have 
been solved nume ricall y in the point·ion lattice potential. The lattice 
relaxation of the neares t·ne ighbor ions is included in the mode l. The 
fiv e lowes t·l yin g V·center states for NaCI , KCI , CdF" CaF, , SrF2 , and 
BaF, have been calculated within the framework of the above model. 
It is found that the lo·w·lyin g singlet states ha ve th e followin g order for 
increasing values of the e nergy : 'S(ls, Is) , 'P(ls, 2p), and 'S(ls , 2s). 
The energy leve ls for the triplet states 3S (ls , 2s) and 3P(ls, 2p) lie 
be tween the energy levels for the 'S(ls , Is ) and 'P(ls, 2p) states. The 
ordering of the triplet s tates depends upon the hos t c rystal and the 
lattice re laxation . In some cases, these triplet s tates may be 
degenerate or very nearly so. In addition, the extent to whic h the 
peak energies of the V bands obey Mollwo·Ivey relations is given for 
the alkali halides and for the alkaline·earth fluorides. The predictions 
based upon the numerical HFS wave functions are compared with the 
predictions based upon past variational wave functions and with ex· 
perim en t. 

Berger, H. W. , Polarography. Constant-current coulome ll·Y. 
Differential thermal analysis, Parts 10.7,10.8 and 10.9 in Paint 
Testing Manual, Gardner/Sward , 13th Edition, G. G. Sward , Ed. , 
Amer. Soc. Testing Mater. Spec. Tech. Publ. 500, pp. 556·563 
(1972). 

Key words: coulometri c titration; coulometry; differential ther· 
mal a nalysis; diffusion curren t; droppi ng mercury e lectrode, 
half·wave potenti al; polarography. 

Polarography is an instrumental method of analysis based on the 
evaluation of current· voltage curves that are obtained during the 
electro·reduct ion or oxidation of a chemical compound . The limiting 
current is diffusion controlled and is a function of concentration . The 
half.wave potential is the voltage at one·half the diffusion curre nt and 
is characteristic of the reaction occurring. The dropping mercury 
electrode, used in polarography, has the particular advantage of 
being constantly renewed. 

Constant current coulometry is a highly accurate analytical 
technique based on Faraday's Law and involves measuring the 
number of cou lombs (current X time) that pass through a chemical 
cell. Coulometric titrations can be performe d by e lectrogenerating 
the necessary titrant in situ. 

Differe ntial thermal analysis is used for identifying or measuring 
the physical and c hemical chal)ges that occur in materials as they are 
heated or cooled. The temperature of a test sample is compared to an 
inert reference and the differential temperature is recorded. Exother· 
mic and endothermic temperature changes are related to chemical 
reactions or physical transformation. 
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Blunt , R. F., Candela, C. A., Forman , R. A., Effect ofy irradiation 
on the magnetic properties of ruby, J. Appl. Phys . 44, No.4, 
1753·1755 (A pr. 1973). 

Key words : a luminum oxid e; chromium ; color centers; magnetic 
susce ptibilit y; radiat ion dam age; rub y. 

The magnetic s usce ptibilities of ruby sa mpl es (Cr'l+ in Cl'·Al,O,,) 
were measured before and aft e r C0 60 y irradiation. Within the experi· 
me ntal e rror the magneti c s usceptibilit y was found to be unc hanged 
by the irradiation. The degree of microwave saturation possible for 
the Cr'l+ s pin sys te m, whe n at the resonan ce condition for comple te 
saturatio n, showed a mark ed decrease after irradiation. Together, 
these res ults indicate that the y irradiation has changed the 
resonan ce condition for approximately 10-15 percent of the Cr'l+ in a 
0.05 wt% Cr, O" sample. A likely inference is that the oxidation state 
of at leas t 99 pe rcent of the c hromium is unaltered, and that less than 
10 ppm C r has vale nce differin g from three in the irradiated sample. 
These e xperiments are in essenti al agree me nt with othe r experi· 
ments on ruby. 

Bowe r, V. E. , D e te"mination of the Faraday b y means of the 
iodin e coulometer, (Proc. 4th fnt. Conf. on Atomic Masses and 
Fundam ental Constants , Teddington, En gland, Sept. 6-10, 1971), 
Paper in Atomic Ma.sses a.nd Fl£ndamental Constants, J. H. Sanders 
and A. H. Waps tra, Eds., pp. 516-520 (Ple num Press, London , En · 
gland , 1972). 

Key words: coulometry; Faraday; fundam en tal constants. 

This paper describes brie fl y the work now in progress a t NBS on 
the determin ati on of the Faraday by means of the iodine co ulomete r. 
Results obtained to date are compared with a recent de termin a tion of 
the Faraday by means of the s ilve r coulomete r and with an adj usted 
value of the same constant derived from recent de terminations of th e 
gyromagneti c ratio of th e proton and proton magnetic momen t in 
nudear magnetons. 

Brennen , W., Brown , R. L., Measurements on the nitroge n atom 
and pressure dependences of the visible nitroge n after· 
glow intensity in a nitroge n carrie,' u sing EPR, J. Chern. 
Phys. L etters to Editor 52 , No.9, 4910-4911 (May 1,1970). 

Key words : a tom recombination ; ene rgy transfer ; Lewis· 
Rayleigh aft e rglow; N·atoms; N, firs t positive bands; nit rogen af· 
terglow. 

The rela tive visib le nitrogen afterglow intensity in a N, ca rri e r was 
measured as a fu nction of pressure and N·atom concentration usin g 
EPR detection over a range 0.12 to 75 torr. The s pecific intensity 
I/[N] ' was found to be independe nt of press ure and [N], within the 
e xperime ntal uncertainty. 

Brown , D. W. , Florin , R. E. , Wall , L. A., The e ffect of dilute 
fluorine on certain fluoropol ymers, Appl. Polym. Symp. No . 
22, 169-180 (1973). 

Key words: crossli n king; fluorin e; fluoropolym e rs. 

Various [luoropolymers were exposed to 5 percent fluorine in heli· 
urn at 25°C and one a tmosphere. About 10·100 percent as many 
flu ori ne molecules were charged as monomer uni ts in each polym er. 
Certain polymers degraded as s hown by decreases in thei r intrinsic 
viscosities. Degrading polymers had the st ruc tures 

( CH2CF), (CH2CF) (C,F,) (1:4) , 

CF" CF" 

( CHFCH )' (CH,CH )' (CF,CF CFCF), 
CF" CIF7 CF:I 

and 

( 
CF,,\ 

CH2~F~ (C2F4 ) (1:4). 

The intrinsic viscos ity of po lyperfluoropropene was not changed. 
Other polymers cross·linked, as s hown by formation of gel. These had 
the structures 

( CH2C H) , (CH,CH) (C, F,) (]:2), 

CF" CF" 

( CH,CH) (C,F',) ( 1:3), (CH'C~ ) , (CF2CF ) 
C,F 7 Cr; F 5 C6 H5 

and 

In homopolym ers the greater th e hydrogen cont e nt the more likel y 
the polymer was to c ross link , suggestin g th at c ross linking proceeds 
via abs traction of hydrogen atom s. Howe ve r, an in creased content of 
tetraflu oroethylene in co polymers also was associated with grea ter 
c ross linking or reduced degrada tion. Vi ton and a copolyme r of 3,3,3-
trillu oropropene gave hi ghl y crosslinked mate rial s. The vulkanizates 
of Vi ton a re quit e resistive to s tress relaxation at 250 °C in a ir. Those 
of th e trifluoropropene copolymer a re ve ry un stab le. 

Brown, D. W., Lowry, R. E., Wall , L. A. , R adiation·ind uced 
polymerization at high pressure of cis· a nd tralls·I,3 ,3,3-
te trafluoropropene in bulk and with t e lralluoroethylene, 
J. Polym. Sci. Part A·J, 11,1973-1984 (1973). 

Key words: copolymerization; high pressure; polymeri za tion; 
radia tion; tetrafluoroeth ylene; tetrafluoropropene. 

The rad iation·induced polymerization of cis · and trans-l,3,3,3-
tetrafluoropropene in bulk and with te trafluoroeth yle ne was studied 
at press ures be tween 5000 and 15000 a tm a nd te mperatures between 
21 and 100 °C. At HP rad/hr the homopolymerization rates ran ge from 
abou t 10- 4 to 1 percent/hr. Th e ac tivation enthalpy and vo lume are 
abou t 8 kcal/mole (33 kJ/mole) a nd -10 cm"/mole, res pectively , for 
both iso mers . The cis iso me r polymerizes about twice as rapid ly as 
the trans iso mer. The latt e r freezes in the expe rimental range of te m· 
perature a nd pressure ; the pol yme ri zation rate is very low in so lid 
phase. Polyme r intrinsic vi scos iti es in crease with pol ymerization 
pressure and decrease with po lymerization temperature; the larges t 
va lue obtained was 0.23 dl/g. In th e copolym eriza tions a ll reactivit y 
ratios favor in corporation of te traflu oroethyle ne by fac tors of 6·16. 
Th e preference is stronge r when the trails isomer is used. 

Brown , R. L. , Effects of N-atom concent"ation, press ure, and 
carrier composition on some fil'st positive band intensities 
in the ye llow nitrogen afte r g low, j . Chelli. Phys. 52, No.9, 
4604-4617 (May 1, 1970). 

Key words: energy transfer; first positive N, bands; Lewis· 
R ayle igh afterglow; nitrogen afterglow ; nitrogen atoms; vibra· 
tional relaxation e lectronic quenchin g. 

Absolute intensities of seven N, 1s t posi ti ve bands wit h v' = 6-12 
were measured as a fun ction of carrier pressu re, ca rrier composition, 
and N·atom concentration in the range 4.5-0.06 torr. For an Ar carrier 
large pressure·dependent shifts in the B "ny vibrational di s tribution 
to higher levels were observed be low 4 torr; simi la r but muc h s maller 
shift s were also found for N, a nd He carrie rs. With Ar , reducing the 
N·atom concentration shifted th e vibrationa l distribu tion to lower 
levels . Changes in carri er composition produced large pressure de· 
pendent changes in the absolute a nd re lative band intensities. An at· 
tempt was made to fit th e resu lts to a mode l involving vibrational 
relaxation and electronic quenc hing in B "n. While qualitatively sue · 
cessful , th is model could not accoun t quantitatively for the observed 
re la tive intensity changes over the whole pressure range for which 
data a re avai lab le and, in addi tion, implied physically unreasonable 
vibrational relaxation rates. It is s uggested that the observed changes 
in the B "n" vibrational distribution below 4 torr may arise from vibra· 
tional relaxation in some precursor state. 
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Camarda, H. 5. , P-wave neutron strength-function measure
ments and the low-energy optical potential, Phys. Rev. C 9, 
No. 1,28-37 (Jan. 1974). 

Key words: function ; mass number; neutrons; optical potential; 
R ·matrix; strength; time·of·flight. 

Using the National Bureau of Standards electron linac and un· 
derground time·of-flight facility, precise average neutron·transmis· 
sion measurements have been made in the energy range 1 keV "" E "" 
600 keV on the elements As, Br, Nb, Rh, Ag, In, Sb, I , La, Ho, Au , 
and Th. The samples were "thick" in that the s·wave self-protection 
had to be accounted for at low energies. However, the samples were 
still sufficiently thin that any errors introduced by neglecting p-wave 
self-protection were negligible. The averageR-matrix theory was em· 
ployed in the analysis and the 1= 0 scattering length R' and the p. 
wave strength function 5, were extracted from the data. The behavior 
of 5, vs mass number A in the region of the 3P maximum was found 
to vary smoothly with no evidence of any splitting of the resonance. 
Using Moldauer's optical potential, which fits the 1 = 0 data well, the 
behavior of S, vs A was calculated. The predicted behavior was found 
to differ significantly from experiment. In particular, experiment in· 
dicates 5, peaks at a lower mass number and that the maximum is 
stronger than indicated by the calculations. When the constants of 
the potential were changed in order to reproduce the observed 
behavior of S" a significant discrepancy with the 1=0 data resulted. 
The results presented here imply an orbital angular momentum de· 
pendence of the low·energy optical potential. 

Chang, 5·5., Thermal relaxation and glass transition in 
polyethylene,). Polym. Sci. , No. 43,43·54 (1973). 

Key words: annealed; crystallinity; glass transition; 
polyethylene; relaxation; temperature drifts. 

Thermal relaxations in the glass transition region can be observed 
as spontaneous temperature drifts of the sample under adiabatic con· 
ditions. Upon the heating of a quenched glass, positive drifts are ob· 
served reaching a peak at some temperature just below its Tg. An an· 
nealed glass produces a peak in the negative drift at temperatures 
just above its Ty. Heat capacity measurements have been made on 
three linear polyethylene samples having 71 to 96 percent crystallini· 
ty and on one branched polyethylene sample, in an adiabatic 
calorimeter from 2 to 360 K. In all four samples, temperature drifts 
were detected with peaks occurring around 235·240 K. The tempera· 
ture of the peaks is not significantly affected by the degree of crystal· 
linity. However, the magnitude of the peaks decreases as the crystal· 
linity is increased. 

Cohen , C. C., Alexandropoulos, N. C. , Kuriyama, M. , Relation 
between x-ray-Raman and soft-x-ray-absorption spectra, 
Phys. Rev. B 8, No. 12,5427·5431 (Dec. 15,1973). 

Key words: energy transfer; lithium; momentum transfer; x·ray 
absorption; x·ray inelastic scattering. 

A spectrum of x·ray inelastic scattering of copper Ka,Ka" radiation 
scattered by metallic lithium through 2(1 = lI5° was obtained. (These 
conditions correspond to a momentum transfer k= 6.87 X 10'0 m- ' .) 
The spectrum is compared quantitatively to an experimental soft-x
ray-absorption spectrum of lithium. This comparison serves as an ex
perimental verification of the relation between x·ray·Raman spectra 
and soft·x·ray·absorption spectra. The method renders possible the 
study of solid-state effects via x·ray Compton·Raman experiments 
without ad hoc assumptions concerning the wave functions of the 
inner elec trons. Also presented is some evidence of the failure of a 
random· phase approximation and the impulse approximation in the 
region under investigation. 

Costre ll , L. , Ed. , CAMAC-organization of multi-crate system, 
(AEC Committee on Nuclear Instrument Modules), AEC Report 
No. TlD·25876 , 42 pages (U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 
Washington , D.C. , Mar. 1972). 

Key words: CAMAC; computer interfacing; control systems; in
strumentation; instrumentation standards; nuclear instrumenta· 
tion ; standards. 

CAMAC is a design for modular equipment systems used on-line 
with digital processors and computers and incorporates a com· 
prehensive data transfer highway (Data way). This extension to the 
CAMAC specifications defines a Branch Highway and a standard 
Crate Controller for communication between a system controller or 
computer and as many as seven crates. The specification has been 
developed by the ESONE Committee of European Laboratories and 
has been endorsed by the U.S. AEC Committee on Nuclear Instru
ment Modules (NIM Committee). Except for pages i·vii and page 30A, 
this report is identical to Euratom Report EUR 4600e dated October 
1971. AEC Report TID-25877 constitutes a supplement to and is to be 
used in conjunction with this report. The basic CAMAC specifica· 
tions are defined in AEC Report TID·25875. 

Costrell, L., Highways for CAMAC systems-a brief intro
duction, IEEE Trans. Nucl . Sci. NS-21, No.1, 870-875 (Feb. 
1974). 

Key words: CAMAC ; computer interfacing; control systems; in· 
strumentation; instrumentation standards; nuclear instrumenta· 
tion ; standards. 

The interconnection between CAMAC crates and between the 
crates and a computer is called the CAMAC highway. The purpose of 
this paper is to present a brief summary ofCAMAC highway configu
rations to put in perspective the highway papers that follow and to 
serve as a starting point for the panel discussion on CAMAC 
highways. 

Cowan, D. 0., LeVanda, c. , Collins, R. L. , Candela, C. A., Mueller· 
Westerhoff, U. T ., Eilbracht , P., Mossbauer and magnetic 
susceptibility studies of biferrocenylene (II, m) picrate, J. 
Chem. Soc. Chem. Commun. , pp. 329-330 (1973). 

Key words: biferrocenylene (2,3) picrate; magnetic susceptibili
ty; Mossbauer. 

Mossbauer and magnetic susceptibility studies of biferrocenylene 
(II, III) picrate show that extensive donor· acceptor interactions 
occur in this mixed· valence molecule which result in fractional oxida
tion states for the iron atoms. 

Currie, L. A., DeVoe, J. R., The isotope separator as a tool for 
low-level radioassay and trace activation analysis, (Proc. 
Symp. on Nuclear Techniques in Measurement and Control of En· 
vironmental Pollution, Salzberg, Austria, Oct. 26·30, 1970), Paper 
in Nuclear Techniques in Environmental Pollution, pp. 183·190 (In· 
ternational Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria , 1971). 

Key words: activation analysis; iodine; mass separation ; physi
cal·radiochemical separation. 

Determinations of environmental radioactivity and of low·level 
products of nuclear activation are frequently limited in sensitivity 
because of isotopic contamination. Sensitivity may be limited by 
radioisotopes because of interfering radiations and by stable isotopes 
because of decreased specific activity. To overcome these limita· 
tions, electromagnetic isotope separation, which is applicable to most 
elements, has been investigated as a complement to radiochemical 
separation and dec ay scheme resolution. An added advantage of 
mass separation in environmental studies is the physical separation 
of a diluting radioisotope-radioisotope dilution being desirable 
because of the possibility of unknown initial amounts of stable 
isotopes. 

The characteristics of the relatively new class of laboratory isotope 
separators having moderately large beam currents, 1·5 mA, are par· 
ticularly suitable, for they include reasonable throughput (- mg/h), 
yield (- 10%) and resolution (- 1()3). Isotope separation was in· 
vestigated in connection with the neutron activation analysis of trace 
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quantilles (- 109 atoms) of iodine. The mass· separation step was 
found to be essential because of the production of inte rfering iodine 
fi ssion produc ts - e ven whe n uranium conta mina tion was as low as I 
ppm. A parti cularl y important res ult of our investigation was the 
absence of an y detecta ble blank effec t from prior separations. In ad· 
dition , it has been shown that for ce rt ain p roble ms e lec tromagnetic 
separation, when combined with a high e ffi c iency radia tion detector, 
is far more sensitive and selective than a high resolution detector 
without mass separation. 

Dehl , R. E. , NMR second moment of rotator-phase 
polycrystalline n-CJ!)H40 , }. Chem. Phys . Letters to Editor 60, 
No. 1,339·340 (Jan. 1, 1974). 

Key words : molecular rotation ; NMR second moment ; 
n·nonadecane; paraffin; rotator phase; wideline NMR. 

The proton NMR second mome nt of polyc rys talline n·C!gH40 in the 
rotator phase at 25 °C was measured for seve ral spectra of the as· 
received ("98.5%") and the so lution· rec rys tallized paraffin. The 
average second moment of the as· rece ived paraffin (0.060 (mT)") was 
considerabl y lower than that of the recrys tallized paraffin (0.076 
(mT)"), indicating the import a nce of che mi ca l purit y in obta inin g ac· 
curate second moments of pa raffin s. The results for the rec rys talli zed 
paraffin we re s ignificantl y lowe r tha n Andre w's theoretica l p redic· 
tion (0.088 (mTY'), but s ignifi ca ntl y higher than the value predic t.ed by 
Olf and Pe te rlin (0.064 (mT)"). Because of these discrepancies, the 
theore ti ca l NMR second mome nt of the " rota tor" pa raffin was 
reevaluated , ll s ing exact ca lculations of th e mos t import a nt dipolar 
contributions and es timates of the s ma ll e r term s. The ca lc ulated and 
observed values were thus found to differ by o nl y 4 percent. The 
NMR second moment is cons is te nt with s im ple rotation or large·a m· 
plitude oscilla ti on of the chains about the ir long axes. 

Dehl , R. E., Th e e ffe ct of salt s on the nm,' sp ectra of 0 ,0 in 
collage n fibe r s , Biopolymers 12 ,2329·2334 (1973). 

Key words: coUagen; D, O in co ll age n; de ute rium nmr; MgCl, in 
collagen; MgSO. in co ll agen; widelin e nmr. 

The effects of two sa lt s , MgCb a nd MgSO." on th e wi de· li ne nmr 
spectrum of D, O in orie nted , undenatured co ll age n fibe rs have been 
examine d at four diffe rent D, O contents. MgC I, was found to 
decrease the nmr doubl et s plittin g, as compared with equ al qu a nti · 
ties of pure DzO , whil e the major effect of MgSO, was to inhi bit the 
adsorption of D, O without s ignifi cantl y affecting its nmr s pectrum. 
The res ult s, together with a fe w observations of KCI and LiCI solu · 
tions, indi cate th at even fairl y high concentrations of salt have onl y 
small effects on the nmr s pectrum of D, O in fibrous coll agen. It is 
considered unlikely that e ithe r " two·s tate" or "s tru ctured·wate r" 
models can sati sfactoril y account for the D2 0 ·nmr double t spectrum 
or the effects of sa lts on it , ove r the e ntire range of observed D2 0 con· 
tent. 

Dia mond, J. J. , Calvano, N. J. , Ballis ti c r e sistance of police body 
armor, NILEC} ·STD·OIOI.OO , 10 pages (U.S. Department of 
Jus ti ce, La w Enforce ment Ass is tance Adminis tration, National In· 
stitute of Law Enforcement a nd C rimina l Ju sti ce, W as hington, 
D.C. , Ma r. 1972). 

Key words: a rmor (wea rab le); ba lli sti c deformation; balli s tic 
penetration; body a rmor; bulle t proof ves ts . 

This s tandard establi shes perform ance require me nts for bal li s ti c 
penetration, and methods of tes t for balli sti c pe ne tration and defor · 
mation of police body a rmor inte nded to protect the torso agains t 
small arms gunfire. S tandards a re es tablis hed for armors intend ed to 
provide three le vels of pro tection : Armors protec ti ve aga inst .30·06 
armor piercing rifl e fire, a rmors protec ti ve agains t .357 mag num 
revolver fire, and armors protective aga in st .22 long rifl e hi gh ve loc ity 
rifle fire. 

Diamond, J. J., Weissle r , P. G., H earing protectors for use on 
firing ranges, NlLEC}·STD·0102.00, 11 pages (U.S. De partment 
of Justice , Law Enforce ment Ass is tance Adminis tra tion, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement a nd C rimin al Jus tice, Washington, 
D.C. , Mar. 1973). 

Ke y words : earmuffs; earplugs; firin g ra nge noise; gunfire noise; 
hearing protectors. 

This standard establishes performance require me nts and methods 
of test for wearable devices used to protect the auditory sys tem 
against the gunfire noise on firin g ranges. The tes t meth od described 
measures hearing protection by psychoacous ti c tes ts on hum an s ub · 
jects, that is , the real·ear protection at threshold of a udibilit y. It is 
based on ANSI Standard Z24. 22·1957. 

Douglas, W. M., Joh a nnesen, R. B. , Ruff, J. K. , R ea c tions of coor
dinated ligands_ II. IL-Oxo-bis(difluorophos phine iron 
te tracarbonyl), Inorg. Chem. 13, No.2 , 371·374 (1974) . 

Key words : ca rbonyl co mpound s; coo rdinat ion co mpo unds; 
fluo rophosphine; iron carbonyl; nmr; nuclear magne ti c 
reso nance. 

Reaction of Fe(CO). PF, Br with pote nti al sources of the ox ide ion 
(e .g., Ag, O , CuzO, e tc .) yie lded the ne w complex compound , 
Fe(CO).,PF,OPF2Fe(CO).!. A more co nve nie nt pre pa ra tion of thi s 
mate rial involved the use of AgMnO. in stead of the meta l oxides. The 
31 p and !9F nmr pa rameters for the compl ex were obta ine d byanaly . 
sis of the spectra as a AA 'XX ' ·X " X '" s pin sys te m. 

Dragoo, A. L. , P aule , R. c., Ultrapure materials : Containe rless 
evaporation and the roles of diffusion and Marangoni c on
vec tion, (proc. 12th Aerospace Sciences Meeting , W ashington, 
D. C., Jan. 30-Feb. 1, 1974), AIAA Paper No. 74-209, pp. 1-8 
(Am erican Ins titute of Aeronautics and Astrona utics, New York , 
N.Y. , 1974). 

Key words: AI20 ,,; complex equilibria; convecti ve·d iffu s ion; 
e vaporative rate; purifica tion (e va pora tive); soluta l·capill a ry; 
the rm al capill a ry convection; vac uum vaporizati on. 

Conta mination from conta ine rs is a major p roble m in pre pa ring u l
tra pure refractory ma te ri als. Space with its zero gra vity and its high 
vacuum offers an opportunit y for conta ine rless purifi cation of these 
mate ri a ls. The evapora tion of impurities from a me lt will involve 
many complex che mical equilibria. Thermodyn amic calc ula tions 
have been modifi ed to describe these equil ibria when impu rities in 
the melt e vaporate into vacuum. The contributions of diffu s ion and 
Marangoni convection to mass transfe r rates in the bulk liquid have 
been estimated. Calculations for the evaporative purification of mol
ten alumina are given. 

Dragoo, A. L. , Diffusion, Chapter IV in Beryllium: Physico·Chemi 
cal Properties of Its Compounds and Alloys , Atomic Energy Review 
Special Issue, O. Kubaschewski , Ed. , No.4, p p. 173·175 (Intern a· 
tional Atomic Energy Agency , Vienna, Austria , 1973). 

Key words : chemical interdiffu sion; grain-boundary diffusion; 
intrinsic diffusion; lattice diffusion ; self·diffusion; tracer 
diffusion. 

The tracer diffus ion coeffi cient , the self·diffusion coeffi c ient , the 
intrins ic diffus ion coeffi cient and the inte rdiffus ion coe ffi c ient are 
brie fl y described. Gra in boundary and la tti ce (volume) diffusion are 
contrasted . The frequ ency factors (Do) and ac tiva tion e ne rgies (Q) are 
tabulated for diffu sion in the borides, ca rbides, a nd oxides of Be , Hf, 
Mo, N b, T a , Th , Ti , and Zr and for diffu s ion of C, N, and 0 in these 
metal s. The purity of the solvent media, the pre paration and proper
ties of the samples, the method , the type of diffu s ion coeffi cient mea
sured and the temperature range a re al so s pecifie d. 

Dragoo, A. L. , Diffusion, Chapter IV in Tantalum: Physico·Chemi
cal Properties of Its Compounds and Alloys , Atomic Energy Review 
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Special Issue , O. Kubaschewski, Ed., No.3, pp. 131-133 (Interna
tional Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria, 1972). 

Key words: chemical interdiffusion; grain-boundary diffusion; 
intrinsic diffusion; lattice diffusion; self-diffusion; tracer 
diffusion. 

The tracer diffusion coefficient, the self-diffusion coefficient , the 
intrinsic diffusion coefficient and the interdiffusion coefficient are 
briefly described. Grain boundary and lattice (volume) diffusion are 
contrasted. The frequency factors (Do) and activation energies (Q) are 
tabulated for diffusion in the borides, carbides, and oxides of Be, Hf, 
Mo, Nb, Ta, Th, Ti, and Zr and for diffusion of C, N, and 0 in these 
metals. The purity of the solvent media, the preparation and proper
ties of the samples , the method, the type of diffusion coefficient mea
sured and the temperature range are also specified. 

Evans, A. G., Fuller, E. R., Crack propagation in ceramic 
materials under cyclic loading conditions, Met. Trans. 5,27-
33 (J an. 1974). 

Key words: ceramics; cyclic failure; relation to static failure; 
slow crack growth; tension/compression; time to failure. 

An analysis is presented which enables crack propagation rates 
under cyclic loading conditions to be predicted from static slow crack 
growth parameters. A comparison of the predicted times to failure 
under cyclic conditions with available measured failure times, for 
several ceramic materials at ambient temperatures, suggests that 
there is no significant enhancement of the slow crack growth rate due 
to cycling. This is verified in a series of measurements of slow crack 
growth rates under static and cyclic conditions. 

Evans, A. G., Linzer, M., Failure prediction in structural 
ceramics using acoustic emission, J. Amer. Ceram. Soc. 56, 
No. 11,575-581 (Nov. 1973). 

Key words : acoustic emission; ceramics; failure prediction; frac
ture. 

Crack propagation in a typical structural ceramic (porcelain) is ac
companied by acoustic emission. Two types of emission are detected. 
The first type is caused by slow growth of the fracture· initiating flaw; 
the emission rate depends primarily on crack velocity. Failure predic
tion using this source of emission can be effective, however, only if 
low-level emission, which may be related exclusively to crack growth, 
can be detected. The second source of emission, which occurs during 
bulk stressing, is the cracking associated with second-phase particles 
(quartz particles in porcelain) as a result of the combined action of the 
applied stress and local thermal and mechanical stresses. An analysis 
for predicting emission rates is developed and forms the basis for 
using this source of acoustic emission in failure prediction. 

Fanconi, B., Low-frequency vibrational spectra of some 
homopolypeptides in the solid state, Biopo/ymers 12,2759-
2776 (1973). 

Key words: far infrared spectroscopy; interchain hydrogen bond
ing; low frequency vibrations; polypeptides; Raman spectrosco
py. 

Low-frequency Raman and far·infrared spectra of polyglycine, 
polY·L-alanine, and polY-L-valine have been measured. The Raman 
spectra exhibit an intense band near 100 cm - I for these 
homo polypeptides. Lattice calculations of the polyglycines are used 
to assign the intense Raman band to a rotatory lattice mode. For 
homo polypeptides in the {3 conformation, an infrared band is ob
served whose frequency varies inversely with the square root of the 
mass of the peptide repeating unit. This infrared band is assigned to 
the hydrogen bond stretching lattice vibration. 

Farabaugh , E. N., Parker, H. S., Armstrong, R. W., Skew-reflection 
x-ray microscopy of the vapor-growth stlrface of an AI,03 
single crystal, J. Appl. Crystallogr. 6, Part 6, 482-486 (Dec. 1973). 

Key words: AJ,03; Berg-Barrett; single crystal; skew reflection; 
vapor growth; x-ray diffraction microscopy. 

The most commonly used geometry for the Berg·Barrett x-ray 
microscopy uses the zero-layer reflections as described by Newkirk. 
It can be shown that non-zero-layer reflections, skew· plane reflec
tions, can be used equally well to obtain x-ray micrographs. The anal
ysis of the stereographic representation of the skew-reflection 
geometry demonstrates the many usable reflections and gives the 
conditions for minimum image distortion. In these x-ray micrographs 
the contributions to diffraction contrast from shadowing and sub· 
boundaries can be identified. An estimate of the height of steps oc
curring on the crystal surface can also be made. 

Feldman, A., Horowitz, D., Waxler, R. M., Mechanisms for self
focusing in optical glasses, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-9, 
No. 11, 1054·1061 (Nov. 1973). 

Key words: absorption coefficient; damage threshold; electros
triction; electrostri~tive self-focusing; Kerr effect; laser damage; 
nonlinear index of refraction; self·focusing; thermal self-focus
ing. 

The relative contributions of the Kerr, electrostrictive, and thermal 
effects to the self-focusing thresholds of borosilicate crown glass, 
fused silica, and dense flint glass have been estimated from an analy· 
sis of damage· threshold data for linearly polarized and circularly 
polarized radiation. The measurements were made with a Nd:glass 
laser operating in the TEMoo mode with a temporal pulsewidth of 25 
ns. The Kerr effect appears to be the largest effect. The thermal ef
fect is also significant. The electrostrictive effect is smallest. 
Reasonable values of the absorption coefficient are calculated from 
the thermal contribution. The results are in qualitative agreement 
with the work of others. 

Field, B. F., Finnegan, T. F., Toots, 1., Volt maintenance at NBS 
via 2e/h: A new definition of the NBS volt, Metrologia 9, No. 
4,155-166 (1973). 

Key words: Josephson effect; standard cell; tunnel junction; 
voltage comparator; voltage standard. 

This paper describes in detail the procedures, methods and mea· 
surements used to establish a new definition of the U.S. legal volt via 
the ac Josephson effect. This new definition has been made possible 
by the use of thin film tunnel junctions (capable of producing 10 mV 
outputs) and high accuracy voltage comparators. The Josephson 
junction is used as a precise frequency-to-voltage converter with 8 

conversion factor equal to 2e/h. A series of measurements of 2e/h 
have been carried out at NBS referenced to the as-maintained unit of 
emf based on a large group of standard cells. Measurements made at 
regular intervals over a one year period (1971 to 1972) indicate that 
the mean emf of this group of standard cells has decreased about 4 
parts in 10'. Primarily to remove the effects of this drift , on July 1, 
1972 a new as-maintained unit was defined by choosing a value of 
2e/h consistent with the existing unit of emf. The adopted value of 
2e/h is 483593.420 GHz/VNBs. The precision (one standard deviation) 
with which the new unit of emf can be maintained with the present 
techniques and apparatus is about 2 parts in 108• The accuracy of the 
present system is estimated to be 4 parts in 108• Comparisons of 2e/ h 
systems at different national laboratories have been limited by uncer
tainties associated with the physical transfer of standard cells. In 
order to determine the relative agreement of the various 2e/h systems 
with precision better than 1 or 2 parts in 10' , it appears desirable to 
compare 2e/h systems directly by transporting one of them. 

Frommer, M. A., Shporer, M., Messalem, R. M., Water binding 
and irreversible dehydration processes in cellulose acetate 
membranes, J. App/. Po/ym. Sci. 17,2263-2276 (1973). 

Key words: adsorption of water; cellulose acetate; dehydration; 
free induction decay; freezing of water; irreversible processes; 
membranes; NMR; porous membranes. 
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The rel a tive amounts of freezing and nonfreezing water in various 
water· wet cellulose acetate (CA) membranes were de termined by 
NMR techniques, from th e initial heigh ts of the water component in 
the free indu ction decay (NMR intensity). The results suggest that (1) 
a significa nt frac tion of th e water in various wet CA membranes does 
not freeze, probab ly beca use of s trong interaction with the polymer; 
(2) the relaxa tion tim es T, of the nonfreezing water are of the order of 
milli secon ds indicating that they are still highly mobile compared 
with ice; (3) all th e water contained in dense CA film s or in me mo 
bran es equilibrated at relative humidity of 0.93 does not freeze upon 
cooling th e me mbranes from room tem perature to - 60 °C ; (4) the 
amounts of nonfreezing bound water in membranes is hi gher than the 
total amount of water absorbed from liquid water by a dense film of 
the same polymer. However, the amounts of nonfreezing water in 
various CA membranes as calculated from the "relative NMR inten· 
sities" is s ubstantially lower than those calc ulated from DSC melting 
endotherms by assuming the heat of fusion of water in membranes to 
be identical to that of pure water. Various possible reasons for thi s 
discrepan cy are di scussed. Measurements on the first desorption·ad· 
sorption cycl e of wet CA membranes have also been pe rformed. They 
sugges t th at during the firs t de hydra tion process, irreversi bl e 
changes are induced in th e structure of the me mbran e which res ult 
in a signifi cantly lower access ibility of the polymer to interact with 
wate r. The extent of these irre ve rsible changes in me mbrane s truc· 
ture is dependent on the deta il s of the dehydrati on process bein g 
more pronounced at higher te mpe ratures. 

Gallagher, A., Le wis, E. L. , Determination of the vapol' pressul'e 
of rubidium by optical absorption,}. Opt. Soc. Amer. 63, No. 
7 , 864·869 (July 1973). 

Key words: rubidium ; va por press ure. 

The vapor pressure of rubidium was dete rmined in the neighbor· 
hood of 330 K from measurements of optical absorpti on of the 
resonance lin es. A narrow· line sou rce was used and a full analysis of 
the line profiles was don e. Measurements of resonance· broade nin g 
depolarization give a nothe r check on the Rb vapor pressure in the 
430·K range , assuming that theoretica l c ross section is correct. Th e 
results are very c lose to the analytic compromise prev iously s ug· 
geste d by Nese meyanov. 

Galy, J., Roth , R. S., The crystal stl'ucture of Nb,Zr60 I7, } . Solid 
State Chem. 7, 277·285 (1973). 

Key words: anion excess flu orite; crystal s tructure; Nb,Zr"OI7; 
sq uare anti ·prism. 

Nb,Zr"OI7 is orthorhombic, space group [ma2, with a = 40.91 , b = 
4.93 , c = 5.27 A. The asym metri c struc tural unit contains one oc· 
tahedron , three sevenfold coordinated ions , and one square an· 
tipri sm, and its relations to th e fluorite and Zr02 structures are 
discussed. Variations in compositions can be accounted for by in· 
c re asin g o r decreasing the number of sevenfold coordinated ions in 
the structure. 

Gebbie , K. B., Steinitz, R., On spatial variations in the intensity 
of chromospheric H o , Astrophys. }. 188, No. 2, 399·406 (Mar. 
1, 1974). 

Key words : features observed in Ho; Ho filt e rgrams; lateral con· 
trast s in intensi ty; profil e variation mechanism. 

We inves tigate the form ation of patt e rns in Ho s pectroheliograms 
and filtergrams. Introducing a source·sink·control diagram , we con · 
clude that the Ho line source fun ction in th e quiet so lar ch ro mosphere 
is indirectl y controlled by the photos ph eric radiation field s in the 
Balm er and Pasche n continua. We demonstrate that in producing th e 
observed pattern s, horizontal spatia l varia tions in the shape of the abo 
sorption profile are extre mely effe ctive compared to c ha nges in the 
source and sink terms. Applying thi s mechanism , we compute 
asymptotic values for the contrasts and visibilities in c hromospheric 
Ho. 

Geist, J" Blevin , W. R. , Chopper-stabilized null radiometer 
based upon an electrically calibrated pyroelectric de tec
tor,Appl. Opt. 12, No. ll , 2532·2535 (No v. 1973). 

Key words : ac power measure me nts; electrically calibrated 
radiometer; pyroelectric det ector; radiomete r; radiometry. 

In this paper we will describe a ne w type of radiometri c system 
that combines the high· accuracy characteristics of e lectrical calibra· 
tion and null detec tion with th e noise a nd background disc rimination 
of chopper· stabilized, synchronous de tection. We s tart by outlinin g 
those characteristics required for high accuracy a nd those re quired 
for good noise discrimination. Next we show that th ese requirements 
are mutually in consistent for certain types of detec tors (the rmopiles), 
but that they can all be we ll satisfi ed by electri ca ll y·ca librat ed 
pyroelectric detectors. Then we discuss the s pecial re quire me nts for 
a chopper· stabilized null radiome te r, including wave·form inde pen' 
dent, loc k·in de tec tion , and last ly we describe the pe rformance of a 
system that we have constructe d. 

Ge ist, 1., Schmidt , L. 8., Case, W. E., Comparison of the laser 
powel' and total irradiance scales maintaine d by the Na
tional Burea u of Standards, Appl. Opt. 12, No. 11 ,2773·2776 
(Nov. 1973). 

Key words: inte rcomparison; irradiance scale; laser powe r scale. 

The pa per desc ribes an int e rco mpari son of the instrume nt used to 
rea lize and main tai n the NBS laser power and ene rgy scale with the 
ins trum ent used to realize a nd mainta in the uppe r e nd of th e NBS 
total irradiance scale. Th e intercompari son was conducted by pe r· 
formin g simult aneous measurements of the average power from a c w 
krypton lase r with both in strument s. The procedure and ap paratus of 
the comparison are described. The meas ured difference be tween the 
two in struments was we ll within the - 1.5 percent limit of e rror as· 
sociated with the inte rcompa ri son. 

Geltman , S. , Teague, M. R. , Atomic absorption of ultra intense 
laser radiation,}. Phys. B: At. Mol. Phys. Letter to Editor 7 , No. 
1, L22·L27 (1974). 

Key words: atoms; free· free a bsorp tion; ultra· int ense laser radia· 
tion. 

We de rive an express ion for the ra te of absorption by an atomic 
sys te m (bound or free) of radiation from an ultra intense laser beam. 
The absorpt ion characte ri sti cs are radicall y different from those of 
conventional weak· fi e ld absorption theory. 

Glaze, D. J., Hellwig, H., Jarvi s , S., Jr. , Wainwright , A. E. , Allan , D. 
W. , Recent progress on the NBS primary fre quency s tan
dard, Proc. 27th Annual Symp. on Frequency Control, Philadel
phia, Pa. , June 12-14, 1973, pp. 347·356 (El ectronic Indu stri es As· 
sociation, Washington , D. C., 1973). 

Key words : cesium beam standard ; Dopple r effect ; frequency 
accuracy; frequency stability; powe r shift ; primary frequ ency 
standard. 

The design of NBS·5 is di sc ussed in de ta il including its re lat ion to 
previous NBS primary ces ium beam frequency standards. The appli· 
cation of pulsed mic rowave excitation , and th e use in the accuracy 
evaluation of frequency shift s due to known c hanges in the exciting 
microwave power are di scussed. Signifi can t changes in the measured 
atomic velocit y di s tribution with the beam alignment are reported 
and compared with measured Ramsey patterns. Stabilities of 3 X 

10- 14 for one·day averaging are reported and data on accuracy are 
given. Preliminary results give an evaluated accuracy of 2 X 10- 13 

with indications that this figure may be improved in the future. 

The bias·corrected frequency of NBS·5 agrees to within 1 X 10- 13 

with the value obtained with NBS·III in 1969 which is preserved in 
the rate of the NBS Atomic Time Scale. 
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Goldberg, R. N., Armstrong, G. T., Microcalorimetry: A tool for 
biochemical analysis, Med. Instrum. 8, No.1, 30·36 (Jan.· Feb. 
1974). 

Key words: analytical chemistry; bacterial identification; 
biochemistry; cellular processes; clinical che mistry; enzyme ac· 
tIvlty; immunoc hemistry ; medical instrumentation; micro· 
calorimetery; thermochemistry. 

In order for the appli cation of heat measurements to analysis and 
clinical chemistry to be feasible, three requirements must be met: (1) 
specificity of reaction, (2) knowledge of the thermochemistry in· 
volved , and (3) adequate instrumentation. Instrumentation require · 
ments are met by devices known as heat conduction microcalorime· 
ters. Some of the principles underlying these instruments are 
reviewed. The c urrent status of microcalorimetry regarding require· 
ments of sensitivity, sample volume , accuracy, reproducibility, and 
s peed is considered. A brief review of analytical applications that 
have utilized microcalorimetry is given. These applications include 
assays for enzymes and substrates, bacterial identifications, and in· 
vestigation of cellular processes. The advantages and disadvantages 
of the method as well as possibilities for future development are con· 
sidered. 

Goldman, A. ]., Approximate localization theorems for op
timal facility placement, Transp. Sci. 6, No.2 , 195·201 (May 
1972). 

Key words: facility location ; optimal location. 

The problem is that of locating a flow· receiving facility in a region, 
so as to minimize the weighted sum of distances between sources and 
facility. It is shown here that if a subregion S both generates "suffi· 
ciently much" of the region' s total flow , and admits entry via 
specified "gate" points without " too much" circuity , then (a) S con· 
tains at least one "near-optimal" location for the facility, and (b) no 
strictly optimal location can lie "too far" from S. 

Goldman , A. J. Minimax location of a facility in a network, 
Transp . Sci. 6, No.4, 407·418 (Nov. 1972). 

Key words: facility location ; network theory; optimal location. 

The problem is that of locating a facility in a network N so as to 
minimize the largest of its distances from the vertices of N. A method 
is given that either solves the problem , or else reduces it to an 
analogous problem for a single "cyclic component" of N. When N is 
acyclic (a tree) , a very efficient solution algorithm results. Partial 
analogs of these results are given for a "weighted·distance" extension 
of the problem. 

Goldman, D. T., Logan, D. A., Solid wastes-a technological as
sessment, Chem. Eng. Progr. 69, No.9, 33-35 (Sept. 1973). 

Key words: engineering education; solid waste disposal ; 
technology assessment. 

A technology assessment is performed on the problem of the 
disposal of municipal refuse. Various alternative methods are con
sidered including proposed methods for the utilization of solid waste. 
The identification of those affected by the various alternatives and an 
evaluation of the impacts these alternatives have on the affected 
parties are presented. The conclusions of this simple assessment is 
that sanitary landfills is the most desirable form of presently available 
disposal methods. For the future, new methods for the utilization of 
solid waste are required. 

Haber , S. , Nume rical evaluation of multiple integrals, SIAM 
Rev. 12,No. 4 ,481-526 (Oct. 1970). 

Key words : best integration formulas; diophantine approxima
tion ; Gaussian quadrature; integration; Monte Carlo; multiple 
integration ; multiple quadrature; numerical analysis; numerical 
integration; optimal formulas ; quadrature. 

This paper is an expository survey of the main methods that have 
been developed for numerical evaluation of multiple integrals. 
Among the approaches discussed are: the Monte Carlo method and 
its generalizations; number-theoretical methods, based essentially on 
the ideas of diophantine approximation and equidistribution modulo 
1; the functional analysis approach, in which the quadrature error is 
regarded as a linear functional and one attempts to minimize its 
norm ; and the classical approach of designing formulas to be exact 
for polynomials of high degree while using as few values of the in
tegrand as possible. Most of the research in this field is quite recent. 

Halford, D., Infrared-microwave frequency synthesis design: 
Some relevant conceptual noise aspects, (Proc. Frequency 
Standards and Metrology Seminar, Quebec, Canada, Aug. 30-Sept. 
1, 1971), Paper in Proceedings of the Frequency Standards and 
Metrology Seminar, pp. 431-466 (Quantum Electronics Laboratory, 
Laval University, Quebec, Canada, 1972). 

Key words: Allan variance; base units ; fast linewidth; frequency 
multiplication ; infrared frequency metrology; Josephson effect; 
linewidth; methane frequen cy standard; phase noise; unified 
standard. 

Extremely accurate and precise frequency synthesis into the in
frared and visible radiation regions will allow new vistas of metrology. 
Frequency and time measurements are the basic operations which 
will be affected , and impact is expected in such diverse areas as 
length standards and metrology, spectroscopy, timekeeping, commu
nications , and relativistic tests. In addition the set of independent 
base units of measurement may change, and the speed of light may 
become a conventional (defined) quantity. The attainment of the 
desired high acc uracy and precision will be easiest and cheapest if 
there is careful optimization of the synthesis design aspects involving 
noise. When frequencies in the terahertz region are considered, the 
line width of the signal becomes an important parameter. Due to the 
low-frequency-divergence of the instability of good signal sources, the 
concept of the fast linewidth becomes of particular importance. Some 
of the properties and importance of the fast linewidth in system 
design are discussed in this paper. 

Halford, D., Shoaf, J. H., Risley, A. 5 ., Spectral density analysis: 
Frequency domain specification and measurement of 
signal stability, Proc. 27th Annual Symp . on Frequency Control, 
Cherry Hill, N.j., June 12-14, 1973, pp. 421-431 (Electronic Indus
tries Association, Washington , D.C. 10006). 

Key words: amplitude fluctuations ; cross-spectral density; 
frequency domain; frequency noise; modulation noise; noise 
specification and measurement; oscillator noise ; phase noise; 
radio frequency power spectral density; script .2'(f); script Jlf(f); 
script JV; sidebands; signal stability; spec tral density. 

Stability in the frequency domain is commonly specified in terms 
of spectral densities. The spectral density concept is simple, elegant, 
and very useful , but care must be exercised in its use. There are 
several different but closely related spectral densities, which are 
relevant to the specification and measurement of stability of the 
frequency , phase, period , amplitude, and power of signals. Concise, 
tutorial descriptions of useful spectral densities are given in this sur· 
vey. These include the spectral densities of fluctuations of (a) phase, 
(b) frequency, (c) fractional frequency, (d) amplitude, (e) time inter
val, (f) angular frequency , and (g) voltage_ Also included are the spec
tral densities of radio frequency power and its two normalized com
ponents , Script .2' (f) and Script .4f(f), the phase modulation and am
plitude modulation portions, respectively. Some of the simple, of ten
needed relationships among these various spectral densities are 
given. The use of one-sided spectral densities is recommended. The 
relationship to two-sided spectral densities is explained. The con
cepts of cross-spectral densities, spectral densities of time-dependent 
spectral densities, and smoothed spectral densities are discussed. 
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Hastie, J. W., Hauge, R. H. , Margrave, J. L., Infrared spectra of 
matrix-isolated species in the gallium-fluorine system, J. 
Fluorine Chern. 3,285-291 (1973/74). 

Key words: aluminium ; flu orides; ga llium ; infrared spectra; 
matrix isolation. 

The species GaF3 , GaF, AIF3, AIF and (AIFh have been isolated in 
inert-gas matrices and their infrared absorption spectra obtained over 
the range 33-4000 cm- ' . The following techniques were used to 
generate these species; (i) co-deposition of Ga or GaF and molecular 
F2 or F atoms with an excess of inert gas; (ii) Knudsen cell effusion 
and matrix isolation of the vapors over GaF3, GaF3+Ga and GaF3+ 
AI. 

Hellwig, H., Jarvis , S., Jr. , Halford, D. , Bell, H. E., Evaluation and 
operation of atomic beam tube frequency standards using 
time domain velocity selection modulation, Metrologia 9, 
No.3, 107·112 (1973). 

Key words : atomic beams; cavity phase shift ; cesium beam; 
frequency accuracy; frequency standard; pulsed excita tion; 
second-order Doppler shift; velocity distribution. 

Pulsed excitation of atomic and molecula r beam devices with 
separated Ramsey-type interaction regions allows the observation of 
signals due to very narrow atomic velocity groups. The theoreti ca l 
background of this method is discussed. Experimental operation of a 
near mono·velocity cesium beam tube is demonstrated. The velocity 
distribution of a commercial cesium beam tube is obtained using the 
pulse method. The normal Ramsey pattern of thi s beam tube is calcu
lated from the velocity distribution and compared with the measured 
Ramsey pattern. The pulse method allows the direct determination 
of the cavity phase shift and of the second-order Doppler correction 
in beam devices. The pulse method thu s shows promise for the 
evaluation of existing laboratory as well as commercial cesium beam 
tubes with respect to these effects. 

Hellwig, H., Bell, H. E., Some experimental results with an 
atomic hydrogen storage beam frquency standard, 
M etrologia 8,96-98 (1972). 

Key words: atomic hydrogen beam; dispersion ; frequency sta
bility ; frequency standard ; hydrogen maser. 

A frequency standard is described in which a quartz crysta l oscilla
or is loc ke d to the hydrogen hyperfine transition using the dispersion 
of this resonance. The hydrogen storage beam apparatus closely 
rese mbles a hyd rogen maser with a 10w·Q cavity below oscill ation 
threshold. Cavity pulling can be reduced to a point where environ
mental temperature flu ctu ations limit the stability mainly via the 
second-order Dopple r effect. Loc king to the dispersion feature of the 
resonance eliminates the need for frequency modulation in ord er to 
find line-center. The stability of the frequency standard was mea
sured against crystal oscillators and cesium beam frequency stan
dards; stabilities of 4 X 10- " were recorded for sampling times of 30 
seconds and of 3 hours. 

Hellwig, H. , Jarvis, S., Jr. , Glaze, D. J., Halford, D. , Bell , H. E., Time 
domain velocity selection modulation as a tool to evaluate 
cesium beam tubes, Proc. 27th Annual Syrnp. on Frequency Con
trol, Philadelphia, Pa., June 12-14, 1973, pp. 357-366 (E lectronic 
Industries Association , Washington, D.C. , 1973). 

Key words: atomic beams ; cavity phase shift ; cesium beam; 
frequency standard; pulsed exci tation; second-orde r Doppler 
shift; velocity distribution. 

Pulsed excitation of atom ic and molecular beam devices with 
separated Ramsey- type inte raction regions allows the observation of 
signals due to very narrow atomic velocity groups. The theoret ical 
background of this method is discussed. Experimental operation of a 
near mono-velocity cesium beam tube is de monstrated. The velocity 
distribution of a comme rcial cesium beam tube and of the primary 

laboratory standard NBS-5 are obtained using the pulse method. The 
normal Ramsey pattern s are ca lc ul ated from the velocit y distribution 
and compared with the meas ured Ram sey patterns. The pulse 
method allows the direct determination of the cavity phase shift and 
of the second-order Doppler correction in beam de vices. Velocit y dis
tributions obtained via the pulse method a ll ow th e use of mi crowave 
power shift results for accuracy e valuation s. Th ese aspects as we ll as 
the effects of modulation and diffe re nt ve locit y dis tributions are 
discussed in detail. The pulse method thu shows promise for the 
evaluation of existing laboratory as well as co mmercial cesium beam 
tubes with respect to these effects. 

Howell , B. F. , Margolis, S., Schaffer, R., Res idual fluorescence as 
an index of purity of I'educe d nicotinamid e adenine 
dinucleotide, Clin. Chern. 19, No. 11,1280·1284 (1973). 

Key words: alcohol dehydrogenase; fluores cence studies; 
nicotinamide aden in e dinucleot ide; optica l rotation . 

Determination of flu orescence remaining after reduced nicotina
mide adeni ne dinucleo tide (NA DH) has reacted with excess acetal
dehyde in the presence of alcohol dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.1 ) is use
ful as a crite rion of NAD H purity when used in conjunction with other 
methods for determining purit y such as the rate of reac tion, th e ratio 
of ultrav iolet absorbances at 260 nm and 340 nm , the color, and the 
chromatographic homogeneity of the preparation. Measure me nt of 
residual fluorescence monitors the enzymatica ll y inactive material 
which abso rbs at 340 nm. The specific optica l rotat ions of NADH at 
several wavele ngths are also re ported. 

Huie, R. E., Herron , J. T. , Davi s, D. D. , Absolute rate constants 
fOl' the addition and abstraction reactions of atomic ox
ygen with I-bute n e over the temperature range 190-49 1 
K,]. Phys . Chern. 76, No. 23 , 3311·33 13 (1972). 

Key words : abs tract ion reactions; add ition reactions; a tom ic ox
ygen; reaction kinetics; l ·bute ne. 

Usi ng the technique of flas h photolysis- resonance fluore scence, 
abso lute rate constants have been measured for the reac tion of 
ground-s tate atom ic oxygen with I -butene over the te mperature range 
190-491 K. With a meas ured precision of 3-5 percent at each tempera · 
ture, it was found that the data could not be fit by a single straight 
line. It was conc luded that the c urvature in the Arrhe nius plot was 
due to concurrent abstraction and addi tion reactions, the forme r 
process rep resenting approximate ly 15 percent of the total reaction 
at 300 K a nd 39 percent at 500 K. The rate expressions de rived were 
kaddiliou = (3.7± 1.8) X 10- '2 exp(- 50±21O cal mol- '/R1) cm' 
molecule- ' sec- ' and kabSlra clion = (1.6 ± 0.9) X 10- " e xp( - 1970 ± 430 
cal mol - '/R1) cm3 molecule - ' sec - '. 

10hnson, C. R., Gersgorin sets and the field of values,]. Math. 
Anal. Appl. 45, No.2, 416-419 (Feb. 1974). 

Key words: D-stable matrix; diagonal; doubly s tochastic matrix; 
field of values; Gersgorin circles; numerica l radius; positive 
definite ; spectrum. 

Two links are drawn between two well-known inc lu sion sets for the 
characteristic roots of a complex matrix: the fi e ld of values and the 
Gersgorin circles. An applica tion is made to the theory of D-stable 
matrices. 

Kaufman, V. , Artru , M-C. , Brillet , W-U L. , R evised analysis of the 
2p53s, 3p, 3d, and 4 s configurations of triply ionized alu
minum (AI IV), J. Opt. Soc. A mer. 64, No.2 , 197-201 (Feb. 1974). 

Key words: aluminum; energy levels; spectra; ultraviolet; 
wavelengths. 

The spectrum of triply ionized aluminum (AI IV) was observed 
between 700 and 2200 A. About 60 new lines have been identified as 
transitions between the 2p53s, 3p, 3d, and 4s configurations. The 
ground-state combinations have been remeasured (124-161 A). Ener-
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gies and designations are given for all levels of these configurations , 
and several changes and additions to the previous analysis have been 
made. Results of calculations of these configurations are included to 
support the level identifications. An isoelectronic comparison is 
discussed. 

Kayser , B. , Lipkin, H. ]., Meshkov, S. , Tests of higher sym
metries, Phys. Rev. D 8, No. 11 , 4193·4198 (Dec. 1, 1973). 

Key words: cross sections; reactions; Regge pole; SU(3); sym· 
metry breaking; trajectory. 

Model·independent cross· section relations predicted by unbroken 
SU(3) symmetry, and some predicted by SU(6)IV.strQn", are compared 
with experiment. The relations are found to be satisfied , apart from 
deviations which follow , in every case, the pattern and rough size of 
symmetry breaking expected from Regge·pole exchange. In· 
terestingly, this Regge symmetry breaking diverges with increasing 
energy. It is argued that this behavior, though contrary to intuition, is 
reasonable. 

Kelle her, D. E. , Wiese, W. L., Observation of ion motion in 
hydrogen Stark profiles, Phys. Rev. Lett . 31, No. 24, 1431·1434 
(Dec. 10,1973). 

Key words: Balmer; broadening; dynamic; ion ; plasma ; Stark. 

We have measured the central part of the Balmer Hp or Dp line in 
similar stabilized arc plasmas, but of different chemical composi· 
tions. We have found an ion·motion effect which appears to scale 
with the inverse square root of the reduced mass of the radiator-per· 
turber system and which, for Hp at least, essentially removes one of 
the largest remaining discrepancies between experiment and Stark· 
broadening theory. 

Kessler , K. G., Absolute measurements of differential cross 
sections for electron scattering at intermediate energies 
(50-500 eV), Comments At. Mol . Phys. I,No. 3, 70·72 (Aug.·Sept. 
1969). 

Key words : differential cross sections; elastic cross sections; 
electron scattering. 

Technological improvements in the design and construction of 
electron impact spectrometers now make possible more reliable abo 
solute measurements of elastic and inelastic differential cross sec· 
tions for the scattering of electrons by atoms and molecules. Cross 
sections can now be determined with an imprecision of 5 percent or 
less, depending upon the degree to which systematic errors are 
brought under control. 

Kranbuehl , D. E. , Verdier, P . H. , Spencer, J. M., Relaxation of 
fluctuations in the shape of a random-coil polymer chain, 
J. Chem. Phys. Letter to Editor 59, No.7, 3861·3862 (Oct. 1, 1973). 

Key words: latti ce· model polymer chains; Monte Carlo; polymer 
chain dynamics; relaxation times. 

The relaxation times of deviations from spherical symmetry of ran· 
dom·coil polymer chains in dilute solution have been investigated by 
dynamical Monte Carlo studies of lattice· model chains without ex· 
eluded volume. The deviations are found to persist for times of the 
order of the longest relaxation times of the internal motions of the 
chains. 

Kuriyama, M., Early, J. G., Burdette, H. E., Fluid flow effects on 
crystalline p erfec tion, (Proc. 12th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 
Washington , D.C., Jan. 30·Feb. 1,1974), AIAA Paper No. 74·204, 
pp. 1·10 (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, New 
York, N.Y., 1974). 

Key words: copper single crystals ; crystal perfection; disloca · 
tion s; fluid flow; thermal convec tion ; x·ray topography. 

In the absence of gravi ty, thermal convection , i.e., convection in
duced by gravity acting on density differences in the melt, would be 

expec ted to be negligible. Fluid flow in the melt , including thermal 
convection, probably affects the perfection of crystals grown from the 
melt. At present, the relationship between crystal growth conditions, 
in particular, fluid flow conditions, and the degree of crystal perfec· 
tion has not been well established for metals. It is, therefore, highly 
desirable to doc ument the perfection of crystals grown from the melt 
in te rms of directl y controllable process parameters, before one even 
begins to analyse the fluid flow conditions in the melt in terms of ther· 
modynamical variables. In this paper, optimum solidification 
parameters for the production of highly perfect copper crystals by 
Czochralski growth are sought along with documentation of crystal 
imperfections under various growth conditions. A vital part of 
research of thi s type is the assessment of cr ys tal perfection. X·ray 
techniques which do not in their application produce defects and 
which allow the characterization of imperfections in single crystal s 
are chosen to assess crystal perfection. The properties of crystal s 
grown from the melt are anticipated to vary over a large range, since 
the growth conditions, especially the fluid flow conditions, are 
deliberately changed. The x·ray techniques employed ranged from 
ordinary Laue photography through Borrmann topography to double· 
crystal scanning diffractometry , thus allowin g crystals with a wide 
variation in perfection to be studied. As a set of controllable solidifi· 
cation parameters, the rota tion of the seed and of the melt and the 
diameter of the bottle· neck are chosen. X·ray diffraction topographs 
are analysed along with the data obtained from rocking c urve mea
surements. Tables of growth conditions and quantitative data of 
rocking curve widths are presented. 

Kurylo, M. J., Kinetics of the reactions OH(v = 0) + NU3 -'» H 20 
+NU2 and OH(V=0)+03-'» H02 +02 at 298 K, Chem. Phys. 
Lett. 23, No. 4 , 467·471 (Dec. 15 , 1973). . 

Key words: ammonia; kinetics; OH radical; ozone ; stratosphere. 
k, 

The rate constants for the reactions OH(X' n , v = 0)+ NH3 """ H20 

+ NH2 and OH(X2n , v = 0)+ 0 3 j, H02+ 0, were measured at 298 K 
by the flash photolysis resonance fluorescence technique. The values 
of the rate constants thus obtained are k, = (4.1 ± 0.6) X 10- 14 and k2 = 

(6.5 ± 1.0) X lO- t4 in units of cm3 molecule-I sec- I. The results are 
discussed in terms of understanding the dynamics of the perturbed 
stratosphere. 

Laughlin , D. E., Cahn, J. W., The crystal structure of the 
metastable precipitate in copper-based copper-titanium 
alloys,Scr. Met. 8, 75·78 (1974). 

Key words: coherency; copper· titanium; Dl,, ; electron diffrac· 
tion ; L12 • 

Knight and Wilkes recently reported that the metastable ordered 
phase which forms by precipitation from copper· rich copper· titanium 
binary alloys is of the type Lb. This no te shows that this indexing is 
incorrect , and th at the previously assigned s tructure of Dl" is fully 
consistent with all experi me ntal findings. 

Ledbetter , H. M., Naimon, E. R. , Relationship between single
crystal and polycrystal e lastic constants, J. Appl. Phys. 45, 
No. 1, 66·69 (Jan. 1974). 

Key words : Debye te mperature; elastic cons tants; lattice-vibra
tional properties; polycrystal; single crystal ; Voigt·Reuss-Hill. 

A new method is given for computing effective polycrystalline 
elastic constants from single-crys tai elastic coefficients. Agreement 
with observation is good. The method is based on the assumed 
equivalence of the lattice-vibrational proper6es of single crys tals and 
polycrystals of the same material; single-crystal and polycrystal 
Debye temperatures are equated. Present predictions of polycrystal 
elastic moduli differ significantly from those of most othe r averaging 
methods by being lower than the familiar Voigt-Reuss-Hill result s . 

Lee, P. H., Broida , H. P ., Braun, W., Herron , J. T., Direct observa-
t ion of vibrationally excited hydrogen produced b y colli-
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sional energy transfer from electronically excited sodium, 
rubidium, caesium, and mercury,}. Photochem. 2, 165·172 
(1973/74). 

Key words: a bsorption spectra ; apparatus and method ; energy 
transfe r; gases; kineti cs of reaction; photoche mistry; vacuum 
u.v. 

H ydrogen has bee n vibrationally excit.ed by direct e nergy transfer 
from elec tronica ll y excited sodium , rubidium and caesium, and mer· 
cury. The vibrational exc ita tion of the B I ~ + " <- XI~+(} transitions in 
hydrogen was detected by absorption of the vacuum u. v. radiation 
from a low pressure molecular hydrogen lamp. 

Lenzi , M. , McNesby, J. R. , Me le, A. , Xua n, C. N., Collisional deac
tivation of NH 2 (A2A 1),./. Chem. Phys. 57, No.1 , 319-323 (July 1, 
1972). 

Key words : ammonia; fluorescence; Jovian ; vacuum ultraviole t. 

NH 2(A2A I) was produced by photolysis of ammonia in the vacuum 
ultraviolet. Deactivation rates of thi s radical we re meas ured by the 
que nc hing of fluorescence in NH;\, C H.\, H2 , N2 , He, Ne, Ar, Kr , Xe. 
An estimate of the lifeti me of spontaneous radiative decay of 0.8 X 

10-5 sec is s uggested. Application of the results to the dynamics of 
the Jovian atmosphere is reported. 

Levin, E. M., Benedict, J. 1'., 5ciarello, 1. P., Monsour , 5. , The 
system K2S04-CS2SO" ./. Amer. Ceram. Soc. 56, No.8, 427-430 
(Aug. 1973). 

Key words: Cs250,; de nsity K2 50,-Cs2504 solid so luti ons; 
equilibrium diagram Cs25 0 4 -K25 0 4 ; he xagona l so lid so luti ons; 
K2504 ; phase diagram Cs,50 .·K,50 4 ; polymorphism Cs250.
K2SO., so lid so lutions; so lid so lutions. 

The phase diagram for th e system K25 0 ,,·Cs2504 was de te rmined 
by using DTA for melting relation s and DTA and high·te mperature x
ray diffractom etry for subsolidus relation s. At the so lidus the sys tem 
shows complete so lid solubility , with a minimum at 940 °C a nd 50 
mol% Cs25 0 4 • Orthorhombic K,50 , and Cs2504 , the s tab le low·tem
perature form s, show mutual so lid solubilit y and form a eu tectoid a t 
50 mol% Cs,50. and 430 °C, the lowes t te mperature of s tabi lity of th e 
high·temperature hexagonal solid-solut.ion phase. Isothermal plots of 
the a and c dime nsions of thi s hexagonal phase vs composition show 
large positive deviations from linearit y for c. These deviations are in
terpre ted on the basis of the crys tal structure of KNa50. with a 
similar unit ce ll. 

Lyon , G. , Syntax-directed leas t-errors analysis for context
free languages: A practical approach, Commun. ACM 17, No. 
1,3-14 (J a n. 1974). 

Key words: arbi trary input s trings; context-free gr ammars; 
dyn amic programmin g; parsing. 

A least-errors recognizer is developed informally using the well
known recognizer of Earley, a long with elements of Bellman's dynam
ic programming. The analyzer takes a general class of context-free 
grammars as drivers , and any finite s tring as input. Recognition con
sists of a leas t-errors count for a corrected version of the input rela
tive to the driver grammar. The algorithm design emphas izes practi
cal aspects which help in programming it. 

Madey, T. E. , Yates, J. T. , Jr. , Erickson, N. E. , ESCA study offrac
tional monolayer quantities of c hemisorbe d gases on tung
sten, Chem. Phys. Lett. 19, No. 4, 487-492 (Apr. 15,1973). 

Key words : carbon monoxide; ESCA; monolayer; oxygen; 
photoyields; sensitivity; tungsten. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA) has been used in a s tudy 
of CO and O2 chemisorbed on a polycrystaUine tungsten sample. 
Working under ultrahigh vacuum conditions, the surface was cleaned 
and then covered with known monolayer and fractional monolayer 

quantities of adsorbed CO and O 2 • The OOs) and COs) spectral fea
tures were detected, and the influence of an adsorbed layer on the 
tungsten spectral features was determined. A chemical shift of3.4 eV 
in the OOs) line from chemisorbed CO is re lated to the different 
modes of bonding of CO to tungste n. A model calc ulation of the 
photoelectron yields expected from an adsorbed monolayer is in good 
agreement with the experimental results. 

Mandel, ]., Lashof, T. W., Interpretation and generalization of 
Yonden's two-sample diagram, J. Qual. Tech/wl. 6, No. 1, 22-
36 (Jan. 1974). 

Key words: collaborative reference programs; interlaboratory 
tests; test method evaluation; Y ouden diagram. 

Youden's two sample diagram is a usefu l method for certain types 
of interlaboratory comparisons of test results. Generally , points in the 
plot fall within an elongated ellipse , the major axis of which makes a 
450 angle, approximately, with the x, y axes. Occasionally it hap pe ns 
that the axes are not the bisectors of the coordinate axes. This paper 
(1) examines more closely the assumptions unde rlying the Youden 
diagram and presents a more gene ral method of interpreting it and (2) 
gene ralizes the diagra m to situations where the two samples do not 
have the same level and/or the axes of the ellipse definitely do not 
bisect the coordinate axes. 

Mauer, F. A. , Hubbard , C. R. , Evaluation of the e nergy disper
sive powder diffraction method for the d e termination of 
quartz in dust samples, (Proc. Rou ndtabl e Discussion on 
Analytical Techniques for Quartz , Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 6-7, 
1972), Paper in Analytical Techniques for Quartz, pp. 17·23 (Na· 
tional Institute for Occupational Safety and Health , American Con· 
ference of Governmental Indu strial Hygienis ts, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
Jan. 1974). 

Key words : analytica l methods; indu stri al hygiene; quartz; sil· 
icosis; x-ray diffraction. 

An energy dispersive powder diffractometer was assembled and 
used to determine the amount of quartz on six silver membrane fil
ters, such as those used in sampling airborne dust. The amount of 
quartz, which vari ed from 24 to 531 /-Lg, was a lso determined by 
weighing. The results obtained indicate that the overall uncertainty 
in the weight of quartz obtained by the energy dispersive x-ray 
me thod is at least 50 /-Lg. The method, therefore , does not meet the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health requirement 
for a practical lower l.imit of detection of 20 ~ and an analytica l 
range of 20 /-Lg to 4 mg. 

Mazur, ]. , Guttman, C. M., McCrackin, F. L., Monte Carlo studies 
of self-interacting polymer chains with exclude d volume. 
II. Shape of a chain, Macromolecules 6 , No.6, 872·874 (Nov.
Dec. 1973). 

Key words: asymmetry of polymer configurations; excluded 
volume; principal moments; radius of gyration; self- interacting 
polymer chains. 

The principal moments of the squared radius of gyration of 
polymer chains with excluded vol ume were computed for chains on 
the simple cubic and face-cente red c ubic lattices. The moments were 
ordered for each configuration by the ir magnitude, then averaged 
over a la rge number of chain configurations and divided by the 
squared radius of gyration to yield shape fa ctors of the chain. These 
shape fac tors were found to be independent of chain length for long 
chains. The shape factors showed that the instantaneous shape of a 
polymer cha.in is very asymmetrical. With increas ing interaction 
energy between the segments of the chains, the chains became less 
asym met ri cal; at the e point the shape factors became equal to those 
of the random coil as previously calculated by Sole and 5tockmayer. 
The relative variations of the principal moments were also calculated. 
The larges t principal moments were found to have the largest relative 
variations. 
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Mazur , ]. , Rubin , R. J ., Average span of self-avoiding walks on 
the simple cubic lattice, j . Chern. Phys. Letters to Editor 60 , 
No. 1,341 ·342 (Jan. 1, 1974). 

Key words: polymer chains; ratio method; se lf· avoiding wa lks; 
span. 

In a recent publication , Belle mans concluded that the ave rage s pan 
of a self·avoiding walk has a different asymptoti c de pendence on the 
number of steps than does the root-mean·square end·to·end di sta nce. 
In thi s paper , we reanalyse Belle mans' data and show that there is no 
basis for his conclusion. 

McAlister , A. J ., C uthill , J . R., Dobbyn, R. C, Williams, M. L., Soft 
x-ray study of the d-bands in AuAh, (P roc. Int. Conf. on Band 
Structure Spectroscopy of Metals and Alloys, Strathclyde, 
Glasgow, Scotland , Sept. 26·30, 1971), P aper in Band Structure 
Spectroscopy of Metals and Alloys, D.]. Fabian and L. H. Watson , 
Eds., pp. 191·203 (Acade mic P ress, London , England , 1973). 

Key words: Au; AuAh; d·bands; emission s pectrum ; N6 •7; soft x· 
ray. 

The N".7 soft x· ray emiss ion s pectrum (5d to 4f transition) of Au in 
AuAh has been measured. This work , together with the x·ray 
photoemission results of C han and Shirley, shows the d·ba nds to be 
distributed over a range of approximately 4 eV, with maxima at 5.0 
and 7.1 eV below the Fermi level. These results raise some ques tions 
about the interpretation of the Al L e mission spec trum from the com· 
pound , which appeared to offer strong confirmation of nonrelativisti c 
band calc ula tions of the electronic structure of AuAh, and again raise 
the possibility of d·band participation in the st rong coloring of th e 
c ompound , an effect which the Al emission s pectrum and non· 
relativisti c band calculations appeared to exclude. 

McCarter , R. 1. , A new technique for thermal analysis of vapor-
producing r ea c tions,j. Appl . Polyrn. Sci. 17,1833·1846 (1973). 

Key words: diffe rential thermal analysis; DTA; kineti cs; pyroly· 
sis; TGA; the rmal analysis; thermal degradation; ther · 
mogravimetric analysis. 

An apparatus was developed for measuring the rate at whic h 
vapors are evolved during the thermal degradation of materi als and 
the reby deriving the kinetics of such reactions. Re quisite to the 
operating sche me of the apparatus is the provision of a high-te mpera· 
ture zone to convert conde nsable or tarry vapors into nonconde nsable 
form. The apparatus yields a direct measure of reaction velocity, 
rather than the integrated indication obtained with thermogravimet· 
ric analysis. This simplifies the identification and calculation of 
kineti c parameters. Increases in sensitivity and operating range ar e 
al so achieve d. Flexibility in operation is obtained that permits the 
separate recording of reactions that tend to overla p. Although the ap · 
paratus principally has been operated using a combustible gas indica· 
tor to meter the evolved vapors, a number of options are available for 
the latter function , including flowmeters and various continuous gas 
analyzers. The a pplicability of the method appears promising. 

McCrackin , F. L., Mazur, J. , Guttman, e M., Monte Carlo studies 
of self-inte racting polyme r c hains with excluded volume. 
I. Squared radii of gyration and mean-square end-to-end 
distances and their mome nts , Macrornolecules 6, No. 6, 859· 
871 (Nov. -Dec. 1973). 

Key words : excluded volume ; Monte Carlo; polymer solution ; 
radii of gyration; theta point. 

Rando m walks that are not allowed to intersect the mselves were 
gene rated on the simple c ubic and face·cente red c ubic la ttices and 
used as a model of a linear polymer chain in dilute solution with ex· 
cluded volume and attrac tive energies between chain elements. The 
mean·square end· to·end distances and mean squared radii of gyr ation 
and their mome nts were computed for chain lengths up to 2000 seg· 
ments and fo r a wide range of a ttracti ve energies. The partition fun c · 

tions of the chains were al so computed. The attracti ve energy 
required fo r a given property of the chain to be the same as the given 
prope rty of a random coil , the () point , was investigated. The required 
attractive energy depended slightly on the particular property chosen 
for compari son, so rather than a unique () point , a narrow range of () 
points was found. 

McDaniel, C. L., Phase relations in the systems Na,O-IrO, and 
Na, O-PtO, in air,j. Solid State Chern. 9,139·146 (1974). 

Key words: compounds; dissociation ; Na,O-Ir02 syste m; Na,O· 
PtO, system; phase relations. 

The equilibrium phase relations for the Na20·IrO, and Na,O·Pt02 
systems were determined in air using the quenching technique. The 
Na,O·I rO, system contains two stable compounds Na20·Ir02 and 
2Na20 ·3IrO." whic h di ssociate at 1235 and 1040 0 (, respectively. The 
Na, O·P t02 system contains three compounds: Na,O ·PtO" metasta· 
ble 2Na20 ·3Pt02, and NaX Pt,0 4 (0 ,,;; x";; 1). Their dissociation tem· 
peratures are 890, 710, and 810 °C, res pectively. Indexed x·ray dif· 
fraction powder patterns for Na20 · IrO, and 2Na20 ·31r02 are given. 

Merri s, R. , Newman , M., An explicit isomorphis m with applica
tions to inequalities for matrix fun ctions, j . A lgebra 25, No. 
3, 468-474 (June 1973). 

Key words: central ide mpotents; group algebras; irreducible 
representations ; matrix fun ctions. 

Inequalities for matrix fun ctions are derived in a uniform way for 
an explicit isomorphism. 

Mielenz, K. D., Eureka! Appl. Opt. 13 , No.2, A14 and A16 (Feb. 
1974). 

Key words: Archimedes; Buffon ; burning mirrors; feasibility; 
history of optics; Second P unic War; solar energy. 

In view of the recently renewe d controversy whether Archimedes 
could have used mirrors to defer the attacking Roman fleet during the 
siege of Syracuse in the Second Punic W ar , it is pointed out that the 
feasibility of this has been demonstrate d by Buffon in 1747. Addi · 
tional facts are presented which also suggest that the use of burning 
mirrors could have presented a serious threat to the blockading 
Romans. 

Morri ssey, B. W., Stromberg, R. R., The conformation of ad
sorbe d blood prote ins by infrare d bound fraction mea
sureme nts, j . Colloid Interface Sci. 46 , No.1 , 152·164 (Jan. 
1974). 

Key words: blood proteins; infrared bound fraction ; protein ad· 
sorption ; protein conformation. 

The likelihood that surface·induced blood coagulation results from 
specific protein· materi al interactions has led to a study of the confor· 
mation of adsorbed blood proteins. Infrared difference spectroscopy 
was used to determine the bound frac tion , i. e., the fraction of carbon· 
yl groups of an adsorbed molecule direc tl y interacting with the sur
face, of serum albumin , prothrombin , a nd fibrinogen in situ. Mea· 
surements were carried out on individual proteins as a fun ction of the 
amount ad sorbed, time of absorption , pD, and ionic s trength using a 
silica surface. 

The results obtained for se rum albumin and prothrombin indicate 
that the internal bonding of these globular protein s is sufficient to 
prevent changes in the structure while adsorbed , e ven at low surface 
population. The bound fraction of fibrin ogen increases with increas· 
ing adsorbance , suggesting possible interfacial aggregation. The con
formation of all three proteins was found to be independent of the 
time of adsorption , although major differences in the rates of adsorp· 
tion were observed. 

Studies of cross·linked and denatured serum albumin have pro· 
vided information on the conformational changes concomitant with 
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adsorption of the native protein. Qualitatively, such changes , if they 
occur, are small. This conc lusion is supported by computer simula
tion studies of lysozyme adsorption. Studies of the effect of pD and 
ionic strength on the adsorbance and bound fraction of serum albu
min show that caution must be exercised when identifying the 
plateau adsorbance of a protein isotherm with a close-packed 
monolaye r. 

Mount, G. H., Linsky, J . L., Shine, R. A., One- and multi-com
ponent models of the upper photosphere based on 
molecular spectra. I: The violet system of CN (0,0), Solar 
Phys. 32,No. I , 13-30 (Sept. 1973). 

Key words: bes t-fit model; carbon abundance; molecular spec
tra ; upper photosphere. 

Spectroheliograms taken in the CN(O,O) violet band near ,\3883 A 
show very small scale net work and cell structures with high contrast. 
The band head itself, which is a broad feature due to overlap of 
several eN lines , allows the diagnostic simplicity of a continuum 
since motions, magnetic fields, and broadening mechanisms are 
unimportant. We have obtained spectroheliograms in the band head 
and center·to·limb photoelectric spectra of CN(O,O) at Kitt Peak Na
tional Observatory. From the photoelectric spectra and a detailed 
analysis of the formation of the CN(O,O) spectrum we derive a best-fit 
one-component upper photospheric model differing from that of the 
HSRA and recommend a change in solar carbon abundance from the 
HSRA value of log A c = 8.55 to log Ac = 8.25. From the calibrated 
spectroheliograms we consider a multi·component model to account 
for the observed fin e structure intensity variations. 

Mozer, 8., De Graaf, L. A., Le Neindre, B., Neutron-diffraction 
studies in liquid 4He, Phys. Rev. A 9, No. 1,448-459 (Jan. 1974). 

Key word s: condensate fraction ; density and temperature; liquid 
helium ; neutron diffraction; pair correlation and three-atom cor
relation function; structure factor. 

Structure factors of liquid helium have been determined from 
neutron-diffraction measurements of high statistical accuracy. Dif
fraction measurements were performed out to momentum transfers 
of 7 A-I for three different densities of liquid helium at a constant 
temperature above the helium" transition and at a nearly constant 
temperature below the " transition for the same three densities. 
Statistically significant differences in the structure factors are ob
served as the density is varied at constant temperature and for tem 
peratures above and below the" transition at constant density. The 
radial pair-correlation functions have been calculated from the liquid
structure factors. The structure factors or the related radial pair-cor
relation functions can be used to obtain information about three-atom 
correlations in liquid helium above and below the" transition from a 
construction of their isothermal density derivative. The temperature 
dependence of the constant-density structure factors or their derived 
pair·correlation functions can also be used to test a current theoreti
cal estimate of the condensate fraction in liquid helium. 

Naimon, E. R. , Elastic constants of the perovskite RbMnF3 

using a Born model, Phys. Rev. B 9, No.2, 737-740 (Jan. 15, 
1974). 

Key words: Born-Mayer repulsion ; Born model; elastic con
stants; electrostatic interactions; perovskite; RbMnF3 . 

The elastic constan ts of RbMnF3 were calculated using a Born 
model , which consists of electrostatic and Born-Mayer repulsive in
teractions. This model has two adjustable parameters; these were 
determined from the equilibrium volume and one of the three second
order elastic constants. Calculated third-order elastic constants 
agreed reasonably well with experiment. Also calculated were the 
electrostatic contributions to the first- , second· , and third-order 
elastic constants of the cubic perovskite structure for several values 
of ionic charge. Relationships of these constants to those of the NaCl
and CsCl·type structures are given. 

Newbury, D. E., Yakowitz , H. , Yew, N. C., Observation of mag
netic domains in nickel using the scanning electron 
microscope,Appl. Phys. Lett. 24, No.2, 98 (Jan. 15,1974). 

Key words: bitter patterns; contrast mechanisms; magnetic 
domains; nickel; scanning electron microscopy; transformer al
loy. 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation of magnetic 
domains in a polycrystalline pure nic kel sheet was made possible 
through the use of a 50-kV accelerating potential. The contrast was 
unobservable in an SEM capable of only a 30-kV accelerating poten
tial. 

Newman, M., Symmetric completions and products of sym
metric matrices, Trans . Amer. Math . Soc. 186, 191-201 (Dec. 
1973). 

Key words: fields; principal ideal rings; symmetric completion ; 
symmetric matrices; unimodular matrices. 

We show that any vector of n relatively prime coordinates from a 
principal ideal ring R may be completed to a symmetric matrix of 
SL(n, R) , provided that n ;;' 4. The result is also true for n = 3 if R is 
the ring of integers Z. This implies for example that if F is a field, any 
matrix of SL(n, F) is the product of a fixed number of symmetric 
matrices of SL(n, F) except when n = 2, F = GF(3), which is a genuine 
exception. 

Olsen, P. T., Driscoll , R. L., Determination ofyv' at the National 
Bureau of Standards, (Proc. 4th Int. Conf. on Atomic Masses 
and Fundamental Constants, Teddington , England , Sept. 6-10, 
1971), Paper in Atomic Masses and Fundamental Constants, J . H. 
Sanders and A. H. Wapstra, Eds., pp. 471-484 (Plenum Press, Lon 
don, England, 1972). 

Key words: fine structure constant; gyromagnetic ratio of 
proton; nuclear induction ; precision solenoid. 

The gyromagnetic ratio of the proton, yv' is one of ou r most impor
tant fundamental physical constants. (The prime indicates that the 
protons are in a spherical sample of pure H20 .) Not only is it used for 
calibration purposes in nuclear magnetic resonance experimen ts, but 
it plays a crucial role in determining the fine structure constant from 
the measurement of2e/h via the ac Josephson effect. Additionally the 
continued measurement of yp' can be used to monitor as-maintained 
units of current. 

The precision of yv' measurements at the National Bureau of Stan
dards (NBS) has improved significantly since the early measurements 
of the 1950's, from several parts per million (ppm) to the present 0.1 
to 0.2 ppm. Current efforts are now being directed towards improving 
the present 3 to 4 ppm accuracy of the experiment by an order of 
magnitude. It is the purpose of this paper to briefly report the 
progress being made in this direction. First , a general discussion of 
the experiment is given, including (a) use of the method of nuclear in
duction to determine the precession frequency; (b) a description of a 
new and improved series of pitch measurements using a laser inter
ferometer; (c) a discussion of the effect of the change in original wind
ing tension on the effective diameter of the windings; and (d) an anal
ysis of the effect of the finite susceptibi lity of the solenoid and water 
sample support s tructure on the calculated magnetic field. All of the 
known corrections to the field are then summarized , and finally , a 
brief analysis of the uncertainties in the experiment is given along 
with a value for yv'. 

Penn, D. R., An improved Anderson model, Phys. Rev. B 9, No. 
3,839-843 (Feb. 1,1974). 

Key words: adsorbates on metal surfaces; density of states; im
purity wave function; magnetic impurities; phase shift; reformu
lation of the Anderson model. 
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The Anderson model has been very successful in the study of (mag
netic) impurities in metals and has also proved useful for atoms ad
sorbed on metal surfaces_ The model as originally formulated is 
phenomenological in that the position and width of the resonant im
purity state cannot be calculated within the context of the model even 
in the absence of correlation effects_ Anderson and McMillan and 
also Kanamori have proposed theories which are more quantitative_ 
We show that the results of both theories follow from very simple as
sumptions_ Moreover, we show that for the case of a free-electron-like 
metal and a spherical impurity potential both theories will give a cor
rect density of states for the metal plus impurity if the wave function 
associated with the impurity is chosen properly_ This is particularly 
important for the theory of Kanamori where the use of a non-Hermi
tian Hamiltonian raises questions about its validity_ The best choice 
for the impurity wave function requires it to be energy dependent, un
like that one which appears in the usual Anderson modeL However, 
it is shown that an energy-independent wave function can be chosen 
such that the Anderson-McMillan and Kanamori theories will yield a 
good density of states_ 

Perlstein, J. H., Ferraris, J. Po, Walatka, V_ V_, Jr., Cowan, D_ 0_, 
Candela, G_ A., Electron transport and magnetic properties 
of new highly conducting TCNQ complexes, (Proc_ 18th AlP 
Conf. on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, Denver, Colo_, Nov_ 
28-Dec_ 1, 1972), Paper in Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, C_ 
D_ Graham, Jr., and J. 1- Rhyne, Eds_, No_ 10,1494-1498 (American 
Institute of Physics, New York, N_Y., 1973)_ 

Key words: electron transport; magnetic properties; metallic; 
TCNQ complexes_ 

Single crystals of the 1:1 complexes tetrathiafulvalinium tetra
cyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ) and tetrathianaphthacinium 
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTN-TCNQ) have been synthesized and 
the electron transport properties and magnetic susceptibility have 
been measured from 2 K to room temperature_ For TTN-TCNQ, (T at 
room temperature is ID- I cm - I_ For TTF-TCNQ, (T at room tempera
ture along the long axis (0] 1) is in the range 192-6520- 1 cm- I 
depending on sample whereas perpendicular to the long axis a 1. is 
10- 1 cm - I_ The conductivity remains metallic down to 66 K in both 
directions whereupon a continuous metal to insulator transition oc
curs_ The activation energy in the insulating state is 0_0062 eV_ The 
transition is associated with a small hysteresis between the heating 
and cooling curves suggesting a possible structural change_ In the 
metallic region, PII follows a P dependence whereas P 1. follows a T+I 
behavior. The magnetic susceptibility is diamagnetic below 20 K 
becoming increasingly more paramagnetic with increasing T even in 
the metallic region_ It is suggested that spin disorder scattering may 
account for the anomalous temperature dependence of PII_ 

Piermarini, G_ J., Block, So , Barnett, 1- D_, Hydrostatic limits in 
liquids and solids to 100 kbar,]. Appl_ Phys_ 44, No_ 12,5377-
5382 (Dec_ 1973)_ 

Key words: diamond-anvil pressure cell; glass transition pres
sures; hydrostaticity; pressure gradients; pressure measure
ments; ruby fluorescence_ 

The hydrostatic properties of the materials methanol, isopropyl al
cohol, water, sodium chloride, silver chloride, and the binary mix
tures pentane-isopentane and methanol-ethanol have been deter
mined in the diamond-anvil pressure cell up to 180 kbar by line
broadening and line-shift measurements of the sharp R 1 ruby 
fluorescence line_ A liquid mixture 4: 1 by volume of 
methanol:ethanol remains hydrostatic to almost 100 kbar at room 
temperature_ This mixture exceeds the hydrostatic limit of the previ
ous generally accepted fluid , 1:1 pentane:isopentane which has a 
hydrostatic limit of about 70 kbar. Silver chloride and water (ice VII) 
are better than sodium chloride as pressure-transmitting media, but 
do not even qualitatively approach hydrostatic conditions much 
above 70 kbar. The stress sensitivity level of the ruby limits the ex-

tent to which slight deviations from hydrostatic conditions can be 
determined in solid systems and suggests the qualitative nature of the 
method in characterization of quasihydrostatic states_ The equilibri
um freezing pressure of methanol at 24°C was redetermined to be 
35_8 ± 0_8 kbar. 

Rains, T. c., Epstein, M_ So, Menis, 0_, Automatic correction 
system for light scatter in atomic fluorescence spec
trometry, A nal_ Chem_ 46, No_ 2,207-210 (Feb_ 1974)_ 

Key words: atomic fluorescence spectrometry; automatic cor
rection; electrodeless discharge lamp; light scatter; standard 
reference materiaL 

Light scattering of incident radiation by solvent droplets and un
vaporized solute particles in the flame is a major interference in 
atomic fluorescence spectrometry (AFS)_ A technique for the auto
matic correction of light scatter is described which increases the 
speed and accuracy of analysis_ The light from an electrodeless 
discharge lamp and a 150-W xenon lamp is alternately passed 
through the flame_ The resulting signal from the multiplier phototube 
is fed to a lock-in amplifier which corrects for the contribution of the 
light scattering to the fluorescence signaL The principles of the 
technique and apparatus for making the au tomatic correction are 
described_ To accomplish this correction, scatter of the incident 
radiation from the electrodeless discharge and xenon lamps is 
balanced initially while aspirating a 1 percent lanthanum solution_ 
The method has been applied to the determination of 0_11 and 0_26 J1-.g 
Cd/gram in SRM's Orchard Leaves and Liver, respectively, without 
any prior separation or preconcentration_ 

Raveche, H_ 1-, Mountain , R. D_, Structure studies in liquid 4He, 
Phys_ Rev_ A 9, No_ 1,435-447 (Jan_ 1974)_ 

Key words: condensate fraction; ground state wave function; 
neutron diffraction; pair correlation function; triplet correlation 
function; 4He_ 

We investigate, using neutron-diffraction data, several properties 
of the local atomic structure in liquid 4He, both above and below the 
superfluid transition_ Distinguishing features of the pair-correlation 
function are summarized and the diffraction data are employed to in 
vestigate a proposed form for the condensate fraction as a function of 
temperature_ The pair-correlation function is used to examine an in
equality that gives an upper bound that is close to the observed 
values, and also to examine the use of approximate integral equations 
for the ground-state wave function_ Triplet correlations and closure 
approximations are studied from the isothermal density derivative of 
the pair-correlation function_ The results suggest that, analogous to 
the pair-correlation function, the triple-correlation function shows a 
temperature dependence that is not observed in simple classical 
fluids_ 

Richmond, J. c., A standard for night vision devices for law en
forcement, (Proc_ of the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumenta
tion Engineers , San Diego, Calif., Aug_ 27-29, 1973), Paper in Image 
Intensifiers: Technology, Performance, Requirements and Applica
tions, A_ D_ Schnitzler and M_ W_ Klein, Eds_, 42,109-115 (1974)_ 

Key words: contrast transfer function; distortion; flare; image in
tensifiers; law enforcement; light equivalent background; light 
induced background; night vision; optical gain_ 

A draft Standard for Passive, Hand-Held Night Vision devices has 
been developed for the Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory of 
the National Bureau of Standards_ This Standard is now being circu
lated for comment prior to adoption as a Standard of the National In
stitute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration of the Department of J ustice_ 

The paper mentions some of the philosophy behind the standard, 
lists the performance requirements and describes briefly the test 
procedures for (A) focus adjustment, curvature of field and distortion 
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of the eyepiece lens, (B) optical gain , optical gain stability, light 
equivalent background, light induced background, luminance of out· 
put screen, luminance uniformity, cathode and screen quality, con· 
trast transfer fun ction , di stortion and flare of a night vision device 
complete with objective lens, but with the eyepiece removed, and (C) 
for resistance to vibration, high and low temperature storage, opera· 
tion and thermal shock and humidity of night vision devices complete 
with both objective and eyepiece lenses, and (D) boresight adjust· 
ment , click movement and resistance to mechanical shock of night vi· 
sion devices intended for use as rifle sights. 

Risley , A. S., The Josephson junction as applie d to the mea
surement of the frequencies of seve ral laser lines, (proc. 
Frequency Standards and Metrology Seminar, Quebec, Canada, 
Aug. 30·Sept. 1, 1971), Paper in Proceedings of the Frequency Stan· 
dards and Metrology Seminar, pp. 325·328 (Q uan tum Electronics 
Laboratory , Laval University, Quebec, Canada, 1972). 

Key words: harmonic generation ; J osephson junction; laser 
frequencies; methane; microwave frequency stabi lity. 

The Josephson junction has been applied to the measure ment of 
laser frequencies as high as 3.8 THz by direct multiplication from an 
X-band source. An attempt is being made to extend this technique to 
frequencies as high as 10.7 THz. 

Roberts , R. W. , Energy re search: Scientists seek to e ase the 
pinch, The Futurist VIII, No. 1, 19·22 (Feb. 1974). 

Key words: buildings; conservation, energy. 

In this period of energy shortage, intens ive research and develop· 
ment efforts are required for the development of viable a lte rnatives 
to traditional energy sources. During the inevitable lag time between 
energy need and new supply , conservation measures can do much to 
reduce the energy gap. This is especially true in buildings, where vast 
amounts of energy are cu rrently wasted. Various NBS programs 
bearing on the design and ope ration of more energy efficient 
buildings are summarized. 

Rowe, ]. M., Livingston, R. C, Rush , 1. J. , Neutron quasielastic 
scattering study of SU- reorientation in rubidium 
hydrosulfide in the inte rmediate temperature trigonal 
phase,J. Chem. Phys. 59, No. 12, 6652·6655 (Dec. 15, 1973). 

Key words: neutron scatte ring; orientational disorder ; phase 
transition; reorientation; residence time; rubidium hydrosulfide; 
vibration amplitude. 

The reorientation of (SH)- ion s in the trigonal phase of RbSH has 
been investigated by neutron quasielastic scattering at 373 and 393 K 
The quasielastic peaks show a distinct two· component (elastic and 
broadened) structure, the behavior of which is used to establish that 
the ions are reorienting between two equilibrium sites (presumably 
by 1800 flips along the trigonal axis) with average times between 
reorientation of 5.4±0.4 p3ec and 4.0 ± OA psec at 373 and 393 K 
Mean square amplitudes of hydrogen vibration are determined from 
the momentum transfer dependence of the total intensity , and found 
to be higher than that found in the high temperature fcc phase, even 
though the rate of reorientation is an order magnitude faster in the 
cubic phase. 

Scavennec, A., Nahman , N. S., A simple passively mode-locked 
CW dye laser, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-I0, No.1 , 95·96 
(Jan. 1974). 

Key words: DODCI; dye laser; laser; mode· lock; picosecond; 
rhodamine 6 G. 

The operation of a simple passively mode· locked 5800. A dye laser 
is reported. A single active medium , solution of rhodamine 6 G and 
diethyloxadicarbocyanine iodide (DODCI) in glycol fl owing as an un· 
confined liquid film , is used for the simultaneous production of gain 
and nonlinear absorption. 

Sharman , L. ]. , Tovey, H., Vickers, A. K. , Current status and na
tional priorities for flammable fabric standards, Proc. 6th 
Annual Meeting of Information Council 0 11 Fabric Flammability, 
New York, N.Y., Dec. 7,1972, pp. 265·306 (Information Council on 
Fabric Flammability, New York , N.Y., May 1, 1973). 

Key words: blankets; children' s s leepwear; fabric fires; fabric 
flammability standards; FFACTS; fire injuries; flamm able 
fabrics; flammability standards prioriti es; ga rm ent flammability; 
garments; sampling plans ; upholstered furniture. 

The present status (calendar year 1972) of fl ammability standa rd s 
issued by the Department of Commerce is described. During 1972, a 
sampling plan was developed for the Standard for the Flamm ability 
of Children's Sleep wear , DOC FF 3·71. The Standard was reissued 
with this plan included. A Flammability Standard for Mattresses was 
also issued. Work is in progress on a proposed flamm ability standard 
for blankets and flammability test methods for upholstered furniture. 
The approaches used in development of the standard and the current 
status of the work are discussed. 

The results of a recent analysis of information available to the Fire 
Technology Division, National Bureau of Standards, on the relative 
need for specific fl am mability standa rd s for wearing apparel are 
discussed. The system used for developing "candidate priorities" for 
standards is briefly described. A li st of high priority garment types is 
presented, along with examples of compilation s of data from the 
NBS·Flammable Fabrics Accident Case and Testing System (F. 
FACTS) and other sources supporting the placement of the individual 
garment types on the li st. 

Shumaker, J. R , A spectroscopic study of equilibrium in 
nitrogen arcs, J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat . Transfer 14, 19·26 
(1974). 

Key words: arc plasma; equilibrium ; LTE; nitrogen. 

Nitrogen arc measurements of the intensity of the 4915 A - 4935 
A NI doublet and of the 3995 A NIl line show that local ther· 
modynamic equilibrium cannot be assumed in nitrogen arcs at elec· 
tron densities below 1 x )0" cm-3• Below this point , the results sug· 
gest that gas and electron temperatures differ significantl y and that 
ground states are overpopu lated with respect to upper electronicall y 
excited states. 

Simmonds, M. R , Using the semiconductor junction in quan
tum interference devices , J. Appl. Phys. 45, No.1 , 366·368 
(J an. 1974). 

Key words: Josephson junctions; quantum interference ; SQUID. 

We have fabri cated sma ll·area tunnel junctions of a lead·te llurium· 
lead structure. These have been used in conjunction with bulk super· 
conductors to make hybrid interfe rence devices. We have success· 
fully operated these devices at bias frequencies of 30 MHz, 300 MHz, 
and 10 GHz. 

Straty, G. C., Goodwin, R. D. , Dielectric constant and polariza
bility of saturated and compressed fluid methane , 
Cryogenics 13, No. 12, 712·715 (Dec. 1973). 

Key words: dielectric constant ; methane; polarizability. 

Accurate measurements of the dielectric constant of methane have 
been made on the saturated liquid from near the triple point to 188 K 
and on the compressed fluid along selected isotherms from 100 K to 
300 K and at pressures to 345 bar. The data are combined with accu· 
rate densities to obtain the molar polarizability and its dependence on 
density and temperature. The density range examined extends to 
nearly three times the critical density. The molar polarizability is 
found to increase initially with density and then decrease in qualita· 
tive agreement with theoretical predictions and the behaviour of 
othe r fluid s. 

Thrower, P. A., Nagle , D. C, Horton , W. S. , The anisotropy of 
pyrolytic graphite, J. Appl. Crystallogr. 6, Part 5, 347·351 (Oct. 
1973). 
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Key words: magnetic susceptibility; orientation function; per
ferred orientation; pyrolytic graphite. 

Two proposed expressions, I,(.p) = cos'" .p and I,(.p) = (1 + b2 sin 2 

.p)- ', for the orientation function , I(.p), of pyrolytic graphites have 
been shown analytically to give quite different values for the Bacon 
anisotropy factor (BAF) for oriented materials. BAF values derived 
from the angle of half-maximum intensity using I,(.p) are within 20 
percent of numerically calculated values for the BAF range 10-90, 
whereas values obtained using I 2(.p) are smaller by as much as a fac
tor of twenty. The effect of sample preparation on such measure
ments has been found to be negligible. Diamagnetic-susceptibility 
measurements on the graphites investigated validated the calculated 
BAF values in that the derived single-crystal susceptibilities were in 
reasonable agreement with known values. BAF values calculated via 
/2(.p) produced unacceptable paramagnetic values parallel to the 
basal plane. It is suggested that I,(.p) be used for rapid BAF deter
minations; although numerical calculation is preferred, the difficulty 
of measuring I(.p) at large .p, for highly oriented materials, may make 
the full numerical procedure impracticable and this approximate 
procedure the more desirable. 

Verdier, P . H., Monte Carlo studies of lattice-model polYIner 
chains. III. Relaxation of Rouse coordinates, J. Chem. Phys. 
59, No. 11,6119-6127 (Dec. 1,1973). 

Key words: excluded volume; lattice-model polymer chains; 
onte Carlo; polymer chain dynamics; relaxation times. 

The relaxation of the seven lowest Rouse coordinates for simple 
lattice models of polymer chains of up to 64 beads, with and without 
excluded volume , is studied by simulation on a digital computer. The 
similarity between the relaxation of the lattice-model chains without 
excluded volume and that of a statistical-bead model, noted in previ
ous studies of end·to-end length , is confirmed and examined in 
greater detail. The effect of excluded volume in slowing down the 
relaxation of the Rouse coordinates is examined, and a simple picture 
is suggested which accounts qualitatively for the results obtained. 
The nonnormal coordinate nature of the Rouse coordinates for chains 
with excluded volume is demonstrated by their non exponential au
tocorrelation functions. However, the results suggest that for each 
chain length , there is a unique longest internal relaxation time, cor
responding to an internal coordinate closely resembling the lowest 
Rouse coordinate. 

Wampler, R. H., Some recent developments in linear least
squares computations, (Proc. Computer Science and Statistics 
6th Annual Symp. on the Interface, University of California, 
Berkeley, Calif. , Oct. 16-17, 1972), Paper in Proceedings of the 
Computer Science and Statistics Sixth Annual Symposium on the 
Interface, M. E. Tarter, Ed., 94-110 (Western Periodicals Co. , 
North Hollywood , Calif., Oct. 1972). 

Key words: analysis of variance; computer programs; Gram
Schmidt orthogonalization; Householder transformations; ill
conditioned test problems; iterative refinement; least squares 
computations; linear equations; OMNITAB; regression; round
ing errors; statistics. 

The results of an evaluation of linear least-squares computer pro
grams (Wampler (174 , 175)) are briefly summarized. Subsequent 
work, including problems encountered, to provide a more accurate 
least-squares routine for the OMNITAB II program is discussed. In 
this connection , the comparative results of running a number of iII
conditioned problems on OMNIT AB II and two other reliable pro
grams are presented. A bibliography of the recent literature on least
squares analysis has been prepared with special emphasis on the 
computational aspects of obtaining least-squares solutions. 

Weiss , A. W. , Correlation in excited states of atoms,Advan. At. 
Mol. Phys. 9,1-46 (1973). 

Key words: correlation; energy levels; oscillator strengths; spec
troscopy; wave fun ctions. 

This article reviews the current status of work on electron correla
tion in excited states of light atoms through approximately Z = 20. 
The primary orientation is towards ab initio correlation calculations, 
so that semiempirical methods are not discussed except insofar as 
they relate directly to the correlation problem. Furthermore, the 
discussion is restricted to the effects of correlation on only two pro
perties, namely energies and oscillator strengths. After a brief state
ment and description of the correlation problem in general, we con
centrate on 1) methods currently employed to attack excited state 
correlation , and 2) a description of some of the results obtained so far 
which appear to be peculiar to excited states. 

Since most excited state correlation calculations have relied on the 
multiconfiguration expansion, this method is described at some 
length. For convenience the variety of such approaches are classified 
according to the choice of zeroth order, or reference state, starting 
point, which may be the Hartree·Fock, Hartree-Fock·Slater, or 
statistical model. Allowing the reference state orbitals to relax in the 
field of the virtual configuration leads to the multiconfiguration self
consistent field approximation, and this method is described as well. 
The charge expansion scheme and the pair correlation approach are 
also discussed from the standpoint of providing a framework for 
analyzing much of the results which have been obtained. 

Some of the more striking effects of excited state correlation are 
related to the readjustment of energy levels along an isoelectronic 
sequence. Not only are there anomalies associated with level 
crossings, but the asymptotic degeneracy effects predicted by the 
charge expansion theory appear, very often, to persist along an entire 
sequence. One of the large correlation corrections in the ground state 
involves orbital polarization, and this also happens with excited 
states, where it can often be understood as a series perturbation 
phenomenon. Series perturbations represent a large and important 
correlation correction not only for the series but for the perturbing 
state as well. These effects are all discussed by way of examples. 
Finally, some discussion is given of the role of pair correlations in 
excited states. 

Wiese, W. L. , Experimental studies of the Stark broadening 
of hydrogen lines, (Proc. VI Yugoslav Symp. and Summer 
School on the Physics of Ionized Gases, Miljevac by Split, Yu· 
goslavia, July 16-21 , 1972), Paper in Physics of Ionized Gases, M. V. 
Kurepa, Ed., pp. 559·596 (Institute of Physics, Beograd, Yu
goslavia,1972). 

Key words: atomic line shapes; critical review; hydrogen lines; 
plasma sources; Stark broadening. 

Recent experimental investigations on the Stark broadening of 
hydrogen lines by high density plasma sources are critically viewed. 
The principal requirements for accurate Stark broadening experi
ments are discussed, and plasma sources, line profile measurements , 
and diagnostic techniques are reviewed in detail. The most recent ex· 
perimental results are presented, compared with theory , and their 
significance for future theoretical work on Stark broadening is 
pointed out. 

Wiese, W. L., Regularities in atomic oscillator strengths, 
(proc_ VI Yugoslav Symp. and Summer School on the Physics of 
Ionized Gases, Miljevac by Split, Yugoslavia, July 16-21, 1972), 
Paper in Physics of Ionized Gases, M. V. Kurepa , Ed., pp. 627-649 
(Institute of Physics, Beograd , Yugoslavia, 1972). 

Key words: atomic oscillator strengths; perturbation theory; 
regularities; systematic trends. 

A review of the recently detected regularities and systematic 
trends among atomic oscillator strengths is presented. The quantum 
mechanical background for the existence of these regularities is 
discussed and, in particular, the relationship between oscillator 
strengths and nuclear charge as derived from perturbation theory is 
derived in detail. All regularities are illustrated by some typical 
graphical or tabular examples. 
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